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This is a very interesting book. I was pleasantly surprised by the twists and turns. It
took me up to chapter thirty-six before I realized it is an off-twist of an important

bible book. A page-turner! ~ Olusola Sotunde
***

This is a lovely story, Kemi. Full of suspense and highly emotional, but I loved the
way it ended. Well done and thank you for making me a part of it. 
~ Opeyemi Daramola Akinajo (Dr Daramola in Being Mrs Stevens)

***
Definitely a page-turner, and suspense-filled. It makes the story of Ruth more
relatable, and it reminds me that God can and does gives us beauty for ashes. ~

Morounfolu Adegbola
***

I produced one tank of tears reading it! Super captivating, intriguing, suspense-
filled, and then I liked that there was light at the end of the tunnel. I wish it didn’t

end. ~ Oluchi Okorie
***

I am an absolute sucker for romance. I liked the fact that it had a little of everything
– tragedy, mafia, romance, and pain. Yet through it all, it showed the importance of

good social capital. ~ Shakirat Gold-Olufadi
***

I finished reading the book for the second time. Could a trilogy be born from this
novel? ~ Marylin Vaaltyn-Utete

***
Thank you, Kemi. The book is just awesome. ~ Joseph Alimasunya

***
The book is unique and realistic. ~ Oluwadamilola Banjo-Akpapunam

***
I read and re-read it and wow! It’s captivatingly inspiring. ~ Cherub

***
I cried reading this novel. Exciting, suspenseful, and captivating are my descriptions

of the novel! Thumbs up! ~ Otitoju Toluwase
***

I am blown away by this book. I am short of words too. ~ Peter Oluwaseun
***

Being Mrs Stevens was a great read. It was so emotional for me. It actually helped
relieve a lot of bottled up emotions on several issues. ~ TC Adu
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To the Class of 2007

(metamorphosis)
Obafemi Awolowo University

Medical School.

 

Great Minds, Great Achievers.

I am super proud of you!
 

 

P.s. thank you for helping me treat my patients,

the Stevens are eternally grateful!

 
 

Dedication
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Meditation
 

Are any of you suffering hardships? You should pray. 

Are any of you happy? You should sing praises. 

Are any of you sick? You should call for the elders 

of the church to come and pray over you, 

anointing you with oil in the name of the Lord. 

Such a prayer offered in faith will heal the sick, 

and the Lord will make you well. 

And if you have committed any sins, 

you will be forgiven.

Confess your sins to each other 

and pray for each other 

so that you may be healed. 

The earnest prayer of a righteous person 

has great power and produces wonderful results.

 

James 5 vs 13-16
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       “If you can focus on a spot in the picture in front of you right now,” the
therapist spoke calmly as she projected a new picture onto the ceiling. There
was a calming sound of splashing water playing in the background.
     “I need you to concentrate,” the therapist continued. “Focus. Let your
subconscious mind take you to the place of healing.”
        Naomi Stevens leaned on the reclining chair with resignation and tried to
focus, something she was already used to following years of therapy. But she
couldn’t get past feeling like she was being exorcised, with Felicia, her new
therapist being the exorcist.
        Her mind was all over the place, and the only pictures she could see were
intrusive flashbacks.
        She sat up from the reclining chair, making Felicia jump back a bit. She
could not focus, she was not relaxed, and her subconscious mind was taking
her to places she would rather not visit. It was their fourth session together,
but it already felt like a waste of both their time and perhaps her money.
         Clearly, hypnotherapy was not for her.
      “You were supposed to help me, Felicia, and not to agitate me,” Naomi
said after a while.
     Her younger son recently had another health crisis, and she had just
returned from Benin. She was exhausted. And her nightmares were back.
    “Is that how you’re feeling? Agitated?” Felicia spoke with the silkiest,
soothing voice.
         Naomi ignored. 
      After years of different forms of alternative therapies, she was back to
where she started, and nowhere near a lasting relief.

prologue
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         “I have the same nightmares. Just a different location.”
         “Where were you this time around?”
         “To Everest,” she stopped abruptly, cold sweats breaking.
         “Go on.”
       “We were all excited to finally take the vacation. We were on the twelve
days trek to the Base Camp,” she was referring to her family. “Then it went all
hazy. The next thing I saw were helicopters everywhere. Air ambulances.
They said there had been an accident. A fatal one.”
      She stopped abruptly again, clutching her chest. She could feel Felicia
cringe at the idiocy of her nightmare. Recounting the dream felt ridiculous,
but it horrified her, nonetheless.
         “But you survived,” Felicia reassured.
      “Yes! I did!” Naomi replied. “The two ladies as well, they made it.” She
massaged her bejewelled fingers, looking lost.
         “What ladies?” Felicia sounded confused.
     “The two ladies. I don’t know them. But they were always there. They
always made friends with our group. And they always made it.” She was
breathing heavily.
         “Were they nice to you? Did they make you happy or sad?”
         “I can’t remember.”
        “You still think they’re your girls?” She previously told Felicia she used to
see the twin girls she lost during childbirth in her dreams, now all grown up.
         “I don’t know what I think anymore.”
         “And your family?”
        Naomi could not make herself respond. “You see, Felicia, this right here
is not working.”
        Naomi got up, grabbing her designer tote bag. “I’ll go see my doctors for
some sleeping pills. A few days on Lexotan should do the trick.”
     “It’s okay ma’am.” Felicia sighed with apparent defeat. “For your next
session –”
       “Forget it, Felicia.” Naomi smiled uneasily. She didn’t want to dump her
frustration on the poor girl. “Don’t you see? There’s no next session. But
thank you for your help.”

BEING MRS STEVENS  BY KEMI OWONIBI
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      Naomi marched out of the therapist’s room without looking back and
dashed down the elevator.
         Minutes later, she was settled in her waiting vehicle.
         “Just take me back home,” she told her driver.
        Naomi closed her eyes and leaned on the seat as the vehicle moved. Scary
pictures formed at the back of her eyes. She could live with the trauma of
raising a sick child, but she couldn’t deal with the nightmares.
         “Why should I be so scared of a stupid dream!”
         For a moment, she welcomed the vulnerable Naomi, and she groaned. 
      However, minutes later, her mask was back on. And she was the sweet
and happy Naomi again. There was no room for weakness.
     She hated her nightmares which were becoming more vivid, and she
couldn’t get past the premonition, that something would get terribly wrong.
         What she didn’t realise was that things had gone beyond redemption.
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       Nikita Edoho walked into the Second Floor Art Studio with a mix of anger
and frustration. Her hair was poorly kempt, and her eyes were heavy –
souvenirs from her sleepless nights. A camera hung around her neck. She
supported her cross-body bag, which was overflowing with supplies with one
hand, secured her kits under her armpit, and held a cup of coffee with the
other hand.
         She used her free shoulder to push the door open.
      She had not expected to find Sammie Stevens, her project partner who
had gone awol all week, leaving her to complete their project alone. He had
left a message for her overnight, apologising profusely for his sudden
disappearance, and promising that he would show up that morning.
         Well, there he was.
      ‘What’s his excuse this time?’ Nikki frowned. Sammie surely knew how to
trigger her.
     She sighed with relief when she spotted the box that contained their
project, which had been in Sammie’s custody, and she hoped there wouldn’t
be any missing parts. 
       Sammie rushed to her to help her with her stuff that was already falling
apart. 
         Please, let me help you with these.”
         She let him.
        “Oh, see who remembers he’s still a student,” Nikki was being sarcastic.
“I just hope whatever is in that box has the name ‘Lego-Cello’ written on it.”
         “I said I was sorry,” Sammie replied as he helped her settle on a bench.

chapter 1
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        “Sorry is not enough. You should know that by now. We are turning this
project in by three. And we have to do the presentation any moment from
now. Yet you’re just showing your face?”
     “I got something for you, it’s really nice,” Sammie digressed, with an
excited twinkle in his eyes. “You’re gonna like it.”
         Nikki ignored him. Was that supposed to be a bribe?
         They set up their workstation.
      Sammie pulled his Notebook and he began to transfer the information
from Nikki’s camera.
      The studio was already filling up with other students who were equally
working on their projects and trying to beat the three o’clock deadline. They
were all required to work with their research partners to design projects that
brought their researches to life. 
      Nikki and Sammie’s research work revolved around people growing up
with one’s childhood fantasy, so they settled for a piece of contemporary Lego
art – something they named ‘Lego-Cello’ – which was originally Sammie’s
idea.
        Their teamwork eventually paid off, resulting in a six-foot-tall Cello made
exclusively of Lego pieces, with a complete set of strings and bow to match.
         Inside the Cello was a sea of Lego people attending a concert.
         It was a masterpiece.
       Granted, Sammie provided all the Lego pieces, but the actual work had
been at the expense of her sweat, tears, and blood, figuratively. 
      However, when it was time to complete the assembling, glueing and
paperwork, Sammie disappeared into thin air.
        And he took Lego-Cello with him.
        She had spent the entire week preparing alone and rehearsing with what
they had on the recording. Her worst-case scenario was that she would have
to present what they had on the recording. 
        And alone.
        She was tired; she couldn’t even look decent for their presentation. But at
least, she was relieved her partner showed up at the eleventh hour.
         “I got words that you reported me.” Sammie tried to sound serious.
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      “I didn’t report you, Sam. I requested a new partner because I cannot
continue like this.” Nikki turned around to look at him.
      “Too late! We are stuck together.” Sammie winked, dashing a stunning
boyish smile. 
         Nikki groaned.
        “Where were you?” Nikki turned to look at him again. “For a whole week,
Sam, for a whole week, you disappeared, when you knew what was at stake.
How was I supposed to work when I didn’t know where you were or when
you’d be coming back? Nobody knew where you were, you weren’t picking up
your calls, and your apartment was empty.”   
   “Have you ever heard about ‘medical vacation’ before?” He sounded
nonchalant.
        “Since when?” Nikki clenched her teeth, then stopped.
        What an excuse!
       “Never mind, let’s work. In case you have not noticed, Sammie, I plan to
graduate.” Her frustration heightened.
     Nikki liked working with Sammie; he wasn’t such a bad guy, she just
wished he pulled his weight. 
         And stop with his disappearing acts.
         When they finally settled down to work, Sammie’s phone rang.
       “One minute. I’ve got to pick this.” Sammie got up and dashed off again
to the foyer of their second-floor art studio, but not before she heard him say
“Hey, Mum!” to the person n the other end of the phone.
       Nikki watched him from across the huge window as he paced forth and
back while he took the call.
        He was casually dressed, with a fresh haircut, and he looked appealing in
his lanky frame. He had begun to keep his beard which was still stubble but
made him look more grownup, and more handsome than he was when they
first got paired at the beginning of the semester.
         They barely spoke to each other before then.
      She remembered how unsure she felt when she first realised they were
going to be partners for the year. They were from two different worlds, but
they had both managed to make it work; she was more hands-on,  while Sam, 
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well, he ran errands. But most of the time, he would just stare at her, like
she’d grown some horn.
    It was not like she wasn’t enjoying the attention, to be fair; and
surprisingly, he was easy to work with. She loved his style of thinking
       Nikki wondered if he was in some sort of trouble at home, perhaps that
was why he was very secretive about his movements. She had enough
troubles at home herself, and her varsity work was her little escape from her
realities.
     Who was she deceiving, comparing her life troubles with Sammie’s? She and
Sammie were not at the same level. He was a spoilt, privileged boy, with a
horde of fake friends who wanted him because he was popular and rich. 
      Even if he failed, his future was set. While she? That bachelor’s degree
with honours was going to be her escape from poverty if she was lucky.
        She sipped what was left of her coffee that had already become cold. She
went through Sammie’s stuff – a little part of her wanted to see what he
bought for her. But she only found his usual stuff, his computer, camera,
headphone, wallet, and his car key.
       She found a small jar of medicine that made her pause. She wondered if
he was really sick, even though he looked okay to her.
         Sammie chose that moment to return.
         “What did I miss?” He startled her.
         “Were you really sick?” Nikki whispered; concern audible in her voice.
         “Why would you say that?” He seemed to have forgotten his “lie”.
       “Medical vacation, remember?” Nikki reminded him, pulling out the small
medicine jar from his school bag, and sounding genuinely concerned. “Is it
like asthma, or sickle cell, or what? You can talk to me.”
      “Argh! You got me there!” Sammie chuckled uncomfortably. “That’s just
vitamin. You know, schoolwork is hectic, so I use supplements. You must
take some yourself.” He sounded jumpy. “We’ve got real work to do now.
We’ve wasted enough time already.”
      “And how is your Mum? She called you, right?” Nikki didn’t understand
why she was so concerned about him.
      “She’s fine, actually. I told her I was with you and she said, ‘Say hi to my girl
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Nikki.’” He mimicked his mum. “And she’d like to meet you one day. Well,
she said that, not me.” His usual crooked smile was plastered on his face.
      Something was off, Nikki shook her head. If only she could know what
that was.
         And she hadn’t found her gift either.
         But all those could wait because right now, they had a deadline to beat.
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      Sammie could not keep his eyes from Nikki, studying her every feature
like he had done ever since they got paired together.
       The truth was that he really missed her; and beyond doing projects and
research together, being stuck with each other, he liked her.
       For the entire time, he was away, he couldn’t stop thinking about her. At
one point, he tried to compose a poem about her, and it was an epic fail.

“Her eyes were the colours of the clearest Caribbean seas.
Dreamy.
Her lips were full and pillow-y.
The lustrous curls of her hair flared the demons in me.
When she held my gaze, my heart stopped.”

       He had stopped right there before he made any more blunders. He had
since stopped writing poems; he would rather think about her. Or draw
sketches of her.
         The memory brought a smile to his face. He rubbed his stubbled chin.
        “I’m such a lousy poet,” he murmured.
        “What’s funny?” Nikki looked at him.
        “Nothing.”
       Sammie briefly held her gaze. Thankfully, his heart did not stop, but he
was sure it skipped a beat, or two.
        She looked tired, and he felt guilty for that, and right there he decided he
had to make it up to her.
        He loved the girl with wits and fierceness.

chapter 2
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       Nikki was a couple of weeks older than him, and a certified bookworm.
But the way she always engaged him made her absolutely irresistible to him.
He always ended his days thinking about her, scrolling through her pictures,
and wishing they could do more than just study.
       In an alternative reality, if things were different, he could ask her for a
date. But as things were, even if she would accept to be with him, he knew he
could never dare to pursue anything with her.
         He could not bear to break her heart.
        He had nothing to offer anybody, especially someone like Nikita Edoho.
It was a miracle that he was still alive.
       Barely a week earlier, he was feeling tired and had driven to the hospital
for a routine check, but he had ended up spending the entire week on
admission.
         Thankfully, his new medicine seemed to be working better.
         He couldn’t possibly invite her into such a world of uncertainty.
      “Hey, Nikki.” He reached out to Nikki, massaging her hand softly. “I’m
truly sorry I left you to do all the work. And for taking the Cello with me.”
      “It’s unfair, but...” Nikki looked at him briefly but soon turned her eyes
back on the computer screen. “Never mind. It’s okay. Just let’s work.”
        “You look tired,” he continued, even though he could see that she did not
appreciate him distracting her from their work. “I promise I will make it up
to you. Just let me know if there’s something you want me to do for you.”
       Nikki paused. “How about you not interrupting?” She gently pushed his
hand away. “How about you pulling your weight? How about you just
learning your lines and getting ready for the examiners. How about you
finish the recording, and turning it in?” There was a little edge in her voice.
        “Okay.” He responded, defeated.
       It hurt him to abandon her, but he was sick and very tired. He needed to
get away to seek medical attention. He wished he could do more and be more
useful at the university, but he could only try his best. 
        And he was not coping.
       He had considered dropping out of college a couple of times, surely there
were ways of getting a degree without the whole hard work.
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      His mother’s choice was distant learning, but he would never miss the
chance of being physically present in an academic environment and being
with real people.
       His goal for coming to the university was not to graduate, no, but to have
fun, to see the world on his own terms. However, it seemed he might
graduate, especially with Nikki dragging him along towards the finish line.
         If only he could trust her enough to let her know he was dying.
      He had slipped earlier and told her he was on medical vacation. It was
already a miracle that he had lived to twenty-three years, he did not know
how much longer he would hold on. He probably wouldn’t graduate, but he
was taking life a day at a time.
 
 
         The day went on without further hiccups.
       They completed the recordings of their projects; they edited the videos,
completed the paperwork, and turned everything in electronically.
      They also had an excellent presentation when their examiners and the
external assessors came to examine their project, which won the admiration
of both their examiners and other colleagues.
        Their project,  the Lego-Cello was even recommended to be showcased at a
forthcoming exhibition.
      When it was all over, the relief on Nikki’s face made Sammie feel even
guiltier.
         “I owe you one,” he said.
         “You owe me nothing,” she stammered, relief palpable in her voice. She
was so excited. “Congratulations to us!” she screamed. “I’m sorry I shouted at
you, I was trying, you know, we were trying to finish up, that, erm project,
that masterpiece sitting over there, no harm intended.”
       Sammie could not hear a thing she said. He flashed the tiny gift-box he
got for her in front of her.
         “What’s that?” Nikki asked. 
       “I told you I got something nice for you. It’s just a wristwatch. Try it on,
you’ll like it.” 
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        He helped her get the piece of jewellery out of its box onto her wrist.
        “It’s beautiful. Thank you.” She looked genuinely grateful.
Sammie could finally exhale.
     “You’re officially my new best friend. You’ve been spoiling me all this
while, let me spoil you a little too.” Sammie was a little euphoric.
         “For the records, we are not best friends.”
         “Let me be the judge of that.”
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       Sammie was not ready for an argument. He had plans to take Nikki out
and spoil her, even if a little, whether she liked it or not.
        It was late afternoon already. They had spent the entire day huddled over
their workstation, completing their project, and turning it in for assessment.
         And they were both tired.
       “Thank you for the watch. I love it.” Nikki said for the umpteenth time.
Her expression had softened, tugging some soft spots in his fragile heart.
       After a little persuasion, Nikki agreed that they could spend the evening
together – a little celebration for their Lego-Cello, which had already begun
to trend within the university community.
      The plan was simple – he would take her back to her hostel room, they
could freshen up, and exactly at seven o’clock, he would be back to pick her
up. He desperately hoped she wouldn’t bail on him.
     Sammie helped pack her bags and they left the studio, their Lego art
already securing its place on display behind the Studio’s show glass. The side
of the Cello was left open so viewers could appreciate the sea of tiny people
attending a concert inside the Lego-Cello.
        They chatted lightly as they walked leisurely towards Sammie’s vehicle at
the students parking lot.
         Suddenly, Sammie thought he felt something strange.
         Is that tremor?
        “What is that?” Nikki asked, looking confused. “Am I the only one feeling
like the ground is shaking?”
        “No. You are not the only one. I can feel it too.” Sammie held her close to
him. “It feels like a tremor.”

chapter 3
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      Looking around, Sammie could see everybody around them was just as
confused as they were.
         Sammie held Nikki’s hand, and they walked briskly to his vehicle.
      They had barely made it to the car when they heard a loud bang behind
them. The sound became louder like something was collapsing. 
        Before they could turn around, it was all dark, and cloudy.
        Then there was a stampede, and people began to scream all around them
as they fled from the site of the explosions.
      ‘Those were explosions.’ Sammie thought, then he yelled over the noise to
Nikki, “those were definitely explosions.”
        Nikki clutched onto his arm while he held her close, as though to protect
her from an unknown danger. 
        Turning around, in what seemed like a slow-motion, amid the chaos and
commotion, they realised what had just happened. They could see where the
explosions were coming from. 
      Right in front of them, the Arts Faculty collapsed. And some parts of it
were on fire. 
         They watched in horror as the building just exited barely a minute or two
earlier began to crumble upon itself.
        People rush out of the building, both students and staff alike, screaming
for help, some already with bloodied bodies. Injured people were being
carried out of the building, while some others were jumping out of the
windows as the building collapsed.
         The chaos was unbelievable.
         Nikki gasped as they both watched in horror.
      “Sammie, we were just coming out of the faculty building,” she spoke
quietly, pointing towards the Arts Faculty like the reality was beginning to
sink into her.
         She shuddered.
      “We were there the whole day. The whole day, Sammie. At the studio.
Second floor. We just stepped out of that building, isn’t it? Our Cello is still
there. And there are people in the building, right?”
        “I know, right?”
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    Sammie held her close, as they watched helplessly. He was also just as
shaken.
   Nikki let out a distressing sound, matching the screams and the commotion
around them. Sirens were sounding from the distance, as security personnel,
firefighters and ambulances rushed to the scene, while peopled fled in the
opposite direction.
       “Come on, Nikki. Let’s go.” Sammie shouted over the chaos to Nikki. He
could see some firefighters and paramedics were already at the sites of the
explosion.
        “There are people in the building, we’ve got to do something, we’ve got to
help them!”
        Nikki screamed back, as she made to rush towards the Arts faculty, tears
streaming down her face. “We were just coming out of there, Sammie, not
even five minutes!” She continued screaming.
        While they argued, they heard more explosions, which brought them to a
screeching halt.
         Sammie couldn’t take that chance. Drawing his strength, he pulled Nikki
back as they both ran towards the vehicle. He pushed her in gently and sped
away from the danger. She was still in shock. He needed to take her as far
away as possible, to a safer place.
        His car Bluetooth speaker blazed repeatedly, the screen on the dashboard
showing that “Mom” was the one calling.
         He ignored.
        “Please answer your call, your Mum is calling you.” There was concern in
Nikki’s voice.
         He would call his Mum later, but not right away.
         Moments later, a message flashed across the screen.
         It was his Mum again.
         Nikki read it out to him.

“Sammie, where are you? Please let me know if you are safe. Are you still on campus?
Your university is on fire. There’s been an explosion. It’s all over the news. 

Please whatever you do, do not go near the main campus. Just stay away, Sammie.
Please be safe. Call me immediately. Mom.”
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      They eventually found a safe place to stop. They pulled up at the parking
lot of a shopping mall. He wanted to see if Nikki was fine. She seemed quite
shaken. 
       Nikki was still shaking. He too was shaking.
    They had only stepped out of their Arts Studio, and then the building
collapsed.
         What were the odds? He thought.
         “Are you okay, Nikki?”
     Nikki shook her head and sobbed uncontrollably. She could not stop
trembling.
     “We were in that building. On the second floor. We could have been
trapped,” she responded, sniffing back tears. “If we hadn’t left the building
when we did, we could have been trapped or injured. Or dead. People were
still inside when we left. People from our class.”
         Sammie held her close.
         “It’s okay, Nikki. You are safe now.” He patted her shoulder.
       “No, it’s not okay,” she responded. “I’m scared, Sammie. Very scared. I
just hope everybody is safe.”
         “I hope so too.”
     They waited in silence, leaning on his vehicle as they listened to the
breaking news about their institution. Their university was on the news
again and for all the wrong reasons. Two tall buildings – Arts Faculty, and
Students’ Union building had collapsed following series of explosions, and
the adjacent structures were not spared.
         “Your Mum asked you to call her,” Nikki pointed out to him after a while.
         He finally called his Mum.

“… I’m fine Mum … I’m with Nikki … No, we’re not on campus … She’s fine, …
everybody’s scared, we’re worried too… but we’ll be fine … I’ll be fine, Mum... 

You worry too much. Love you, Mum.”
         “You didn’t tell her what really happened,” Nikki said quietly.
       “She would freak out. And she would take the very next flight here.” He
definitely didn’t want that. 
         “You’re lucky to have such a caring Mum.”
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     Sammie faced her, held both her hands and wove her fingers in his. He
fidgeted a bit. 
        Yes, he was blessed to have a thoughtful mother, and he always felt guilty
for putting her through so much pain and heartache. His mother had just
returned home to Lagos following his recent hospitalisation. He couldn’t risk
her coming back again for anything.
        “You want me to take you back to your hostel now?” He asked instead.
       “I would rather stay here and listen to the news. I am very scared, I don’t
know whether it was very bad, whether someone I know is involved.” She
looked anxious.
       Sammie held Nikki in an embrace, hoping he could calm her a little. He
had never seen that sensitive part of her.
        “Can I get a place for you to spend the night? Then I can take you back to
your hostel in the morning. Will that be fine?” He asked. 
         Things always get better after a restful night, or so they say.
         Nikki accepted his offer, without hesitation.
         “Don’t worry,” he tried to reassure her. “Let’s pray it all comes right.” She
nodded.
         “You want to eat?” He was famished himself.
         “Actually, I’m hungry.”
       Sammie drove her to “10-on-Gaius” – a bed ’n breakfast not so far from
his house. They had supper at the restaurant. Nikki treated herself to their
delicious Jollof rice with assorted meat, with takeaway Suya and chilled zobo;
while Sammie opted for smoked mackerel with stir-fried noodles.
         Once she was settled in her room, he took his leave.
         He hardly slept anywhere apart from his apartment.
        As he drove over the short distance back to his home, Sammie shook his
head at the irony of things, and how the day had taken a completely different
turn.
       When he said he wanted to spend the evening with Nikki, that was not
what he had in mind.
         But at least, Nikki was safe, and it was better than nothing.
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    In the next few days, more information began to emerge about the
explosions on the university campus that saw a few of their buildings
collapsed and other parts burnt.
       Many students, lecturers and other university staff were directly injured
from the explosions and the collapsed buildings, while some others suffered
burns injuries. The specific number of injured was not yet released. 
       However, the death toll had increased to three, and a few others in critical
conditions.
   The Students’ Union Government released their official statements,
condemning the act. They believed the attack on the Student Building was
targeted at the Students’ Union secretariat. And considering that other
structures were involved, they also thought it must be the aftermath of gang
rivalry; and they vowed to do everything in their power to nab the criminals.
        The police in their preliminary investigations believed it was some form
of terrorism, and they suggested that some powerful people were behind the
attacks, considering the types of weapons and explosives used. 
         However, the motives were yet to be determined.
         The bomb squad dispatched to investigate the explosions confirmed this
as well, that the explosives used were military-styled.
        The university authority in their statements agreed with the preliminary
reports of the police investigations. The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Gregory
called it exactly what the State Governor called it – domestic terrorism.
      “We have a zero-tolerance policy for all forms of thuggery, vandalization,
secret cults, gangsterism, and terrorism!” He yelled, even though he had a
loud voice normally. 
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      He continued by saying; “Definitely, the rival gangs can’t possibly have
access to such military-style weapons and explosives, as confirmed by the law
enforcement.” He also thought it didn’t make sense that students in gangs
would want to vandalise the university to such extents; because, in his words,
“considering that gang rivalries are generally triggered by petty arguments,
drugs, and girlfriends.”  
      He ended his intense speech by throwing a jab at the Students’ Union
government.
     “I will encourage all students of this great institution to listen to the
correct information from authorised channels, and not via hearsay,
misinformation and fake news being peddled by the SUG.”
      The Students’ Union government felt the shots were fired at them, and
they too used all ammunition they had in the university to refuse and reject
such disparaging comments by the university authority.
         “We will not allow ourselves to be bullied into submission or intimidated
by the threats from the likes of Prof Gregory and his minions!” They fired
back.
       Some random groups in the university began to suggest that they were
responsible for the chaos, just to make themselves appear invincible.
       New crises started brewing within the university community, over and
above the ones caused by the explosions; the principal rivals being the SUG
and other smaller student groups on one side, and the VC, university
registrar and the Dean of Students on the other side.
       Information was evolving about the full extent and implications of the
attacks on their institution. The university was thrown into mourning, and
parents were already swarming around the school environment to fetch their
grown children.
       By the second day following the attack, the university was locked down
with immediate effect. The hostels were also closed with immediate effect.
And everyone was instructed to vacate the university immediately while the
investigation continued.
   Further instructions emerged that academic sessions would soon
commence online and that virtual learning would continue indefinitely.
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        Until further notice.
     Students gathered in clusters in front of the ruins of their institution,
listening to the latest information from the university authorities as they
emerged.
         They all had their luggage already packed as they were all evacuated from
their respective rooms, while they all faced an indefinite lockdown period.
         Once the briefing by the VC was over, goodbyes were shared, and people
began to disperse. 
        Nikki and Sammie too stood together with the other students in front of
what once was their faculty building.
        It was just two days ago that they were turning in their project, trying to
beat deadline, and their Lego-Cello was standing tall and magnificently
behind the display glass. Now the entire building itself was gone and
completely boarded all around.
        Sammie hugged Nikki closely like he had since the day of the explosion,
while they listened to the broadcasts as they emerged from all the conflicting
parties.
         “I don’t know what these people want us to believe now,” Nikki spoke.
       “I guess the message is pretty clear. School is over. Everybody go home.
Until further notice.” Sammie responded.
         “You are right.”
         The reality of them leaving the building only moments before its collapse
sure had its toll on them. Most of the casualties from the explosions came
from the Arts building, including from the studio they were previously in.
        Sammie remembered how scared Nikki was following the attack, and he
was just glad he was there with a shoulder for her to lean on.
       He worked his hands gently across her back and shoulder as they stood
together, down her arm and eventually locked her fingers in his.
    “You just came back, and now the school is closed,” Nikki started
awkwardly as she tried to untangle her fingers from his. “You must make
sure you enjoy the holidays.”
        Sammie knew it was time to say their goodbyes, but he was not ready to
let go. 
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       However, Nikki was ready to leave. She insisted that her ride would soon
arrive, and Sammie should just leave without her.
     He eventually realised he didn’t have a choice, even though his feelings
continued to betray him.
        He swallowed hard.
    Their friendship had taken a surprising turn and had bloomed under
pressure in the past two days; but with the university under an indefinite
lockdown, it faced an uncertain future.
         He wished he could hold on to her for as long as possible.
     He held her gaze for the longest time like he was trying to memorise
everything he saw.
     “You must promise me that you’d take care of yourself, and enjoy the
lockdown,” Nikki smiled sweetly as she tore her gaze from him.
         “Are you sure you’ll be okay?” He was serious. 
        “Nonsense! I’ll be fine. Tough girl here.” Nikki replied with a wink. “What
about you? Are you going away? Maybe travel somewhere? Overseas?”
         “Nah! Most likely I’ll be stuck with my parents, spend some time with my
brother maybe, but I’m sure it would be long and boring.” He gently pulled
her closer, so she could look directly at him. “I’ll be missing you though. I’ll
call you.”
         Nikki looked somewhat surprised. “Okay. I’ll pick your calls,” she replied,
hesitantly, like she was caught unawares, or unsure of how to reciprocate the
gesture.
      “Are you going to miss me?” Sammie asked. “We were supposed to be
doing something fun together before the explosion.”
        “That’s life, Sammie, I guess there will still be a chance to do that, maybe.
We just have to deal with situations as they come.” Nikki sounded defeated.
       ‘You have no idea,’ Sammie shook his head. “Are you sure you don’t want
me to wait here with you? We can stay back for a while if you want.”
         She shook her head. “You should probably be going; Sam, you are driving
through a long distance.”
       “You’re right. I should probably be going. It’s a long distance to Lagos,”
Sammie replied, even though he was not in a hurry. 
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        He could always travel the following day.
      “Just promise me you’ll take care of yourself. I’ll call you. I’ll visit you if I
have to.” He kept on talking.
        “I will be fine.”
        Sammie pulled her into an embrace, messaging her back gently.
       “Say hi to your Mum for me,” Nikki managed to say.
     “I will,” Sammie replied, but he didn’t want to talk about his mother, he
wanted to talk about them. He planted a gentle kiss on her cheek as he held
on to her.
         A few seconds later, her phone vibrated. She pulled away.
         “My ride is here,” she pointed towards her phone.
         “Please be safe. I’ll miss you.”
     “You too.” She took a few steps backwards as the vehicle arrived. He
watched her leave, feeling helpless.
         Soon afterwards, he hopped in his vehicle and drove off.
 

       “That was awkward.” Nikki cringed as she hopped onto the cab; she was
obviously too stunned to explore further.
       The past two days had put all her emotions into a confused mix – from
anger and frustration, to real fear. And then something else she couldn’t
explain going on between her and Sammie.
        She was scared, he was there, she loved her new wristwatch, and she felt
safe with him.
     She initially thought she was just compensating for the gift. But the
feeling, or whatever it was, had persisted.
        If it weren’t Sammie, she would have thought he cared more, like having
an interest in her. But since it was Sammie, she must be imagining things. 
 Sammie was not her boyfriend or anything like that, he was just a random
guy she worked with.
         She didn’t know what to make of it.
      Nikki hugged herself. He had held her and kissed her in public like he
didn’t care what people thought. 
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    She didn’t want to raise her hopes, but also she couldn’t deny she felt
something for him. A feeling she must ignore.
    Most likely, by the time school reopened, they would be back to being
strangers again.
        It was time to face the future.
        “Now what?” she sighed, feeling alone. 
       Life had thrown enough curveballs at her, such that missing out on some
fun getaway with Sammie was nothing; but she found herself missing him
already.
        The cab drove down the familiar route to her home in downtown Benin.
She had hired the cab, just to convince Sammie she was going somewhere
else, like out of town.
         Such deception, she thought.
         Her mind drifted to earlier that morning after they were evacuated from
the hostels and she didn’t know where to go. Calling her mother was out of
the question, that is if her mother hadn’t changed her number again. She
also thought she could stay with friends. Or her aunt. Or her grandmother.
         But for how long?
         Nobody would accommodate her indefinitely.
         Except maybe her stepdad.
      She hated doing that because the man would always welcome her with
open hands. And she hated taking advantage of people’s favour. Especially
him. But she had no choice and she needed somewhere to stay. She had
eventually dialled the familiar number.
         “Morning sir.”
        “Nikita. I heard your school had closed down because of the explosions.”
There was concern in his voice. “You can come and stay with us. Just tell your
mother before coming. I don’t want her troubles.”
        She arrived at his home, the only stable semblance of a home she had,
and she was welcomed the usual way. With kindness, even though she didn’t
really belong there.
         She wished the hostels were still open.
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        Naomi emerged from her organic garden. 
        She had thrown herself into her new hobby to keep herself busy. It helped
lift her mood and reduced her flashbacks. But the real value was having clean
meals on her plate, right from her home garden.
      The monitor beeped, suggesting that there were people who had come
into the house.
    She knew it wasn’t Sammie, he could not have arrived so early. Her
younger son was on his way home, and she was tracking him closely. But she
was also not expecting any visitors.
       As she moved closer to the house, she realised whom they were, and her
spirit lifted. It was her older son – Sean Stevens. 
      Sean was visiting them with Tamilore, a former beauty queen, and his
girlfriend of many years. She was pleased with the surprise visit. It was
always such pure joy having family around.
      Naomi realised she was going to have a full house that evening – with
Sean and Tammy around, and Sammie on the way.
     Kingsley Stevens, her husband had also called earlier to inform her he
would also be back in the evening from one of his numerous overseas trips.
        Well, she wasn’t complaining. The more, the merrier. 
      She made a short detour to inform her kitchen staff to make sure there
was enough food to cater for everyone. 
       Sean was on the phone when she entered the house. He was making an
angry call and yelling angrily at someone, or about someone named King.
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       Tammy sat relaxed with her two feet folded on the couch. She was busy
surfing through Netflix with one hand, while with the other she was typing
on her phone.
         Naomi smiled.
         She hoped one day, she could understand these two.
        Sean was as unpredictable as the weather, fluctuating between the highs
and the lows, while Tamilore, well, she was quite satisfied being Sean’s
girlfriend, and she refused to take life too seriously.
      Such bliss! But at least, Naomi knew they loved each other, and that was
good enough, for now.
      “No flowery language in my house!” Naomi said firmly to her son Sean
who was busy yelling entire strings of profanity.
    Without saying any greet or acknowledge his mother, Sean excused
himself and climbed upstairs, with the same intense anger.
       Naomi wondered how her son had evolved into an angry young man in
recent times.
         “What’s wrong with him?” Naomi thought out loud.
      “Your guess is as good as mine ma. Good afternoon.” Tammy greeted,
without getting up, she was still busy checking out newly released Nollywood
movies. Every other second, she was responding to what seemed like a chat
on her phone.
         “Tamilore my daughter. Good to see you. How are you guys doing?”
         “I’m fine ma,” Tammy responded. “But I don’t seem to understand Sean.
For the past two or three days, he’s been so angry. I can’t even have a decent
conversation with him.”
        “I don’t know where he got his anger from. Maybe from his father’s side
of the family tree. Are you guys having an argument, or what?” Naomi asked,
even though Tammy and Sean had never complained to her about a fight
before.
      “No, we are not fighting, we’re good actually.” Tammy appeared to be
unusually excited.
        “Is he treating you well?” Naomi probed further. In her years of fighting
against spousal abuse, she hoped she was not sitting on a potential case.
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       “Yaassss!” Tammy let out a muffled scream. “I’m not sure this is the best
time to say this, with Sean getting angry about everything, but we are getting
married.”
         She flashed her new engagement ring.
         “O my God, that’s great news.” Naomi brightened up.
      “Yes, I know. I can’t believe it myself.” Tammy’s joy was unmistakable.
“But Mum, you must act surprised when we announce it later.”
       “Of course, Tam!” Naomi replied, with an imaginary zipping gesture on
her lips. “Lips sealed.”
       Naomi admired the engagement ring. And she couldn’t help thinking it
was a good investment.
         “Sean went all out on this one.” Naomi smiled.
         “I know. And I’m totally blown.”
      Sean chose that time to make his re-entry, and Naomi quickly stepped
back. She needed to stay in character, so she could act surprised when they
announced the engagement over dinner.
      He walked up to Naomi and gave her a big hug. He was no longer the
angry man she saw when she came in earlier, but he had transformed back to
her baby. Sean.
         “Hi, Mum.”
         “So, you did not see me when I arrived?” Naomi was asking.
         “Do you want me to start counting the times you totally ignored me too?”
        Naomi winked. “Anyway, your brother is on his way as we speak. Did he
tell you?”
         “Yeah.”
      “The university is closed down indefinitely. Some children of the devil
blew up their school, can you just believe that? How could anyone do
something so heinous?”
         “I heard that too,” Sean replied.
    Naomi could see that Sean was a little bit uncomfortable with that
conversation. She too was.
         “I am just glad he’s safe. I don’t know what I would have done.”
         “Me neither, Mum, me neither.” He was serious.
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     Naomi smiled as she patted her son on the shoulder. It always gave her
pleasure when her sons watched over each other’s back.

 
        Naomi sat with her family as they converged at the table for dinner. And
it was an absolute disaster.
       Sammie was back, after five hours on the road, much to Naomi’s relief.
But he had exerted himself from the long drive home from Benin, and he was
tired. Kingsley too returned from his business engagements overseas, and he
too was tired.
         Sean was still angry; he growled at everyone, especially at his father. Their
the relationship had deteriorated in recent times, but Naomi had never seen
them attacking each other so pointedly over a dinner table.
         Tamilore was trying her best to appease him. 
      Naomi shook her head; she was certain there was not going to be any
engagement announcement. She hoped the poor girl was making a good
decision.
       Her house was full, but it lacked the warmth she earlier anticipated and
the togetherness that should be seen around during family meals. She was
worried that what was lacking was not because they were all tired; she was
afraid her family was breaking apart, and she wondered where they missed
the plot. 
         Naomi watched and prayed in silence.
       Eventually, Sean stormed out of the dinner table and left for his wing of
the house, with Tammy tagging along.
         “I guess that’s my cue too. Thanks for the dinner.” Sammie kissed her on
her cheek and left for his room. He’d said very little all evening, he ate very
little, and he seemed distracted.
       “Thank you, darling, for the pleasant dinner,” Kingsley said, kissed her
briefly, and he left for their wing of the house.
       Naomi stayed back to pray; she felt something was amiss, but she still
couldn’t figure out what was causing the troubles in her heart. She eventually
retired to her room.
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        Kingsley was already changed for bed. She joined him.
      “Darling, you don’t look happy,” her husband spoke as a matter of fact,
like he was noticing for the first time.
        “No. I’m not.” 
      “You think I should cut down on my travelling, so I can spend more time
with you? If that will make you happy.” He sounded genuine.
        “No. You need to continue changing the world, one trip at a time. If duty
calls, you go.” Naomi tried to sound upbeat.
     She noticed the hesitancy in Kingsley. Was he feeling guilty again for
spending too much time away from home? Or was it something else?
         “Should I be worried about something?” Naomi frowned.
       “No. I watched all of us this evening. We were all very distant from one
another,” he pointed out the obvious, not to mention the tension between
him and his son.
      “I’m sure everybody was tired. Tomorrow should be a better day.” She
hoped she was right.
         “I’ll take your word for that,” Kingsley replied.
        “I hope we all can work harder at being a family. The boys are all grown
up. And soon they will pack their bags and leave. Even Sammie.”
         Kingsley laughed. “They left already, Naomi. Even Sammie. We’ve raised
them, it’s time to let them spread their wings and fly.”
         “Will you at least talk to Sean? I am concerned about him.”
         “Anything in particular?”
        “Well, for starters, I don’t like the way both of you fight. Also, lately, he’s
been very angry, for God knows what. Thirdly, I’m also concerned about his
lifestyle.”
         “What about his lifestyle?”
         “Lavish. Sometimes, I have this feeling, like I don’t know if he can afford,
or sustain his expensive lifestyle. He doesn’t take me seriously anytime we
speak about it.”
       Kingsley laughed. “Because you’re being paranoid. We gave him a head
start, remember? And he’s doing well. So, stop stressing. Don’t worry about
Sean. Let me handle him. He will calm down, eventually.”
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        “Okay.”   
     “I agree with you.” Kingsley finally spoke after a while. “We don’t have
much time left to make things right.”
       Naomi couldn’t help feeling as if he was afraid of something.
     “They are getting married. Tamilore and Sean.” Naomi unzipped her lips
and leaked the story.
      Kingsley sat up, looking surprised. “Wow. That’s great news. I think it’s
long overdue actually.”
     “They heard Sammie was coming, so they too came home to announce
their engagement. Please make sure you act surprised when they do.”
        “Of course.”
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       Sammie was glad he could escape from dinner immediately his brother
did. He was not in the mood for any family chit chat, most importantly
because he had been trying to reach Nikki all afternoon, during his two stops
on the way, and since he arrived home, but with no luck.
       She had neither returned his calls nor his messages. And he hoped she
was fine.
      Their family dinners were getting stiffer and colder by the day. It was
better when they were younger, but Sean left home and got himself a
girlfriend, and Dad got too busy with work and his frequent trips. And
gradually, the warmth disappeared.
      Sammie wondered how his mother coped with being all alone in such a
large house. Well, they had people living there who worked for them, some of
whom were from her side of the family. He hoped she wouldn’t be too lonely.
         He worked in his massive room arranging his stuff.
      Nothing much had changed since he left home at the beginning of the
semester. His Mum must have changed the sheets in anticipation of his
arrival. The oxygen cylinder had also been replaced; the gauge for the old one
was already showing LO before he left. 
        He hoped he wouldn’t need it anytime soon.
      He listened to podcasts from his university as he worked and wondered
how long the lockdown would be. There were already talks that it could
extend for at least a month, or maybe two. He worried about how long he
would cope without Nikki before he would have to go and look for her. 
         The thought of not seeing her for a long time bothered him.
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        He envied Sean. 
       Sean wasn’t sick and had a future. Sammie hoped one day he too would
be able to dream again. One day he too would visit home with a girl who
could share his room, like Sean and Tammy. 
        Who knew? He might just get the new heart he needed.
        “Miracles do happen,” he spoke aloud, raking his hands through his hair,
eyes set on his Notebook as he viewed a slideshow of the favourite time of his
life: the semester with Nikki.
         “Who am I deceiving?” He scoffed at himself. “Which girl would sleep on
a propped-up bed? Definitely not Nikki.” The earlier he gave it up, the better
for everyone involved.
       Thoughts about Nikki brought back the familiar feeling, the feeling he
had fought through his five hours’ drive home. He missed her. When did he
start caring so much about Nikki?
         He picked his phone to call her again, but she didn’t pick up. She had not
returned his earlier calls and had not replied to his messages. He truly hoped
she was fine.
        He must have been so carried away because he did not notice when Sean
entered his room. 
         “Hmmm, new girl?” Sean said, pointing at the pictures as they scrolled on
his computer screen.
       “How does ‘none of your business’ sound?” Sammie attempted to shut it
close immediately, but Sean was faster.
       “Seriously, let me see. Is that Nikki? Wow, she’s such a beauty. My little
brother, finally in love.”
        “We’re not even dating,” Sammie defended, trying but failing to have his
computer back from Sean. “How did you know about Nikki?”
    “You know Mum. Mum thinks she’s special. And now, this.” Sean
responded, pointing at Sammie’s notebook. “I think I agree with Mum. She’s
special. You guys look great together.”
        Even Sammie couldn’t understand why he was suddenly denying how he
felt about her. He liked her, so what?
         “She’s just a girl from my class,” he responded.
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     “And that is a bad thing because?” Sean finally returned his computer.
“Look, you’re missing out here, she’s pretty, you like her, so, why not just go
for her? Let her know how you feel and take it up from there.”
      Sammie thought for a while. “No, you know I can’t,” he finally replied,
pointing at his chest. “The heart is weak.”
   “We all die someday.” Sean encouraged. “You survived a collapsing
building. The people who died from the explosions didn’t have weak hearts.
You should enjoy life while you’re still alive.”
         “And what happens to her after that?”
         “She’ll be fine. I’ll make sure of that.”
       Talking about life after Sammie’s death was something they frequently
discussed in their family, but he had defied all odds and lived so far.
        “I’m just glad you made it.” Sean’s voice was thick with emotions. “I don’t
know how I would have lived with myself if something had happened to you.”
        Sammie did not understand why his brother was suddenly so emotional
about him surviving the explosions, meanwhile, he had lived all his life in the
shadows of death, and they had just discussed life after his demise.
        “They think it was domestic terrorism. What people in their right minds
would blow up a university?” Sammie explained the situation from different
perspectives.
       “There are sick and twisted people on the planet, Sam. It’s a dangerous
world out there.” 
     They spoke about the explosions for a while and other random stuff.
Sammie talked about the Lego-Cello project he did with Nikki that was
destroyed with the building. 
         And Sean mentioned that he and Tammy were getting married.
         “I was afraid you would never ask her,” Sammie joked.
         “Promise me you will act surprised when we announce it later.”
         “I will be the most surprised person on the planet.”
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        The following day was much better, much to Naomi’s pleasure. Kingsley
was right – they were all only tired and stressed. After a night’s rest, they
were back in a better mood, or at least they were all willing to try to be a
family again.
         Sammie was the happy, easy-going son again. He chatted with everyone.
He was even willing to discuss Nikki. Naomi had never met her, she had only
seen a few pictures of hers, but she felt Sammie liked her.
        She wasn’t so sure, but she loved how Sammie talked about her like they
were expected to think Nikki would soon evolve to become a part of his life.
        Naomi agreed it was her wishful thinking, but she wished her son would
stop thinking of dying and let himself love someone. Anyone.
      “You must tell her to visit one day,” Naomi said. “I hope she’s fine and
safe.”
         “Yes, she’s fine. I spoke with her yesterday. She’s at home with her Dad.”
         “That explains why she couldn’t wait to leave. Daddies are very protective
of their daughters,” Naomi replied.
       “Or maybe she had a real boyfriend, and she didn’t want him to see her
with you,” Sean teased. “Jealous boyfriends are dangerous.”
         “Sean!” Naomi cautioned.
         “Why do you have to be so evil?” Tammy added.
      “Sam here is pretending he doesn’t like her. I’m just saying maybe the
feeling is mutual, maybe she doesn’t like him either.”
         “Well, I think before the lockdown is over, I will go and see her.” Sammie
ended the controversy.
         “Now you are talking!” His brother encouraged.
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       Naomi felt happier than she was the previous evening; the morning was
going great. Kingsley remained the doting husband, Sammie was in a chatty
mood, and Tammy was displaying less attitude, although she was still glued
to her iPhone.
         Even Sean abandoned his anger temporarily. His only outburst was if his
father tried to interfere with him, although Naomi was sure Kingsley was not
trying to annoy him in any way.
       That was Naomi’s greatest regret; she had been so focused on caring for
her sick son that she almost forgot Sean existed, and then her depression had
set in, and it was hard coping. She had trusted Kingsley to raise him right,
but over time their relationship deteriorated, and now Sean and Kingsley
were not even on talking terms.
         And neither of them would tell what was eating them up.
       Sean and Tamilore’s engagement was announced later in the afternoon,
making the day even better.
         “Tam and I thought we could put a ring to it,” Sean announced.
        “And we are also hoping we could start a family,” Tammy added, she and
Sean grinning. Thankfully, everybody in the house acted like they were
surprised by the announcement.
       “I’m pleasantly surprised.” Naomi tried to convince the couple after the
announcement. “I think it’s long overdue. I’m sure your father thinks that
way too.”
         “This definitely calls for celebration,” Kingsley added. 
         “Have you guys picked a date yet?” Sammie asked.
         “Not quite, but almost there,” Tammy responded. “It’s definitely going to
happen in the next two or three months. We’re just expecting a couple of
feedback in terms of venues and officiating ministers.”
         “And parents, her parents,” Sean added.
       “Yeah, Sean and I are actually looking at some venues here in Lekki, but
my parents think we must come to them and have the wedding in their home
at Otta.”
         “Well, that’s tradition, isn’t it?” Naomi was curious.
         “No. Tradition doesn’t count. It’s our wedding, not theirs.” 
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        Tammy’s response was fierce. 
        “We’re inviting our families and friends to witness our wedding, and not
to make rules for us.” She stressed ‘our’.
     Naomi tried to hide her cringe, though she partially agreed with her
stance. And she was proud they were not going to allow themselves shoved
around.
       “I’m sure you have all our support, isn’t it, Kingsley?” Naomi responded
instead.
       “Just tell us the time, date, and venue, and we’ll make it happen. If you
run into any difficulty, call me, call us.”
        Naomi could see that her husband felt a kindred spirit. He himself was a
rebel, as bad as they got. It had been twenty years already since he moved
away from his homestead in Watt-Town in Cross River, and he never went
back. 
        He even gave a standing order never to be taken back after his death. 
        But that didn’t mean they should encourage Tammy in her rebellion.
     “Well, we’ll support you. But at some point, we will have to observe the
traditional rites when we will meet your parents, with a truckload of gifts and
hopefully we’d return with a truckload of gifts as well from your parents, and
officially become one big family.” Naomi explained the importance of the
traditional wedding.
     “It will also be nice if you and Sean will be in attendance on that day,”
Kingsley added. “You don’t have to, but it will be nice.”
       “Let’s hope we will have Nikki in attendance as well.” Tammy teased his
soon-to-be brother-in-law as they both left.
       “Aargh! Children of nowadays!” Naomi her husband. “They don’t respect
traditions.”
      Tammy was a trophy girlfriend for Sean when they started, having just
been crowned as a beauty queen. Over the years they’d evolved to suit each
other well, with Tammy polishing her role as the trusted girl in Sean’s life,
and Sean keeping her happy and funding her lifestyle.
       Talks about love and marriage kept the mood in their home happy for a
long time. In the blink of an eye, a party was already underway. 
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      Their small group was thrown into a festive mood, including their staff
who had grown to become like a family to them and Naomi’s distant relatives
living in their home, who carried the matter on their heads.
      Even the father-and-son duo temporarily suspended their bickering and
enjoyed the party. 
        Everyone seemed happy about the announcement. 
      Kingsley sure knew how to keep the party going, and he was a bit more
generous with his wine cellar.
       Things were going on well until suddenly the father-and-son duo went
missing from their small party. Naomi asked around, but nobody seemed to
have an idea of where they were.
      Naomi decided to go look for them but came to a halt when she finally
spotted them, at the penthouse. She realised they only changed the location
of their bickering. 
    They were still terribly angry; about something Naomi could never
understand. She didn’t hear everything they said, they were not shouting,
but the intensity of their argument was unmistakable, with the two men
pushing, shoving, poking and pointing into each other’s face.
       Whatever it was, she didn’t know it was that bad. It was time for her to
find out! She waited and watched from a distance; and hoped she could
finally have a clue.
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        “What do I call you now? Kingsley? King? Dad? Who are you? I know you
have no soul, but your own son? And you used me to do your dirty job!” Sean
was talking. “How did you expect me to live with myself? What did you stand
to benefit from killing your own son?”
         “That’s a good question. You tell me, son.” Kingsley Stevens replied Sean,
voice even.
         “You tell me!” Sean fired back.
       “I can explain everything, Sean, and you’ve got to believe me.” That was
Kingsley.
      “Yeah, right. Like you expect me to believe anything that comes out of
your lying mouth,” Sean scoffed.
         “Watch your tongue, young man.”
        Sean scoffed again. “You’ve got nothing to explain! You’re plain evil, that’s
who you are. All these years, I lived in your shadows, I thought you were a
great man. And when I got myself entangled at Badru’s, I thought ‘Let me
talk to my father. My father needs to know what mess I have put myself into.
My father will probably know what to do’. Not knowing that you…. You are
King?”
         “Well, that’s my name.”
         “Hiding in plain sight, right?”
       “Look, you’ve got to give me some credit.” Kingsley sounded cocky as he
spoke. “I had to travel immediately it happened, for no other reason, but to
clean your mess.” He poked Sean. “I had to go out of my way to make sure
that your name and your identity were in no way tied to that nonsense. And
this is the ‘thank you’ I am getting from you.” 
         He poked Sean by the shoulder again.
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         Sean pushed his hands away. “Take your hands off me!” He yelled.
         “I am your Boss. And I demand some respect!” Kingsley yelled back, tone
even. “And I am not going to spare you because you’re my son. Do I make
myself clear?”
      Sean laughed in sarcasm. “Seriously now, Dad? I’ve been taking orders
from you for all these while, putting my life on the line, creating chaos, and
you did not have the decency of revealing your identity. And I had to find out
like this?” The pain in his voice was audible. “You put me in an embarrassing
position.”
      “I didn’t mean for you to find out like that,” Kingsley responded. “And
trust me, I had no idea myself for a long time.”
        “That’s your excuse? How do you manage to sleep at night, knowing that
your son is out there and exposed to danger?”
        “I guess it’s the same way you too manage to sleep at night, knowing the
people died from the explosion. The death toll is now seven. It had risen to
seven. Innocent people. And you are responsible.”
         Naomi clutched her chest as her eyebrow arched. ‘What on earth are they
talking about?’ She whispered to herself. She tried desperately to make a
sense of what they were arguing about, and she just couldn’t.
    One thing looked obvious, whatever it was, it sounded like it was
something wrong, probably illegal, dangerous even. She wondered if she
should go to the police. But with what information? She had no idea. 
     Certainly, she reasoned, whatever explosions they were talking about
could not be related to the explosions at Sammie’s university. But it bothered
her nonetheless, especially because they mentioned a death toll rising to
seven.
      “You, sir, are the devil. And we’re done here.” Sean yelled at his father
Kingsley. “And this is not over.”
        Naomi could see her son was clearly angered by whatever his father said
to him. He then turned and walked angrily away from his father, towards the
entrance where Naomi was hiding.
     While Naomi tried to make her escape, she watched as her husband
roughly dragged Sean back from behind, and Sean wasn’t having it.
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      “If you poke me one more time.” Sean roared, pushing Kingsley back in
the chest.
       “What are you gonna do? Kiddo. Tell me. What are you going to do? Shoot
me?”
        Naomi watched as her son pranced and prowled in anger. She was really
scared. Sean came back to his father and shook his fist at him.
        “Until I leave your house, you stay on your lane, while I stay on mine. Do
you get me?” His voice was edgy.
        “Listen to me,” Kingsley spoke sternly as he pulled Sean’s shirt with both
his hands by the neck like he really was forcing him to pay attention. 
       Naomi did not like what she was seeing at all, and she felt Kingsley was
too rough on their son.
       “Listen, Sean,” Kingsley repeated. “Listen to me, we’ve got to be a team
now. That’s the only way I can protect you. You’ve got to listen to me, and do
what I tell you, otherwise –”
         “Otherwise what? You’ll blow me up too?”
         “Don’t tempt me.”
        Naomi had heard enough. Whatever conversation they were having, she
must know what was going on. 
      For Sean to be so brazenly rude to his father, and for Kingsley to be so
unapologetically rough, she knew something else, something ugly, and
probably sinister must be going on.
         She had never seen either of them like that in her entire life.
 

      Naomi came out of hiding, showed up and walked into the penthouse.
Immediately both men straightened up. But she could not be fooled.
      She asked them a direct question. “What were you both talking about?
And I need answers.”
         They both looked at each other, then tension in the air was palpable.
       “Dad and I were having a conversation.” Sean went first, easing himself
away from his father while adjusting his cloth that was already rumpled by
his father’s grip. “Work stuff.” He chuckled uncomfortably.
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        Naomi was not buying that.
   “That did not look like a conversation to me. If anything, it was a
confrontation. And Sean, I didn’t realise both of you work together now. The
last time I checked, your father worked at Badru Group, and you were your
own boss.”
      “Well, I guess you’re right, but most of my contracts come from Badru
Group, and I report to “King” here, though anonymously. He determines
what I do snd what I don’t,” Sean explained.
         Naomi could see he cringed as he spoke.
        “Mm, hmmm. What about the explosions? What kind of explosions are you
involved in?”
         She looked from Sean to Kingsley. But her husband remained mum.
         “One word Mum: Offshore.”
         “What?” 
       Naomi knew they were lying, but she kept quiet and listened as her son
explained how he worked offshore, and the locals complained about the
explosions and how it was affecting their towns and villages.
         “You don’t expect me to buy that now, Sean, do you?”
        Naomi said, and turn towards her husband who had been quiet all along.
“Kingsley?”
        “You asked me to talk to him, and this is the ‘thank you’ I get from him,”
he replied, brazenly.
         Sean chuckled in disgust.
         “I am not following.” Naomi was sad Kingsley too was lying. 
       “Your son here is very rude. I was talking to him, and he brought up the
offshore situation.”
         Sean burst into a bout of sarcastic laughter.
    “When did you guys start working together? How were you his boss,
anonymously?” Naomi sounded confused. She desperately wished there was
something they said that she could believe, but she sure was not buying it.
        “Well, I have to keep an eye on him. That is the only way to protect him,”
Kingsley responded. Naomi noticed her husband was holding gazes with
Sean, who appeared rather stiff.
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    “To be honest with you, I don’t believe anything you both have been
saying.” She was more upset than annoyed.
       “You’ve got to believe because there is a bit of truth in them. Your son got
himself entangled in an extremely dangerous business. And it was within my
capacity to protect him. Which I did! And which I have been doing, albeit
anonymously.” He seemed to be talking to Sean rather than her. “For both
our safety.”
         Sean scoffed again.
       “Sean. It’s true. I did not do the thing you accused me of. I was not even
aware. Someone is playing a dangerous trick. And I am trying to figure out
who is behind this. And what the motives are. You’ve got to stick with me.
You’ve got to listen.”
         “Should I be worried?” Naomi was lost.
         Kingsley let out a deep sigh. “No,” he said. “I just need some time to work
things out with Sean. I will explain everything to you later. I promise. For
now, please don’t do anything stupid.”
       Naomi shook her head. Kingsley knew her too well. “You mean, like me
telling the police?” she asked.
      “I mean like you talking to anybody about this. I don’t know what you
heard, but I can assure you, that it was all a lie.”
         Naomi watched as Sean walked towards the stairs without saying a word
further, leaving both his parents behind.
         “Kingsley, what is going on?”
     “I will tell you everything when it’s all over, I promise. I am trying to
protect Sean. But I promise you, everything is going to be okay. There is
nothing to worry about.”
         Naomi hoped he was right.
     By the time they both returned, Sean and Tammy had both left their
engagement party and gone home.
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       Nikki waited by the east gate of the university, her heart doing a double
flip when she spotted Sammie.
      She was surprised when Sammie told her that he was already in town
because he had held that little piece of information from her before coming
back to Benin.
         She felt a little embarrassed that she lied about her real destination when
they last parted. Well, she lied because she wanted him to feel like she too
was travelling out of town.
         And now she felt even more embarrassed that she was truly anticipating
seeing him again.
        She felt too silly to admit she liked him a little. She couldn’t believe how
much she missed him, which surprised even her.
        She loved that they’d spent the past two weeks of lockdown having their
daily chitchat, sometimes several times in the day. She was pleased to see
him and wished they could be together, even though she couldn’t see a future
in it.
      He looked a bit different, well relaxed. The two weeks break had really
done well for him.
      He was still looking at her the way he had done in the past months, a
relieved smile plastered on his face. It finally made sense to her. 
         He liked her too.
         “Hey.” Nikki broke the spell.
     “Hey, you too.” He reached her in few long strides and wrapping her
snugly in an embrace. “I missed you.”
         “But we talked every day.” Nikki let out a soft breath, almost a whisper as
she pretended to want to wiggle herself out of his arms. But Sammie wasn’t
letting go easily. She stayed, she liked it there.
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     “It’s different.” Sammie gently stroked her with his one hand down her
curves and eventually rested it on the little arc of her back. “I couldn’t stay
away for too long. I missed you. Truly.” 
       She missed him too. Nikki wondered why their relationship was taking
giant leaps in a certain direction.
         She had not anticipated it, but she liked it and welcomed it. They walked
hand-in-hand towards the student parking.
         “You changed your car?” Nikki tried to change the topic.
         “No. It’s my brother’s car.”
         “Sean?”
       “Yeah, the guy loves his toys, but he let me have this for now.” Sammie
held the door for her to see the interior. “You like it?”
         Nikki had no opinion. She didn’t even know how to drive.
         “I think it’s nice. Your car is nice as well.” 
         “This is my car now. He knows I’m not giving it back.”
       She admired the sporty vehicle as she humbly took her seat, somewhat
admiring the Stevens brothers’ taste for luxurious cars. She knew next to
nothing about cars. Perhaps one day in the future, she too could care about
whether it was BMW, Lexus, Jaguar, or Mercedes. Or Ford. 
       She however had a funny opinion, that people who drove vehicles with
two doors had made it in life, which made her wonder how rich Sammies’
brother was. She chucked at the thought.
      She wanted to believe Sammie’s interests in her were genuine, but she
also didn’t want to deceive herself where Sammie was concerned.
         Boys like him didn’t care for girls like her.
       “I owe you a fun date, so where are we going?” Sammie interrupted her
thoughts. Sammie turned up the volume as rock music blazed in the
background.
         ‘How about not fun, and not date?’ she thought.
         “I don’t know, do you have anywhere in mind?” she replied.
         “Not really. You’re hungry?”
       “I just ate, I’m not hungry.” She wasn’t going to sell her birthrights for
two morsels of a meal, a cheeky thought flashed across her mind.
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        “I know a few places,” he started.
        “I hope it’s not loud and noisy,” she responded.
         The mischievous smile on his face told her she was getting just that.

       “This is not my idea of fun and quiet,” Nikki screamed over the noise at
the arcade, giggling like a silly girl.
       “This is not loud enough,” Sammie screamed back. “I’ll say let’s take it a
notch higher.”
         “What? I can’t hear you.” She screamed back.
      Sammie had already pushed her out of her comfort zone, however, he
remained relentless, like he was determined to bring out the worst in her.
         She was not a competitive person and definitely not the arcade type; just
the Type-A student whose only ambition was to graduate with great grades.
And it didn’t matter if they came as handsome dudes, distractions were not
welcome.
         Sammie was clearly a bad influence.
     Nikki found herself racing against the time at the arcade, competing
against dumb machines, and perhaps equally dumb humans. From car races
to shooting games, hunting games, and darts, football and ping pong.
         She even played ‘sugar rush’.
    “What kind of persons developed these games? And for adults?” she
wondered aloud, leaving Sammie in stitches. 
         “Kids also come to the arcade.” He pointed the obvious.
       However, she couldn’t deny loved the adrenaline rush that came with the
games; she’d never felt such energy in a long while. 
        They did a bit of bowling, competed with other couples, ate a bit of junk
at the bowling alley.
       By then, her clothes were visibly wet from sweat.  And then there was a
mishap where one of the ladies they were bowling together accidentally
poured juice on her. It was their cue to leave.
       Sammie suggested they should do some shopping, so at least she could
get a clean change of clothing. 
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        She found herself leaving the shops with more than just one clean change
of clothing. Her wardrobe just got bigger, and she hadn’t even tried on the
ones Sammie brought for her waiting in his car trunk.
         “Thank you,” she said. She was genuinely grateful.
         As it got dark, they were both tired. And hungry.
         Some good food would do them some good. 
       “I know a nice place,” Sammie told her. He seemed to always know ‘this
place’ for just about everything. “Nice and quiet place, I promise.”
         Nikki was too tired to argue. She followed him like an obedient child.
      At that point, she didn’t care if their relationship was an illusion, or if
things went back to ‘normal’ by the following morning. For once, she decided
she needed to stop thinking and just enjoy the evening.
         Especially the food.
         And her companion.
     The restaurant appeared high-end, and it was beautiful. Sammie ate
chicken and pasta, with broccoli and spinach salad, while Nikki enjoyed her
fried rice with turkey and vegetable sides.
         The food was good, and it was nice and quiet like he promised. 
      However, sitting outside the restaurant with Sammie after their meal,
and watching the dark starry night topped the day for her.
         “You’re feeling cold?” Sammie asked as he hugged her close to him.
         “No, I’m fine.” But she didn’t move away.
         “Okay. Tell me when you’re ready to leave so I can take you home.” 
     Nikki nodded. “You can also tell me when you’re ready to leave,” she
responded. She was not ready. She might never be.
     They sat in silence, leaning on each other. Nikki felt the night quite
calming.
         “Do you believe in shooting stars?” Sammie later broke the silence.
      “I don’t know. I don’t believe in so many things,” she replied. “Why did
you ask?” 
         “Nothing. I was just wondering. Do you ever think about the future?”
    Nikki shrugged. She felt a soft massage on her bare shoulder, she
swallowed hard as she leaned further on him.
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        “I do think about the future. I don’t know what lies outside the four walls
of the university. But I try not to worry.”
        She lied.
        She worried so much about the future. She would soon graduate and she
hoped she could get a job that would pay a good salary. Otherwise, she would
be stranded.
         She quickly pushed the thoughts away.
         “That’s great. Keep your dreams alive.”
      Nikki was surprised. She never thought about Sammie as a ‘keep-your-
dreams-alive-motivational-speaker’ kind of person. She always thought of him
as having no cares in the world.
         “You? What do you think about the future?” she asked.
        “Well, I try not to.” Sammie leaned forward. “I try to live in the moment.
I sometimes feel there’s no future. Every day I pray for a miracle.”
     Nikki sat up and looked at him. ‘That sounded strange,’ she thought.
Sammie had everything he could ever need, what miracle could he be praying
for?
         “I didn’t think you were a praying kind of person,” she admitted.
         “Looks are deceptive,” he replied, with a weak smile. 
        Nikki looked at him, even in the dark, she could see the extreme sadness
on his face.
     “Come, Nikki. Let’s go. Let me take you back home before they start
calling.” He got up, ready to leave.
         Do you have to be such a killjoy?
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      Sammie got home feeling happier than he had been in a long time. He
finally got the courage to take Nikki out, and she seemed to be happy with
how the day went.
       He was seeing her again the following morning, he thought of places he
could take her. 
        If things went his way, perhaps by the weekend he could take her to a few
destinations out of town.
       They could go southerly to the Deltas and perhaps cruise a bit; he hoped
they could maybe see some penguins, and if they were lucky, they could spot
some dolphins as well. If she didn’t like waters, they could go inland and
maybe go to the game reserve. If she enjoyed the waters, he could perhaps
invite her to his family vacation sometime later.
         Okay, he was officially pushing it.
       But at least, he must convince her to attend his brother Sean’s wedding,
as his personal guest.
         He didn’t know if Nikki was truly interested in him, or she was just being
polite. And even if she wasn’t so much into him, he hoped he could convince
her to change her mind.
         Remote learning would be commencing the following week, and perhaps
they could study together, at least they would have a good excuse to be
together. He really liked Nikki; he was in a happy place in his mind, and he
was not going to ruin it with negativity.
     Sean’s call chose that moment to come through, piercing through his
protracted daydreams. He knew it would be another one of his “my little bro is
in love” calls, and he was sure ready for him.
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         “How did it go?” Sean was not taking a no for an answer.
         “Fine,” Sammie replied, stressing the ‘i’.
         “I need every juicy detail,” Sean was persistent. “Is she there with you?”
         “It’s 10 p.m. She’s at home.”
         “Ten is still early. And why are you not sleeping yet?” Sean was cheeky.
         “I was waiting for your call,” Sammie replied with sarcasm.
         “Or you were thinking about her?”
     Sammie was tired of his brother’s antics; Sean could be overbearing
sometimes.
         “Have you spoken to Dad?” Sammie quickly changed the topic.
         “It’s not that easy,” Sean replied after a bit of hesitation.
        “We had a deal. I will talk to Nikki, and you will talk to Dad. I have done
my own part of the bargain. You too should give it a shot.”
         “I’ll think about it. Maybe tomorrow morning.”
      Sammie listened, he still couldn’t figure out why Sean and their father
could not spend an hour in the same space without tearing each other’s
throats. And they used to be very close.
         “Promise?”
         “I said I would try,” Sean replied.
 
 
         Twenty-four hours couldn’t come early enough, and the Stevens brothers
were back together on a video call. 
       The day with Nikki had gone better than Sammie expected. If he wasn’t
sure of his feeling for Nikki, or her interest in him the previous day, well,
now he did. The desire from her was unmistakable, and he was loving it.
        He had prayed for many miracles in his life, and one of such was to find
someone he loved, and who would love him back. Even if things didn’t work
out, he would always cherish the feeling that at a point in his life, he tried.
        Although he knew his big brother would still tease him, he couldn’t wait
to share the news with Sean. 
        Sammie loved how he could talk to his brother just about anything, but
he was more concerned if his brother had fulfilled his promise to try to reach 
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out to their father and make things work with him, regardless of what caused
their fight.
         Especially for their Mum’s sake.
         So, when Sean called, Sammie had to put his love life aside, he wanted to
know if Sean had spoken to their father.
         “I spoke to him.”
         “And?”
         “Well, I’ll see him in the morning, so we talk face to face.”
         “That’s great news. Let me know how it goes.”
         “Sure.”
       Sammie noticed the hesitation in Sean, he wondered what that was for,
but at least he made an attempt to talk to their father, for the first time since
he stormed out of his own engagement announcement two weeks earlier,
dragging Tammy along.
        Seconds later, Sean was back to his overbearing self. He wanted to know
how the day went with his new girlfriend.
         “I don’t know who’s going to break the other person’s heart, at this rate.”
Sammie was honest as he raked his hands through his hair. “I hope things
work out between us; I tried not to raise my hopes, but I guess think it’s too
late now.”
      “Whoa! That’s the best news I’ve heard today,” Sean laughed. “My own
brother agreed he had been bitten by the love bug, and it’s too late for him to
back off.”
       “It’s not funny, Sean. I feel like a fraud. At least she should know whom
she was dealing with.” 
         “I take it she’s liking what she sees.”
         “Yeah, but…. I just… I can’t do this to her.”
         “Let her make that decision.” Sean was serious now. 
         “I guess I have to make it for her, sooner or later.”
     “No, no, no, you can’t do that.” His brother interrupted. “Please don’t
break her heart. If she loves you, let her. You gambled, and it’s working. If
you make her happy the way she makes you happy, then it’s a mutual thing. A
blessing.”
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        “And what if I can’t get a heart?”
     “I’ve told you; she’ll be fine. She makes you happy, so, we owe her that
much.”
        Sammie paused to think about it.

         “You should bring her home someday.”
         Sean knew the conversation was not going to be easy, but their Mum had
pleaded with him to have that talk with his younger brother. 
         Mum had been hopeful about that Nikki girl from the start. 
        They didn’t know her, but their Mum always had the feeling that she was
the one for Sammie, the one to love Sammie, and hopefully, the one to carry
on his legacy.
     Sean understood that it was an extremely selfish of them to put such
responsibility on a friendly stranger, but his mother had given him the
impossible task of convincing Sammie to pursue a relationship with Nikki.
        Well, it had worked out well for everyone involved. And Sammie was the
happiest boyfriend.
       Sean had watched his younger brother grow up with extreme difficulty,
always in and out of the hospital, while he hardly ever fell ill. His heart broke
as he spoke to Sammie.
         Life’s so unfair.
        If only he could give him his own heart, but Sammie would never accept
such gesture. Ever.
      “Are you serious, right now?” Sammie asked, with a sarcastic chuckle.
“Nikki and I have not reached that level yet. I mean, that’ll be pushing it a
little bit too hard.”
       “Yeah! And I also think you guys should get married sooner than later.”
Sean pushed harder; he wasn’t joking.
        It was Sammie’s turn to roar in laughter. “Are you for real? Where is that
coming from? Marriage? Seriously?”
         Sean’s appearance did not change. He shrugged.
         “I’ll love to see your kids.” 
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      Those were the exact words that their mother wanted him to say. Sean
regretted it as soon as they came out of his mouth.
      “You’re beginning to sound like Mum,” Sammie responded innocently.
“You have been with Tammy for a long time. You guys are not married, and
you guys don’t have kids.”
         “That’s different.” Sean was unrelenting.
     Then Sammie paused. He seemed to suddenly understand where his
stance stemmed from.
         “Mum sent you,” he pointed out, angry and frustrated. “She knew I could
never get a donor, and she’s using everybody to put pressure on me. And
you’re letting her use you too?”
        “I’m sorry. I don’t mean it like that. I’m sure she never meant it like that
either.”
        “I don’t care what she meant. Just go back and tell Mum that she has no
right to interfere. She cannot push an innocent girl into this mess. If Mum
wants my kids so desperately, she knows she is a signatory at the fertility
lab,” he stammered, intense sadness on his face. “I did that for her. She can
always use it whenever. Whenever! She can hire surrogates if that’s what she
wants,” he sounded both hurt and angry.
         Sean hated it when his brother brought out his fangs like that.
         “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to make you upset.”
        “I love Nikki, I really do,” Sammie replied, resolutely. “But I’m not going
to drag her into my mess. No!”
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     Sean ended his call with his younger brother Sam, but afterwards, he
stayed awake. He had difficulty sleeping. There were so many things on his
mind, tearing him apart into many conflicting directions.
        Something was clearly not right; the hair behind his neck was always up,
and he couldn’t get past the feeling that someone was actively stalking him.
That person was clearly trying to agitate him, but he couldn’t figure out who
that was, what they wanted, who sent them, and why.
      That stalker knew his home, he felt the stalker had visited his home a
couple of times, had access into his house and was not afraid of being caught
on camera.
        The only person he knew who could be brazen enough to do that was his
father. Which was a problem, because regardless of how much he had tried
to put up a fight, he was still morbidly scared of his father.
         After all, he was the notorious ‘King’ of the Badru Group.
        And if King was not afraid of putting his younger son Sam in the path of
danger, for the purpose of keeping OG Badru happy, Sean knew even he did
not stand a chance.
     He wondered how he could go on with life if Sammie – his younger
brother – had died in the explosions which were pointedly targeted at him. 
         Talking to his younger brother in the past two days had helped to lighten
his mood. He was just grateful he didn’t have Sammie’s blood on his hands. 
         The guy had cheated death a million times over, and he hated himself for
spelling it to Sammie earlier during their video call, that they didn’t think he
might survive for much longer.
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       What kind of creature am I? Sean wondered. He worried he was beginning
to morph into a monster like his father.
He jumped as the door opened, and relaxed when he saw it was just Tammy.
         “You are not coming upstairs to sleep now, are you?”
         “No, not yet. I’ve got work to do tonight,” he replied.
         “Whatever.” Tammy yawned. “Join me when you’re ready.”
         A message came through on her phone. She paused to continue her chat.
        “We’re getting married now, you’ve got to stop all those silly chats.” Sean
pointed out.
       “It’s just this Barbie, I feel so sorry for her. She’s a single mum, and her
boyfriend is abusive.” Tammy replied.
      “You realise all those sob stories on social media are lies and made up,
don’t you?”
        “I met this one a long time ago. She can’t keep up a lie for so long. Don’t
worry about me, nobody can scam me. I’m just trying to be supportive.”
         “Well, your support now has a deadline,” Sean insisted.
         “Seriously, I can’t believe you’re falling for that,” he laughed.
       “Whatever. I’ll be waiting for you upstairs, come and join me whenever
you’re ready,” she yawned again.
         “I’m seeing King in the morning.” He reminded her, just in case he didn’t
make it back home, she’d know where to look.
         “Just be safe.” She cautioned as she left.
        He shook his head in disbelief that his own father was the faceless “King”
he had reported to in the past year and a half. He wondered how his father
managed to live a double life, and pulled it off so effortlessly. A dangerous
criminal by day, and a loving father and doting husband by night.
         ‘How is he doing that?’
         Sean still could not wrap his mind around the fact that his father ordered
a building knocked down when he knew very well that his younger son was
inside the said building. He had acted according to King’s order, and now,
their father had vehemently denied it.
         Inasmuch as he would love to believe his father, that man was still ‘King’,
and the ‘King’ he knew did not have a soul.
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       And just because of their small argument, he sent someone to stalk him,
to scare and rattle him.
       He hoped by the following morning, he could get some definite answers.
He hoped he would be humble enough to persuade, or rather, beg his father,
and ask for his protection. Sleep eluded him, so he kept a vigil. He couldn’t
go upstairs because he didn’t want Tammy to see how scared he was.
         There was a real threat.
     He had the eerie feeling the intruder was still somewhere around the
building.
      And although that stalker never stole a thing, he moved things around
enough for Sean to notice that there was an intruder, and that particular
intruder was not afraid of the security camera. He had been caught a few
times on camera, but he was always hooded.
        Sean turned and tossed. He eventually fell into a restless sleep. When he
woke up in the morning, he realised the intruder had visited him overnight,
again.

         Sean arrived at his parents’ home at seven in the morning.
       His father was at his favourite breakfast nook outside the house on the
deck; he ate while at the same time checking the stock market news.
         He didn’t acknowledge when Sean arrived at his side.
        In frustration, Sean threw his iPad containing the security footage of his
home on the table in front of his father.
         “Good morning to you too,” Kingsley responded calmly. 
         There was no response from Sean. His father always had a way of getting
him angry.
       “What is this about?” Kingsley probed further, pointing at the iPad Sean
just threw on the breakfast table.
        The iciness in his voice scared Sean, but he knew he dared not show how
sorely scared he was.
         When Sean did not respond, Kingsley continued.
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       “Well, I will advise you to stop throwing things around here. You cannot
come into my house and disrespect me. Or throw a tantrum. Do you
understand me? Your mum is not around, and your brother is out of town, so
if I were you, I’d be careful.”
        Sean’s anxiety heightened.
       His father continued. “When you called yesterday that you were visiting, I
thought it was a friendly one. I thought you’d finally grown a pair, maybe
matured a bit. I was wrong. So I will ask you one more time. What do you
want? If you don’t know what you want, or why you’re here, I’ll suggest that
get out of my house right away.”
        “I think I should be the one asking you that question. What do you want?
Why are you after me? Why are you playing mind games with me?” He broke
a cold sweat.
        “What are you talking about?” Kingsley looked curious, but Sean was not
fooled.
      “Someone has been stalking me. And I know it’s you. So, what do you
want? If you want my attention, you have it now. What do you want from
me?”
         “It wasn’t me,” Kingsley said, as a matter of fact, sitting up.
       Sean hesitated but continued nonetheless. “The same way it wasn’t you
who ordered the Arts Faculty blown up.”
       “Look, young man, I don’t know where you’re getting your conspiracies
from,” Kingsley responded with his usual calm demeanour, “but that wasn’t
me either. The only interest I have in that university is my son.”
       “But ‘King’ ordered me to do that.” Sean was genuinely concerned now.
His father had denied everything so far, he might be telling the truth.
       “I am the King, and I gave no such order!” His father confirmed firmly.
“Except…” his voice trailed off.
         “Except what, Dad?”
        “Never mind. Sean, I knew you were rude to me, but I did what I had to
do to protect you. As soon as I heard about it, I thought it was a mistake on
your part, or perhaps some miscommunication or someone targeting either
you or Sam,” Kingsley referred back to their unsettled business regarding the
explosions in Sammie’s Arts Faculty. 
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        Sean listened impatiently.
   “I knew had to protect you. And your brother.” Kingsley continued.
“Thankfully, he survived, unharmed. As for you, I made sure the slates were
bleached clean. You are safe, and so is Sam. We are all fine, for now. But I
will just suggest you don’t pull such careless stunts again in the future,
without at least running it through me.”
      Sean shook his head sadly. Was his father still expecting him to continue
working with the Badru Group?
      “You did not answer my question.” Sean returned to the issue at hand.
“Someone is stalking me. That person is coming into my house. And I think
you are behind it. Please tell me you know about it. Tell me it’s you.” 
         He had become both scared and worried. 
      “This is getting really dangerous.” Kingsley let out a deep sigh, his face
softened a bit, as he drummed his fingers on the solid oak breakfast table.
“Sean, what have you done?”
         “What do you mean, Dad?”
         “You ticked Badru off.”
       “I what?” Sean’s eyes popped out of his socket. What could he ever have
done to upset OG Badru himself? If his father meant that, then he knew he
stood no chance.
 
 
       Kingsley looked at his son, sitting across from him, sweating profusely.
He wished there were something he could do to protect them both, but he
was fast running out of ideas.
       He knew things were closing on him, but he had to do what he must to
protect his son.
         His sons.
       If Badru insisted that Sean couldn’t be trusted, then he needed proof of
what Sean did. But the man had refused to provide any proof of wrong or
misconduct on Sean’s part, apart from some gut feelings he had.
       Kingsley still remembered how horrified he was the day he realised that
Sean worked for OG Badru.   He had been hearing about that new kid on the 
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block, Badru called him Kiddo. 
        He felt the kid must be special to get OG Badru’s personal interest.
       And he felt ecstatic when he found that Kiddo would become his protégé.
Kingsley absolutely loved training new kids, systematically exposing them to
the world of organised crime enshrined beneath the glitz and glamour of
great industries.
       He loved pushing them beyond their limits, using them to do their dirty
businesses, and protecting them until it became impossible to do so.
       And when they no longer have a need for them, they would leave them to
shoot themselves in the foot.
         Which was what Badru planned to do to Sean. But failed.
        Kiddo had been nothing but a promising kid. It took him a whole year to
discover the identity of Kiddo. A sick trick by OG Badru. And Kiddo only
discovered his identity just recently. Another dirty trick by Badru.
         Badru liked to call it “collateral damage.”
       If his suspicion was right, Badru was either trying to keep both of them
loyal; or more likely, intentionally setting them up against one another. 
       Badru had gone to the extent of blowing up buildings in a university, a
mishap that killed people and left many injured, just for sports.
         Just to send a strong warning to Kingsley.
        Kingsley watched the security footage on Sean’s iPad with deep concern.
It bothered him that there was someone stalking Sean, and he didn’t know
anything about it.
        He knew for sure that wasn’t a random event. The university explosions,
targeting Sam, planting Sean in the middle of it, and now someone was
brazenly stalking Sean, all in less than a month, they were all connected.
       Kingsley was a prominent face in the massive Badru Group, and he was
also a powerful voice in OG Badru’s illegal deals. There was hardly anything
happening that he didn’t know about. Now, he was being blindsided. Not
good at all.
     “Do you have an idea of what is happening?” Sean asked desperately,
pleadingly even. He looked pale and scared.
         Kingsley didn’t have a clue.
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       “I believe that Badru is trying to replace you.” Kingsley shook his head. “I
have heard about a young man. His name is Jude. Jude Okorie. Very
promising lad, very loyal. And I heard from the grapevines that Badru is
trying to replace you with this Jude. Well, I don’t know this Jude, I don’t
know if that’s even his name. I’ve never met him, but I promise I will find out
what’s going on.”
      Sean rose and paced forth and back, then came back to the tablet and
replayed part of the footage.
        “I know Jude. Crazy dude. They call him a killer machine. He uses stealth.
His precision is a hundred per cent. I’m just trying to see if that is him.” Sean
replied, pointing at the hooded man caught sneaking into his house. “It looks
like him, I mean, this person walks like him, but with Badru Group, you can
never be too sure.”
         “Yeah. You’re right.” Kingsley whispered.
         “What do we do now?” Sean cleaned his sweaty palms.
      “Hmmm, we cannot fight OG Badru, but at least, we can appease him.
You’ve got to promise me, whatever you’re doing to get him angry, you’ve got
to stop it now.”
         “I did nothing, I swear.”
        “I’ll make sure I find a solution to this problem. I assure you that. In the
meantime, make sure you are armed at all times.”
         “That’s what I’ve been doing.”
         “And tell Tammy she must be armed at all times as well.”
         “I don’t want to get her involved.” Sean rubbed his temple.
         “No, you shouldn’t. But she must carry firearms with her at all times.”
         “That shouldn’t be a problem. What about Mum? And Sam?”
        “They’ll be fine,” Kingsley assured. “The important thing is that we must
keep as many people in the dark as possible. The fewer people know about
the Badru situation, the better.”
        “What do you think is the worst-case scenario?” Sean asked impatiently.
         “Well, you know OG and his collateral damage nonsense.”
         “O my God!” Sean whispered in horror.
         He hoped it never got to that.
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       Sean spotted his Mum. She seemed just arrived from her early morning
exercise, and she came to join them on the deck.
         “Oh, see my two-favourite people,” she said, with a twinkle in her eyes.
        Sean pulled a forced smile and hugged her briefly. “Welcome, Mum. Are
you running again?” he asked.
         “Your Mum is back to yoga.” Kingsley laughed. “She could swear that was
working.”
        “But of course, it is. It’s relaxing. These days, I sleep through the night.”
His mother sounded convincing.
      “I still sleep with the earmuffs, I can’t take chances,” his father replied
nonchalantly, while his mother gave him a friendly kick.
         Sean shook his head.
     His mother had suffered from flashbacks since he was old enough to
remember, and now, in her fifties, she still hadn’t recovered. She had tried all
options, from orthodox medicine to alternative therapies, and all came with
different levels of success.
         Nothing seemed to have given her lasting satisfaction.
     She had tried everything, from hypnosis to acupuncture, recently she
swore her organic garden was the cure. He remembered the time his mother
smoked marijuana for the same problem, but she stopped because it
worsened her nightmares. In fact, she had previously abandoned yoga,
calling it a waste of her precious time.
      Although his father supported her, he always slept with some form of
noise reduction technology, just in case his mother screamed from her
nightmares again.
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         “You’ll be fine, Mum.” He said bleakly.
       “Never mind, I have lived with it for so long already,” she dismissed his
concern with her long fingers, and then quickly changed the topic.
      “Two gentlemen are waiting for you inside the house,” she started, and
whispered “detectives”.
         “They said they had come for some questioning.”
        All alarms in Sean’s head went off; he watched his father get up at once.
He followed his parents closely, his guards rising with each step. 
    The detectives introduced themselves, as well as their mission. They
wanted his father to come with them to the station for some questioning
regarding some “explosions”. 
     Sean narrowed his eyes; he wondered if his father had put himself in
harm’s way to protect him. No that couldn’t be happening.
       If the news bothered his father, well the man had some tough exteriors;
he didn’t seem perturbed at all.
         Kingsley Stevens agreed without any hesitation.
     Sean watched as his father walked up to his mother and spoke to her
calmly. “Get my lawyer,” he said. 
     Sean quickly jumped to the front. He informed the detectives he was
coming with his father. The detectives didn’t have a problem with that at all.
 
 
         Naomi was worried.
       That was not the first time her husband was being invited by uniformed
officers for questioning. Kingsley was a top executive at the Badru Group and
being invited by the police for questioning often came with the territory.
         But an explosion kept coming up, and that word bothered her.
     She called the lawyer as usual and waited impatiently. The headache
returned, and whatever progress she made earlier in the day from her yoga
fizzled out.  
         She decided she had to do her own investigation and see if her husband,
or her son, was involved in a secret life that might leave much to be desired.
         But frankly, she didn’t know where to start.
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       She always believed her husband was a man of integrity, she hadn’t had
reasons to doubt him in almost thirty years of marriage.
         But really, how much did she know about her husband? 
        She was relieved to see that he and Sean were back on talking terms, and
their son was supportive when the police came, but she still couldn’t yank off
the eerie feeling that something was amiss. The two men had fought
tirelessly in the past weeks, and they had suddenly reconciled, and they were
having breakfast together as if nothing happened.
         She wanted to be calm, but she couldn’t.
        About three hours later, her husband returned, with Sean. They assured
her it was just a random work-related invitation and nothing out of the
ordinary.
         Naomi smiled with relief. She had been worried for nothing.
          Suddenly all was well in the world again.
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         Sammie was feeling tired again.
       He knew the signs, once he started feeling tired, he knew he needed to
withdraw, get some rest, and see his doctors.
        Usually, he would be admitted for a couple of days for IV treatment, and
then he would be fine again.
        But this time around, things were different: he was with Nikki. He had a
girlfriend now, which was both a good thing and a bad thing.
         And he hadn’t disclosed his medical condition to her.
      Things had taken off at an exponential rate between them. They were in
love, and even though they had both agreed to “wait”, it still didn’t change the
fact that he was burning a lot of energy.
         Both literally, and emotionally.
         He fanned himself with his hands. He should be at his apartment, taking
in some oxygen. Instead, he was at some barbecue party. But he wanted to
take Nikki out; he really wanted to be with her.
         “Are you okay?” Nikki asked for the nth time. She seemed to have noticed
too that he was uncomfortable.
         “It’s just tiredness.” He tried to be calm.
         “Then why don’t we leave? Go get some rest.”
         “I think that’s a good idea.”
        He searched through his pocket for his water pills and popped two pills of
furosemide down his throat. He felt a bit more comfortable as he drove
home.
        “Would you prefer that I spent the night at your place so that I could keep
an eye on you?” Nikki asked.
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        He would love that very much, but he didn’t want her to be his nurse. He
didn’t want her to find out just yet. He shook his head and hated himself for
bringing another person into his inner space. He hated himself for letting his
brother convince him to follow his passion.
      However, he loved Nikki and wondered how empty his life would have
been without her.
         Nikki tried to explain herself. “Sammie, I know we agreed to wait, so I’m
not trying to make you do things. It’s just that I don’t like how you sound,
and I want to be sure you’re fine through the night.”
    Sammie genuinely wanted her to come, but he just looked bare, not
knowing how best to answer. The last thing on his mind was ‘waiting’ or ‘not
waiting’, he just wanted to make it through the night and see his doctor in the
morning.
      “You know what? Whether you like it or not, I am not leaving you like
this.” Nikki decided. 
         He nodded. He didn’t have enough energy to argue.
     The drive to his apartment was laboured, but he managed. Nikki was
learning to drive, but she didn’t have a licence yet.
         That was one night he wished she did.
         They got to his apartment, and he led Nikki to his guest room.
     He was too embarrassed to let her into his room because he used an
adjustable medical bed, with medical equipment such as his mobile oxygen
cylinder and a home CPAP machine to help him breathe closely located, with
a matching emergency button at the corner of his bed.
     Letting Nikki in would lead to a tirade of questions he was not strong
enough to answer.
       He knew how much it bothered his family that he was living alone, and
living so far away. But he had insisted that he wanted to see the world, on his
own terms. He didn’t want to die like a coward, in hiding.
         After a while, nobody could change his mind.
         They let him have his way. 
        His parents had however gone all out to make sure he had a functioning
home to easily cater for his health, his home doubling as an emergency room, 
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and most importantly, they installed the emergency button next to his bed to
alert them and their dedicated paramedics anytime he couldn’t cope.
       Sammie knew he should have told Nikki before things got so heated up,
and regretted he didn’t.
       He had hoped for a perfect time, he had tried to give her hints here and
there, to see if it bothered her, but he had not been able to read her reaction.
        Nikki let out a forced smile as she settled in the guest room. For once, he
was glad that she had left a few things in his house, including a weekend bag.
     He sat by her on the bed, trying his possible best to look normal. He
couldn’t believe he loved her so much, and he desperately wished for a chance
to be with her for a little longer. A few more years, if possible. No, he couldn’t
die now.
        If he made it through this illness, he was going to break up with her. She
didn’t deserve to abandon her life to look after him. He should let her go – go
and fall in love with a healthy man, with a man who could give her a future he
never could.
         “Please be strong, Babe. I don’t like seeing you like this,” Nikki said.
         “I’m just tired, I’m sure by tomorrow, I’ll be a lot better,” he smiled.
        Nikki leaned over, and she kissed him, long enough to let him know how
much she wanted him. Then she searched his face desperately like she was
looking for some clues that he wanted more from her too.
         His heart broke into million pieces.
       A part of him really wanted to be with her, but he was physically unable
to. He was tired.
         “You know I love you, so much,” she whispered. Her hands held on to his
face as she gently worked them through the edges of his ears to the nape of
his neck.
        He swallowed hard but moved away slowly. “I know,” he said, “and I love
you more.”
         “If you need anything, just let me know. I’m here.” She spoke awkwardly.
She did not like the rejection.
         Sammie nodded.
         With that, he dashed to his room. Something told him that he was going 
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be very ill. He quickly got the oxygen running.
        Not now, he couldn’t be sick, he couldn’t die.
      Just like he thought, his breathing became more laboured, and by three
o’clock, he did what he had been trying not to – otherwise, he knew he would
not make it to the morning.
         He pushed the button and activated the emergency system.

 
        Nikki was unable to sleep at first, she tossed and rolled. She had tried to
throw herself at Sammie, but he wasn’t taking the bait. She honestly came to
make sure he was fine but spending the night in his house brought other
feelings out.
       She felt guilty for wanting more from a man who clearly told her he was
not feeling well. 
      Well, it seemed she couldn’t have it all. She got a good man who truly
loved and cared for her, who wasn’t just trying to use and dump her.
         Sammie was a decent person, and in the short time they’d been together,
he had been polite and respectful to her.
         She wouldn’t give him up for anything.
        It also seemed Sammie was quite serious about the waiting condition he
attached to their relationship, as though she should either take it or leave it.
Well, she would rather take it. She just didn’t know how long that would last. 
         She couldn’t have guessed he was such a person of faith; he didn’t look so
religious from afar, which really surprised her. She wasn’t religious herself,
and she was glad she found someone to point her in the right direction.
         She eventually fell into an exhausted sleep.
         Only to be woken up soon.
       She didn’t know how long she had slept, but she suddenly had a feeling
that there were people inside the apartment, in the middle of the night. She
panicked and rushed out.
         To her shock, they were paramedics.
       They were so happy to see her, because as soon as the spotted her, they
started bombarding her with questions.
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        One of them cornered her immediately. He introduced himself as Osas.
    Osas wanted to know basic information, like what her relationship to
Sammie was, when last she saw him, what happened to him, how long he
had been sick, and so many other questions she had no answers for.
        She was still disoriented.
      ‘When did Sammie become sick?’ she wondered. She first thought maybe it
was a busy dream, but no, it was real. 
         “What exactly is going on?” she asked. She was still quite confused.
       The reality hit her when other two paramedics emerged from Sammie’s
room, with Sammie lying breathless on the stretcher.
         She could not believe he was the same person who left her room, was it a
few hours ago? He was covered in sweats and was having laboured breathing.
He couldn’t even recognise her. He was just focused on breathing.
        One of the paramedics kept the oxygen bag on his face and was pumping
it, while the other pushed the stretcher towards the door.
        Osas too was busy talking to their control room and informing them that
they had ‘loaded Sammie Stevens’ and were on the way to the hospital.
         Nikki shivered. 
        She could remember he had joked a couple of times about sickness, and
he once mentioned he went on a medical vacation. But she had never thought
it had any bearing to his reality. But it was true, he was indeed sick.
         Tears poured from her face. 
      The next thing she knew was that she fell to the floor. Then everything
went black. 
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        Nikki felt the paramedic kneel next to her. “Hello, Nikita. Are you okay?”
Osas asked.
         “I’m fine,” she muttered.
       “Please, don’t be like that,” Osas gave her a piece of friendly advice as he
lifted her up to her feet.
         “Your friend here is very sick; you need to be strong for him.”
         Nikki didn’t know what to take along, she had never been to the hospital,
whether as a patient or as a relative, and she had no idea of what was wrong
with Sammie.
        The only thing she knew about him was that he said he was tired around
eleven the previous night while they were at a party, and they had returned to
his apartment immediately.
         Only for her to be woken up by paramedics.
      She waddled to his room and peeped in for the first time, and it looked
like a hospital ward straight from Grey’s Anatomy.
        How could she not know that her new boyfriend, the best thing that ever
happened to her, was such a sick person? 
        Amid her tears, she didn’t know what to pick, so she reached for the bag
he used the most, and his cell phone as well as his student ID that was lying
loosely on the table.
      She sat with him in the ambulance as they travelled to the hospital. He
wasn’t even talking to her.
       The paramedic confirmed with the hospital that they were on their way,
and the hospital confirmed that there was an ICU bed waiting for him.
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         All she could do was to pray. She didn’t even know how to pray on a good
day, let alone in a panic mode.
         She held his hands.
         “Baby please, baby please,” she kept saying.
       They arrived at the hospital, and Sammie was immediately transferred,
straight to the intensive care unit.
       Nikki was not allowed to go in with him into ICU. She stayed outside in
the waiting area. She waited in the middle of the night and paced forth and
back.
       The doctors and the nurses all seemed to know Sammie very well. They
eventually led Nikki to a consulting room where they asked her a few
questions on and off.
         She didn’t have an answer.
       She told them the same things she told the paramedics: “Sammie and I
were together at a barbecue party yesterday, at night. Around 11 p.m. he said
he was feeling tired. He drove us to his apartment, and made sure I was
comfortable in my room, and the next thing I knew was that paramedics
invaded the apartment.”
         She was not even the one who invited the paramedics. 
         How did they manage to know? She wondered.
        One of the ICU doctors came to talk to her in the consulting room where
she waited. He introduced himself as Dr Otuada and the ICU specialist on
the floor for the night.
         Apparently, he knew Sammie well.
         Almost everybody did.
         “I came as soon as I was told Sammie was coming back,” he explained.
         Nikki wondered if he was there before.
      Dr Otuada asked her the same questions. She was officially done. She
repeated herself, again. She knew nothing about his medical history, they
should stop asking her questions.
         Nikki had her own questions.
         She wanted to know how Sammie was doing and if he was going to live.
         “He is stable on the CPAP,” Dr Otuada explained. 
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        Nikki sat and wondered. What did that even mean? 
        “Can I at least see him and see how he’s doing?” she asked.
      “Well, I guess. you can. But you can’t see him right now, because we are
still trying to stabilise him. You can see him a little bit later,” he replied.
         Then he dashed off.
        She was later led back to the waiting area because they told her that they
would have to use that consulting room for another patient.
       Nikki sat there in the waiting area, in the middle of the night. She was
sad, scared, and confused. She wanted to call his family if only she knew
which number to call.
     She checked Sammie’s phone, frantically pressed the wrong numbers
because she suddenly forgot the password, and she was afraid the phone was
going to lock, so she stopped trying.
      She hugged herself, and prayed, and waited. For the longest time. She
wondered if Sammie was going to live or die.
     After what seemed like forever, her phone rang. It was an unfamiliar
number. She wondered who was calling her in the middle of the night. She
picked the phone, and the person on the other side asked if she could speak
to Nikki.
         Nikki responded she was indeed Nikki.
        “Hello Nikki,” the voice said, soothingly. “My name is Dr Naomi Stevens.
I’m Sammie’s mum.”
        Nikki gasped. Of course, she knew Dr Naomi Stevens. She knew she was
Sammie’s Mum!
         “Hi Ma’am.” 
       “Hi, Nikita. The doctor told me that you came with Sam to the hospital.
Thank you so much for your support. I am sorry we had to bother you like
this, but I am on my way.” Naomi Stevens told her.
       “Ma’am,” she stammered and burst into tears again. At least, someone
was finally talking to her. “Ma’am, they won’t let me see him. I don’t know
how he’s doing. He was fine yesterday, we were together.”
         Nikki felt some encouragement as the woman spoke.
         “It’s okay, Nikki. I pray he gets better.” Sammie’s mum told her.
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      Sammie’s Mum further explained to Nikki that she would be landing in
Benin City very early in the morning. 
      “Domestic flights will only start flying by 5 a.m., but I am already on my
way to the airport. I will be taking the first flight from Lagos to Benin,” she 
explained further.
         That meant it might take a few hours before she arrived.
       Nikki didn’t mind at all. At least, Sammie’s mum was coming, and that
made all the difference.

 
         Dr Stevens arrived at almost seven in the morning.
        She was the most pleasant lady, and Nikki thought she was elegant and
sophisticated. She was a tall slender lady with a pretty face and broad smile.
She wore long dreads and Nikki couldn’t decide if it was her hair, or if those
were hair extensions.
         Either way, it suited her.
        Nikki fell in love with Sammie’s Mum immediately. She thought Naomi
spoke and behaved delicately, and Nikki could listen to her for the whole day.
Nikki loved the way Naomi carried herself and felt intimidated by the way the
older woman commanded so much respect.
      She wondered how Sammie’s Mum could still smile, and she did that
pleasantly, despite her son’s illness.
       Sammie already told her that his mother was a university lecturer, and
she had a doctorate in something that sounded like business management
discipline. Nikki felt she could learn a lot from the older woman. Surely, she
would like to be like her when she grew up.
        Even though Sammie did not really take after her facial appearance, she
took practically everything else from her.
       When Sammie’s mother arrived, she was allowed to get inside the ICU.
They all seemed to know her very well already. 
        Nikki and Naomi made a quick stop, first to see the ICU Specialist in his
office.
         The tag he wore read Dr Anthony Olekwu.
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    It appeared Dr Olekwu arrived earlier than usual because his patient,
Sammie Stevens was back on admission. He came to see Sammie first before
starting his ICU rounds. 
      Nikki listened patiently to Dr Stevens and Dr Olekwu as they discussed.
She finally understood why Sammie went missing in the week of their project
presentation.
         He was on hospital admission.
        It hurt Nikki that Sammie never told her what the medical vacation truly
meant and that she was angry with him.
        Dr Olekwu thought Naomi could see Sammie, and Nikki was finally able
to enter the ICU complex.
         However, only one visitor was allowed per patient per time, so she had to
wait for Sammie’s mum to come out for her to be able to go inside.
         She waited again.
       Eventually, after like half an hour, Naomi emerged with Dr Olekwu and
Dr Otuada, together with two other ICU doctors. Naomi seemed
comfortable, and in control of the situation. 
         Nikki was a little relieved, at least it looked like Sammie was still alive.
       She was finally escorted inside by one of the other ICU specialists, who
simply introduced herself as Dr Obehi, to see her sick boyfriend.
         Her heart broke every step of the way. 
        Sammie was still very distressed, and the pipes were attached to his face
for breathing.
         Dr Obehi explained that it was a positive airway pressure to force oxygen
into his lungs, and they were also giving him injections to push water out of
his lungs and out of his blood so that the heart would have less work to do.
         “Why?” Nikki did not understand.
         “Because he has heart failure.” Dr Obehi explained.
        Nikki listened. She thought the female doctor was compassionate as she
explained the situation, even if she didn’t understand anything the doctor
said.
       “Is he going to be okay?” Nikki asked. She honestly did not understand
any of the explanations by the doctor. 
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        She only heard “heart failure”!
      “We don’t expect him to deteriorate,” Dr Obehi explained further. “But if
he worsens, we will have to put him on the ventilator. But he’s doing great
currently.”
        Nikki looked at Sammie who was still struggling to breathe. She couldn’t
see anything great at all about how he was doing.
      The short visit was over, and Nikki had to leave. She thanked the lady
doctor, and then briefly moved closer to Sammie, holding his hand.
        “You can make it,” she whispered. “Just be strong. I’ll be back to see you
whenever they let me.”
        She thought Sammie nodded, but before she could figure it out, she was
escorted out again.
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         Sean was driving to his home when he spotted an unusual vehicle parked
not so far from his gate, with a person standing and leaning on the car.
     He knew whom that was, and if the conversation with his father the
previous day was something to go by, he knew what that gentleman had
come to do.
         And it triggered him.
        ‘This guy must be high on something cheap!’ he thought as he drove in. Then
he came out to meet the intruder, ready for a fight.
         “What do you want?” he challenged. 
      Jude flashed a wicked grin. “I am just surprised it took you so long to
upgrade your home security. You’ve got to be careful; Daddy cannot protect
you all the time.”
      Sean was angry, but he tried to stay calm; he wouldn’t like to create a
scene on his own street.
       It was a little win for him that the intruder could no longer gain access
anymore into his house, but he knew he was still being targeted, for reasons
quite unknown to him.
      “Stay away from me, and from my house,” he replied sternly, just a few
pitches away from screaming.
         “I come in peace. I just can’t believe you’re King’s son.”
         “So, this is what it is, pure jealousy?”
         “I’m not jealous of you, Daddy’s boy. At least I don’t have to run to Daddy
because someone is stalking me. I fight back. But you? Coward!”
         Sean was triggered. He swallowed hard.
     “I could get you arrested for trespassing, you know that, right?” Sean
threatened.
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         Jude scoffed and then got serious. “I dare you.”
         “Stay away from me, or I will have no choice but to fight back.”
         “Now, you’re speaking my language.” 
       He defiantly took Sean’s gaze, like he was sizing him up, or challenging
him. Sean’s took up the challenge, but his gaze fell when a call came in.
         It was his Mum. He ignored.
     “Go ahead, take it, pick your call,” Jude challenged him, backing off
slightly. “Just know that Daddy can’t protect you forever.”
       His phone was blaring again. Sean ignored it again, but reached to Jude
and held him roughly, then stopped himself. Jude stepped back again.
       Sean knew Jude had come to aggravate him, or perhaps learn about his
weaknesses. And he had given Jude reasons to think he was weak. But he was
not going to have a meltdown in the middle of the street.
         “This is far from over!” Sean replied.
         With that, Jude jumped onto his vehicle and zoomed off.
        Sean called his mother back. “I was in the middle of something when you
called,” he explained.
      His mother dismissed the concerns. She just wanted Sean to know she
had seen Sammie, and he was responding to treatment.
       Sean sighed. He couldn’t deal with a sick brother now, not when he had
some annoying intruders to deal with.
         And a wedding on the way.
 
 
         Tamilore watched Sean and the other man from her vantage point upstairs
and saw what looked like a small altercation. 
        She wondered what that was about.
        Well, she would ask when he came up.
      They had spent the previous day upgrading their home security system.
Sean also insisted she must always keep her firearms close. 
       She agreed with him without raising any objections. She knew their job
was dangerous, even though she loved the excitement that came with it, and
the money they made off it was good. 
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         So, she felt Sean was right; they couldn’t afford to take chances.
         Especially if King said so.
    Tammy shifted her attention to the Nollywood movie she was busy
watching on Netflix; while at the same time chatting to friends, mostly
regarding her forthcoming wedding.
         Barbie’s chat came up.
        She thought about Sean’s complaints about her online friends, Barbie in
particular. She agreed Sean was right; it was time she closed the chapter for
imaginary friends, especially the one she met on a dating platform.
         Barbie.
      She would miss their chats though, as Barbie was the most consistent
online friend she had ever had. What she never told anybody was that they
met on a dating site.
        Well, she hadn’t gone there to cheat on Sean, but because she heard that
dating sites were fun places to meet different kinds of people, hence her
profile read that she was “searching for a friend, nothing romantic”.
    Interestingly, she had met Barbara, better known by her username
Barbie007, who seemed to have the same interest.
         And they got along well.
       Tammy found out that Barbie was a single mother of two, and she was
always chatting to Tammy about her challenges. Tammy was sure of one
thing – she would never part with her precious money, even if Barbie was
dying.
       Initially, they used to discuss seemingly harmless stuff on the site, until
Barbie started confiding in her about her abusive boyfriend, who was also
into crime.
         Tammy could connect with Barbie. Her own boyfriend too was into what
might be considered criminal, even though his group was more organised. 
       Badru Group was one of the biggest brands in the country, and rapidly
penetrating the West African sub-region, so to an onlooker, Sean’s role in the
company was legitimate enough. 
     Only a few insiders knew about how they funded terrorists, how they
laundered money, hacked into private, corporate and governments’ systems, 
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their illegal arms deal, their massive drugs deal, and everything in-between.
      Tammy knew she was abetting crimes, and sometimes, she got involved,
mostly as a cover. Hence, chatting to Barbie007, an unknown face who was
also in a similar situation, was sometimes a way for her to debrief.
       She tried not to be so explicit, but Barbie was very outspoken about her
own situation, and how guilty she felt, and how she was coping with being
the girlfriend to someone whom she knew was dangerous and committing
crimes. So, occasionally, Tammy too spilt the beans.
     Lately, things got less hectic. They were back to chatting on harmless
topics, mostly, Tammy’s wedding.
         “We should meet one day,” Barbie typed.
         “You know that’s not going to happen,” Tammy replied.
         “You’re not even going to invite me to your wedding?”
         “I am closing my account.” Tammy dropped the shocking news.
        “Why? Did he tell you to do that? That’s a major red flag, you know? He’s
isolating you. That’s what narcissists do,” Barbie warned.
        “Seriously B? My husband is not a narcissist. He’s the best thing that ever
happened to me. I am closing my account because I am getting married. I
can’t be doing dating sites as a married person.”
       “I will miss our chats,” Barbie007 typed, obviously disappointed. “You’re
the only one keeping me sane in the middle of all these, I don’t know how I’m
going to hold on, without you.”
         “You’re very good with flattery, you know that?” Tammy responded.
     She logged out. She would be closing the account asap. But first, she
needed to attend to Sean, who was already climbing upstairs. He was still
obviously angry, and he appeared too furious to discuss whatever was
bothering him.
         “Who is that guy, and what does he want?” she asked. 
         “That was Jude.”
       “Oh. Was that Jude? He looked different. But I didn’t see his face. What
does he want?”
       “Honestly, I don’t know. But I think he found out that I was digging out
damning information about him, and I think he came here to annoy me.”
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       By the time Nikki woke up, it was late afternoon. She didn’t realise she
was so tired.
        Naomi had brought Nikki from the hospital following their short visit to
the ICU in the morning, and they had both returned to Sammie’s apartment.
     They had stopped at Something Breakfasty, an eatery close to Sammie’s
apartment, to buy their breakfast as a takeaway. Immediately after their
meal, she had begun to doze. Naomi had encouraged her to go sleep in the
guest room, and she had slept off as soon as her head hit the pillow.
         Only to wake up so late in the afternoon.
         She waddled her way to the lounge, her eyes still heavy. 
        The whole memory of the early morning came rushing back. She was so
scared. She tried calling Sammie but soon realised that his phone was still
with her. And she didn’t have enough guts to call his mother.
       She got up and had her bath, and changed to something new, grateful
that she left a weekend bag at Sammie’s place.
      When she came out of the room, she noticed that Naomi too was just
coming back from somewhere. Most likely from the hospital.
         Nikki scolded herself. How could she sleep past the visiting hour?
      “I didn’t want to bother you when I was going to the hospital,” Naomi
explained as she settled down. “We had already deprived you of too much
sleep.”
         Nikki nodded. She wasn’t complaining. “How’s he?”
        “He should be out of ICU soon. Dr Olekwu is optimistic about that. He’s
doing well.” Dr Stevens responded.
         Nikki was not convinced. “I didn’t know that he was sick.”
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         Naomi smiled. “Sammie is very stubborn. But I guess it’s his surviving
strategy. It’s a miracle that he’s still here,” she responded and reached out to
Nikki. “Come here,” she called.
         The familiar feeling of sadness crept back to Nikki. 
       She took her seat next to Naomi on the three-seater couch. She studied
the older woman and wondered what she was going through.
         “It must be very tough,” Nikki finally spoke.
         “What is tough?” Naomi asked.
         “You know, the whole situation with Sammie.”
       “Yes. it was tough.” Naomi responded with a sigh. “He was born with a
heart condition. We didn’t know until he was like two years old. We knew he
was turning blue all the time, but we didn’t know what was wrong with him,
until he started struggling to breathe, and swelling up. He was like two
then.” She stopped.
         “I’m sorry.”
     “Don’t be. He was a beautiful child, with a beautiful soul. You know,
between his brother Sean and him, we had a set of twins, twin girls, but they
died shortly after birth. So, when Sammie came along, we were ecstatic. He
turned out to be an excellent son. We were so blessed.” 
         She paused and continued.
       “His sickness, that was terrible. He suffered a lot growing up. Always in
and out of the hospital. He had surgeries. We even flew him abroad for
treatment. He couldn’t complete his school years because he kept having
interruptions here and there. But he never gave up. The doctors thought he
wouldn’t make his firth birthday, then they said his tenth, then his twelfth,
then his fifteenth, seventeenth, and twentieth. He will be twenty-four now,
and he is still here,” she smiled briefly.
         Nikki listened without interrupting.
        “It was hard for me, to cope; every day was a struggle.” Naomi continued.
“I live with post-traumatic stress disorder, and clinical depression, but in all
of these, we are more than overcomers, because we have a God who loves us,
and who cares about us. Nothing catches Him by surprise,” she added, with a
confident smile.
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        By now, Nikki made no attempt to stop her tears.
     “It’s okay Nikki. Don’t cry. Sammie is so blessed to have you. We all are;
Nikki. You’re the one he loves, and I am so glad he found someone he loves so
much.”
       Naomi reached out to her and hugged her close, but Nikki could not be
comforted.
          How could such pleasant people live with so much pain? It is just so unfair.
 

       By the time they got to the hospital the following morning, Sammie had
been moved out of ICU to a private room. Nikki was allowed to visit him
easily, without any of the hassles she went through the previous morning at
the ICU, when she was left outside.
        Sammie seemed surprised to see her. He was sitting up on his bed, with
oxygen prongs plugged into his nostrils. He had his headphone on.
         Finally, she saw a Sammie she could recognise.
         “Babe,” he smiled awkwardly. “Did I scare you?”
        Nikki rushed towards him and held him like he was going to disappear if
she didn’t.
         “I was beyond scared. I thought I was losing you,” she said.
        “I’m sorry, I should have told you.” He looked sad. “Please, come and sit
beside me.” He shifted farther on the bed to create enough space for her.
         “Are the nurses not going to shout at me?”
         “Not when you’re with me,” he reassured.
         Nikki obliged.
         “I met your Mum. She’s such a … lovely person,” she started cautiously.
       “Yes, she is. She’s my role model, most of the time.” Sammie replied. “I
had wanted you to meet her, towards my brother’s wedding, but this heart
had other plans.”
     Nikki shook her head. This is not a joke. She remembered collapsing
seeing how sick he was yesterday.
         “So, what did I miss while on my medical vacation?”
         “Nothing much. Just focus on getting well.”
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        “I’m fine, actually.”
      “No, you’re not. You just came out of ICU this morning. And you are still 
 on oxygen.” Nikki was not joking.
    Sammie flashed a mischievous smile. “I didn’t die, I’d better started
thinking about other things.”
         Nikki couldn’t believe her ears. What other things?
       “I got a concession to write my exams online,” he continued, baring out
different plans he had ahead of him. “My brother’s wedding comes up during
the holiday, I am counting on you to come with me. Maybe we can both take
a vacation to somewhere nice during the holiday, and then we come back to
face the final lap and graduate.”
      Nikki watched as he talked, her eyes popping out, mouth agape. How
could he be talking about things when he almost died and had only started to
recover?
         “Sammie, please stop talking. Let’s get you out of the hospital first.”
     He finally stopped and held her gaze. What she saw was passion, but
beyond that, a bit of anxiety.
         “Your mum said you were born with it,” she started cautiously.
         “Yes!” Sammie responded, with a shrug.
         “Is there any hope in sight, that you’re gonna beat it?”
        “Nope!” He responded as a statement of fact. “Not at this point. Unless I
get a new heart. That’s what the doctors said. This one fails like every other
week. Maybe not so frequently, but, erm, it’s gonna stop one of these days.”
         Nikki gasped.
        “I think actually, it had stopped a few times in the past, but it picked up
again after the doctors did their magic.”
         “Magic?”
         “CPR. That’s what they call it.”
         “I don’t know what that is.”
     “You don’t have to. But it’s basically, you know when a vehicle stops
working because the battery is dead, and they try to sort jumpstart it or put
some sparks on it so that it can start working again?”
         “Oh, I see.” Nikki got the idea. “Are you afraid? Of dying?”
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        “At this point, no. I used to be afraid, for an awfully long period, but not
anymore. After a while, I decided to put up a fight and beat my fears. I left
Lagos, moved far away from home for my education, drove myself through
long distances, and decided to have a life, see the world, live a good life.”
         “You meant to say ‘reckless’?” Her heart tore apart.
        “I meant to say I wasn’t going to die a coward,” he responded. “It’s been
five years now, and I’m still here.”
         Nikki laid her head on his chest and sobbed quietly.
         “Is this not the part where you get angry, and walk out and break up with
me?” He asked, his voice shaking, uncertain.
         Nikki lifted her head and looked at him. He looked incredibly sad.
       “Why would I ever do that?” She asked amid her tears. “You’re the best
thing that ever happened to me. It looks like you’re stuck with me for all
eternity. And don’t think I’m going to let you go without a fight.”
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         Sammie recovered and in days was discharged. 
      Nikki couldn’t help but  notice how mother and son treated the illness.
They seemed quite used to episodes of severe illness like the one she just
witnessed. And they moved on like it was nothing.
         Nikki refused to leave him alone in his apartment. So the two ladies went
shopping for a new sleeper couch because they were now three in the
apartment, and Nikki was happy to convert the couch into a bed at night.
       She was afraid of spending a minute away from him and be told he had
become sick again. Her guards were constantly up, but she began to relax
when she realised Sammie was back to his usual self in no time.
       How could someone go from apparently normal to ICU-level illness, and back to
normal as though nothing happened?
       She couldn’t understand them at all, however, considering that they had
been on it for over twenty years, perhaps they had grown used to it.
         But not her!
        She was scared that she would lose Sammie in no time, and that was one
thing she could not reconcile with. 
      Nikki loved the mother and son duo, and she pretended to be a part of
their family for the period Naomi was around.
         The older woman seemed to like her too.
      She enjoyed the family chats. She had a few video calls with Sammie’s
father Kingsley, his brother Sean, and Sean’s gorgeous fiancée named
Tammy. They all seemed to have an unusual likeness for her.
        But Nikki always got anxious being the centre of people’s attention.
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       She joined Sammie and his mother for their morning prayers and loved
how Naomi spoke from the pages of the Bible. Naomi always encouraged her
to get involved in their prayers, but Nikki always complained she didn’t know
how to. She wasn’t a religious person at all.
       “I don’t know how to pray, Ma’am, and I honestly don’t where to look in
the Bible,” she confessed.
       Naomi helped her to download the Bible App, and later in the day, they
were at the Christian bookshop for a devotional booklet.
      Nikki was amused when she realised that Naomi and the ladies at the
Christian bookshop thought it was impossible for somebody to actually not
know what to look for in the Bible.
        The relationship she had with Sammie’s mother, and his family gave her
an acute sense of what she was missing.
         Family.
       Nikki couldn’t even remember the last time she saw her mother, not to
mention doing anything with her. She thought of her future; her heart ached.
She would really love to have a stable home, like Sammie’s family, one she
was deprived of for the most part of her life.
        Her own mother was all over the place; the older woman couldn’t seem to
be able to stay in one place, or with one person. Nikki wished she knew what
exactly her mother’s issues were, but well, that never happened.
         Her stepfather had stepped up to give her a semblance of normalcy.
       She always felt guilty for having to go to that man all the time for help,
considering that he wasn’t really her stepfather, he was just a man her
mother used to date at some point in time, and when things turned sour
between them, her mother had left, abandoning her two kids with the man,
until they had to get social workers involved.
      Despite their new relationship dynamics, anytime her mother ran into
trouble, the man still continued to bail her out and then she would leave her
kids there indefinitely again. The vicious cycle continued until eventually the
man got tired and stopped “enabling” her, as he put it, claiming she didn’t
have any “maternal instinct”! He however still opened his door to her kids
whenever they needed his assistance.
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        Watching Naomi every day, and how she interacted with her son, and her
son’s girlfriend struck a chord in her, and it hurt. She tried not to be jealous.
Whatever it took, if she ever had children, she would raise them well.
        After a week with them, Naomi returned home.

 
      The lockdown was finally over, remote learning was over, and students
were back in school. Soon, it was exam season.
       The Arts Faculty building was still a pile of rubble, just like the adjacent
Students’ Building. However, the university and the SUG had been able to
raise sufficient funding to rebuild the ruined structures.
         The Dean of Arts briefed the students as they returned to school.
        “In the remaining days leading to the exams, we shall be using borrowed
venues for learning. And for the exams as well. The exam timetables are out.
For those of you who are just waking up after a deep slumber, this is your
time to get serious. Please report immediately if there are any clashes in your
timetable. I repeat, report immediately. For those of you who wasted the
lockdown season chasing shadows, I am repeating this: this is your final
chance to prepare for your examination. We shall appreciate your utmost
cooperation!” she concluded.
       The Students Union Government continued the never-ending feud with
the university authority, and they too released their statement, informing the
student body that investigation regarding their vandalised school buildings
that led to deaths, injuries and disruptions in their studies was still ongoing. 
        “An injustice to one is an injustice to all!” They chanted and demanded justice
for the victims of the explosions in the university.
    They claimed they had decided to work closely with the university’s
governing council and the police. And while no arrests had been made, lots of
people had been invited for questioning, hopefully, the culprits would soon
be brought to book.
     The students began to hiss, claiming the SUG had been bribed by the
authorities.
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      Nikki was not interested in college politics, and all those forth and back
arguments. She just wanted to write her exams and focus on graduating.
     Sammie volunteered to open his apartment for group study and group
discussion for some of their class friends; and since there were now
shortages of available venues, it was a welcomed idea.
        Nikki welcomed the suggestion as well. 
        Especially because she didn’t want Sammie to be alone.
        That way Sammie wouldn’t have to go under too much stress, and she too
would get to stay with him and monitor him, just in case he decided to feel
“tired” again.
     Nikki’s new anxieties about Sammie’s health and her sudden desire to
make sure he was well, coupled with exam tension were getting in the way of
their relationship, but she didn’t mind. She would rather have him alive,
than dead.
       Naomi had told her to have faith in God, but it was impossible for her to
not be anxious. 
         And her worries were wearing her out. 
       She was tired herself, and Sammie reassured her that he would make it
up for her after the exams were over. She hoped after the exam, they could
mend whatever had fallen apart between them.
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       Kingsley Stevens’ past was catching up with him, and he felt somewhat
helpless to deal with it, and he was fast running out of ideas. Especially
because he found himself pitched against the Boss – OG Badru himself.
       He had tried to patch things up and cover things up, and he had used all
his available resources to make sure that he and his family were safe and
protected, but even he knew that it was a matter of time before it all blew out
on his face.
     He couldn’t bear to see the disappointment on his wife’s face when it
eventually happened, but that was the least of his problems now.
         Right now, he needed to deal with the ‘leaking pipe’.
       OG Badru was still angry and had continued to accuse Kiddo, Sean, of
being a traitor. Those were big allegations, but Sean had vehemently denied
ever doing anything against the progress of the organisation.
       He knew Kiddo, and he could vouch that kid would never do something so
stupid, after all, he personally mentored Kiddo, ever before he realised he
was Sean.
       Kingsley had closely monitored his son; he had gone through all Sean’s
records, and phone conversations, and he had tried to dig out any proof, but
everything came out clean, with no evidence of betrayal.
       “My family is clean. And  loyal.” He’d tried to convince his paranoid boss.
“The kid is clean. You’ve got to believe me. And it’s not because he’s my son.”
         “Maybe you need to dig deeper.” OG Badru told him.
         Why was Badru adamant in the face of obvious evidence?
      Kingsley couldn’t understand. But that was not what bothered him the
most.
        His big issue was that Badru had done nothing about it. 
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        Granted, Badru had tried to scratch the surface, like sending Jude, of all
people, to stalk and scare Sean. But Badru had not done something drastic
about his heavy allegations. And if it was the Badru he knew, Kingsley was
sure that the man at the top had some more games up his sleeves.
         It was going to be slow and painful.
         And that was what scared Kingsley the most, and what robbed him of his
peace. And sleep. Badru had tried it to attack his family earlier and missed.
But Kingsley thought that it was perhaps intentional.
    Kingsley discovered that Badru himself was the person behind the
university mishap that led to the destruction of properties worth billions, not
to mention the people who died from the explosions, and those injured.
        Though it was an attack targeted at his younger son, Badru was not after
Sammie; but Kingsley knew Badru was either after himself, or Sean. Or both.
Kingsley also knew he needed to figure out the situation before Badru struck
again. Because the next time Badru struck, he was not going to miss.
       Kingsley decided he was going to get to the bottom of it, even if his life
depended on it. 
         It did!
 

       Tammy believed she must have woken up on the wrong side of the bed
because the one day Sean was not around, she had all the wrong people
visiting their home, people that she preferred not to have any issues with.
      First of all, two men visited earlier in the morning. They claimed to be
detectives from the criminal investigation and intelligence department.
        She was surprised, really, and she panicked a bit. Since she was aware of
Sean’s line of work, she knew that day would eventually come when they
would be investigated for something, but there were so many layers of people
before and after them, such that by the time they were summoned for
anything, a lot of other people would have taken the fall.
         The men asked for a Sean Stevens.
        Tammy cooperated with them and explained that her husband was Sean
Stevens, and he was not around.
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      Work had not been forthcoming since the unfortunate misunderstanding
that led to a university explosion, but it seemed eventually, Sean was in
favour again, because he got an invitation for some classified operation that
morning.
         She just hoped he was safe.
         The detectives wanted to know where Sean was on a certain day.
        Tammy burst into a brave, sarcastic laugh. ‘These detectives are not serious,’
she thought.
     “Seriously, sir, do you think we normal people go about with exercise
books detailing what happened to us on daily basis?” She asked.
         They didn’t take the bait, they asked again.
         “I don’t know, sir,” she responded.
        They thanked her for her cooperation, with the caveat that they might be
coming for further questioning if needed.
        “That wouldn’t be necessary.” She tried to sound calm and confident, but
she panicked as soon as they left. She had called Sean at once who told her
not to worry.
       And now, she was having another visitor who happened to be the man
Tammy feared the most.  The King himself.
         She always felt intimidated by that giant of a man. Kingsley. 
        His two sons took after him, though Sammie looked a bit less imposing.
Tammy desperately wished Sean were home with her to deal with his father.
         What does he want?
        She tried to be nice, however, it wasn’t long before she realised that man
was not there to exchange pleasantries with her. And he did not come to sit
and chit chat. 
         He meant business. And that terrified her.
         Does this man ever smile?
         “Sean is not home, sir,” she winced.
         “I’m not here for Sean. I’m here to see you.” Kingsley responded.
         She clutched her chest and stepped backwards. “Me, sir?”
        “Yes, you. Because I want you to look me in the face and tell me that you
are not the snitch!” He said coldly.
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        Tammy was confused.
        “I would rather die, sir, than sell out this family,” she responded.
        Kingsley was however not impressed.
         “Tsk, tsk, tsk, tsk!” Kingsley kissed his tongue and leaned over, bringing his
dark, cold eyes to look straight into Tammy’s eyes. “I will ask you only once,
Tammy. Whom have you been talking to?”

 
   Kingsley watched with agitation as his soon-to-be-daughter-in-law
strongly denied being the snitch, tears pouring down her face. But even he
had run out of ideas. 
        Tammy was his last option. 
        If it wasn’t her, he didn’t have any more leads.
       Tammy had been useful to him and his organisation for a long time. She
was Kiddo’s girlfriend, and he remembered how glad he was to know his new
protégé’s girlfriend was fully on board.
       Discovering they were family broke his heart, and was a wake-up call for
him. He had tried to protect them as much as possible while looking for ways
to get them out of the covertly terrorist organisation they were all stuck with. 
         Without any casualty.
      And before they found out that he was the King. That did not happen.
They discovered his identity in the rudest way ever.
         Kingsley was aware that pulling them out of the OG Badru’s organisation
was dangerous because they knew too much. But he couldn’t stand the fact
that they were in either. He knew Badru was watching closely, to see how he
would handle the situation.
        Badru’s initial reaction had been a resounding ‘No’! However, suddenly,
Badru no longer needed Sean, and Tammy, and probably him. 
       Badru insisted that one of them was the “leaker”,  but Kingsley was sure
none of them would do that.
         Kingsley pulled his tie, as heat waves rose from the pit of his tummy. His
ulcer was back, and he tasted gall.
         His instinct told him Tammy was the weak link.
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     If Tammy was not the snitch, and he wasn’t, and Sean wasn’t, maybe
Badru was just looking for an excuse to hurt them. He could try and protect
himself, but he couldn’t protect Sean or Tammy forever.
      And if Badru didn’t have use for the couple again, that could mean one
thing – he was going to terminate someone, at the very least.
         Collateral damage, like Badru always called it.
         He was scared for all their lives.
         “I will ask you one more time. Whom have you been talking to?” He yelled.
        “I swear. I haven’t been talking to anyone. Why would I? I’m not talking. I
have not said a thing to a soul…” Tammy shuddered as she pleaded. “Unless,”
she stopped abruptly.
        “Unless what?” Kingsley asked, pulling her by the hair, as he pinned her
to the wall, his breath boiling. 
         This is a matter of life and death.
   “Unless, unless....” she whispered, breathing heavily. Tammy looked
bewildered, still breathing heavily.
         He yelled again. “Answer me. Unless what?”
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        Kingsley paced forth and back as he waited for his contact to get back to
him. He gave Tammy a wicked gaze. She had slumped to the floor next to the
wall where he pinned her earlier, while he was interrogating her.
         “You have been very stupid,” he said.
         “I am sorry.”
      “You cannot be sorry. You’re not a rookie in this game. When did you
become so soft?” He was speaking to Tammy his minion, and not Tammy his
daughter-in-law-to-be.
        “I was not cheating on Sean,” she added cautiously.
        Kingsley mocked. “You think that matters right now?”
        He checked his watch again. 
        It’d been half an hour and still no information from his contact.  And just
when he was going to call back, the call came in.
         “What took you so long?” Kingsley demanded impatiently.
         “Sorry Boss,” The voice apologised to him briefly. His contact relayed the
information he got in a robotic voice. In few short sentences, the voice ratted
out accurate information about the first contact from the ‘Someone Near You’
dating platform – the user TammyTee which was linked to someone named
Tamilore Shoboye, and he ratted out her coordinates.
        Kingsley was not impressed. Of course, he knew Tamilore. He was more
interested in Barbie007, the one Tammy had been talking to.
         He watched Tammy from the corner of his eye.
     The robotic voice explained the problem – he had trouble getting the
required information about the said user, Barbie007, but he could trace it to
the intelligence department, and he had to use his own contact with the
police to crack the information. He quickly recited the coordinates, it seemed
to be coming from the offices of the State Security Services.
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      Kingsley listened carefully as his contact relayed the information he got
from his contact within the police. He could see Tammy was also listening
with raft attention.
      The name of the potential name Barbie007 was mentioned, one Special
Agent Abiodun, but he promised he would contact Kingsley as soon as he got
more information.
          Kingsley watched Tammy as she sat up, her eyes popping.
         Tammy was the leaker! 
       She was the snitch. She was the one causing trouble for everybody. She
was the one talking to the police, or worse, to the DSS.
         Badru was right.
         And they were all going to die!
     He told his contact he needed the full transcript of every conversation
between TammyTee and Barbie007, on the dating platform, or any other place
they might be in contact.
         Call over.
      Tammy started to say something but she shut up and stood alert when
Kingsley looked towards her. She knew better than say “sorry” again!
        Kingsley couldn’t trust Tammy again; he collected all her mobile devices
and confiscated her firearms as well.
         “Go get dressed. We are going on a short trip!” Kingsley demanded.
         In minutes, Tammy was dressed, and ready for business.
         Kingsley knew it could only be downhill from there.
 

     Tammy loved the adrenaline that came with her job, and despite the
precariousness of the situation, she was glad to be back in business.
         King had called her to accompany him on a trip. And he was introducing
her as his bodyguard.
         Tammy.
         The insignificant Tammy.
         Now King’s bodyguard.
         It blew her mind. And for a moment, she got carried away.
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     They travelled together and stopped at different locations. Eventually,
after what seemed like forever, they finally reached their destination. It was
an unfamiliar destination, and after a while, Tammy lost sense of their
direction, or how she could trace her steps backwards. With so many access-
controlled entrances, it would be impossible for her to escape anyway.
         But at least, she knew she was safe with King.
        Following King around, seeing how he, and by extension, she was feared,
and her being able to brandish her guns, with real hope of firing them if
needed made her feel powerful somehow.
      And much better than any satisfaction she ever got from catwalks, the
robotic waves, and crowns she wore during her beauty pageant days.
         Only that things weren’t the same again. Whom was she fooling?
     She wasn’t any bodyguard, just a stupid girl who had made a costly
mistake, who was under scrutiny, and yet to know what her fate would be.
       Things had not been the same again; things had not been the same for a
while now, ever since the explosion mishap, and their eventual discovery that
King was actually Sean’s father. 
      The strained relationship between Sean and his father had temporarily
broken down, but they were trying to fix it somehow. But even then, Sean
had not been invited for anything serious in recent times. They suspected his
father might be the one blocking him, and she knew Sean was too ashamed
to ask King for any special favours or assignment.
         And she? All she did these days was to plan her wedding.
        She wanted to get married to the man she loved, but she wondered what
else she would do with her life afterwards. She didn’t want the housewife role
she had been playing in recent times. She loved danger. She should be out
there causing trouble, and not pricing flowers, checking out venues, trying
on dresses and tasting cakes.
         Who cares if it’s red velvet or white raspberry anyway?
      She and Kingsley eventually got to a  large access-controlled room with
lots of gadgets. They called it the control room. She was covered in shame,
and thoroughly embarrassed when she finally met the man that spoke to
them earlier with the altered voice.
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        He was a sturdy young man, heavily covered in tattoos. 
         They called him Bada.
       She shifted uncomfortably as Bada and Kingsley spoke about her, right
there in her presence.
       Their discussion was short and focused, and Tammy’s saving grace was
that Bada thought she was King’s bodyguard. And not user TammyTee.
         Bada gave King the transcript he requested for.
        In minutes, he ran the information about the two users from the dating
site, better known as user ‘TammyTee’ and ‘Barbie007’ on the screen.
     In a split, Tammy read accurate bioinformation of herself, including
coordinates of her residential address, all her credentials basically. She
wondered how Bada got so much information about her within such a short
period.
     “I am only interested in that Barbie007,” Kingsley replied in his usual
controlled demeanour, looking straight at Tammy. His eyes were so cold,
Tammy shuddered.
       “Tamilore is irrelevant. I am interested in Barbie. You think you can do
that?”
        “Yeah, Boss,” Bada replied.
         Tammy sighed with relief as her details disappeared from the screen. 
         Then the picture of a young man came up. 
         Tammy gasped in disbelief. There must be some sort of mistake.
     “This is user Barbie007. My contact from the police confirmed his real
name is Special Agent Biodun Abiodun. He’s a federal agent and works with
the Department of State Security.”
       Bada spoke as he ran information he already got on Agent Abiodun. “So
far this is what we have about him.”
        Tammy set her eyes on the screen intensely, glad that her dark shades at
least masked her shock.
        She couldn’t believe her online bestie, whom she had been friends with for
like a year, was actually a lie personified. 
         They chatted multiple times every single week!
         Sean was right. She had just been scammed.
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        Barbie007 was a ‘he’, and a federal agent with the State Security Services.
        Tammy knew she was in deep trouble.
       She read his credentials. Barbie007 was a young man, in his mid-thirties,
the age listed was thirty-six, and he had two daughters. Nothing was said
about his wife or girlfriend. He had been with the DSS for several years.
        “Hmmm,” Kingsley said after a while. “He looks familiar actually. I see he
likes to think of himself as special. We shall see about that.”
         He’s not in an abusive relationship, he lied to me. Tammy thought.
        Kingsley continued with his speech after a while of listening to Bada. He
wanted to see how they could retaliate for a start.
        “I need more information, maybe his family or his private life. Anything
about his wife and children?”
         Bada pointed that he was divorced. “His ex-wife relocated to France with
their children, we have reasons to believe she has full custody.”
      “Or maybe that’s the lie he put out there to distract people from going
after them,” Kingsley replied. “Tell me what I want to hear, Bada. I need the
juicy details about this man. I need you to dig all the dirt you can about him.
You think you can make that happen? And fast.” Kingsley yelled at him.
        “I’m on it, Boss.”
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       Tammy waited on her father-in-law as he settled in his large room. She
was completely lost as she travelled further with him to another unknown
location.
      It was late, way past midnight, with just two of them in the room. And
eerily quiet, the only sound being the humming of the electronic gadgets.
        Tammy wasn’t sure of where they were, because it was in the middle of a
large property; but judging by the signs, and by the number of security posts
they passed, she knew it belonged to the Badru Group.
       Tammy watched as Kingsley smoked his joints the entire evening, both
his eyes focused on the computer screen, without flinching. Tammy was sure
he must be high by now.
       She could not help feeling sorry for Naomi. She had always wondered if
her pleasant, kind-hearted, and ever-smiling mother-in-law-to-be knew
exactly what kind of man she was married to. She doubted it.
        No, Naomi didn’t.
        Kingsley was an amphibian. He had perfected the skill of living different
lives in different environments. Before they found out his true personality as
Sean’s father, Tammy remembered she and Sean feared King. He was cold,
mean and wicked. And their shock to realise he was the happy friendly dad
blew them away.
        Tammy shook her head sadly as she tried to focus.
     The transcript of her conversations and romantic tryst with Barbie007
from the dating site rolled slowly and she was being forced to read it with her
future father-in-law.
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     It was slow and painful; Kingsley wanted to see every detail, and she
wished she could just die.
        She knew in her heart she was not dating Barbie007, she was just having
fun, but as she read with King, she realised the messages had proven
otherwise.
       She had not only been openly established a romantic online relationship
with an anonymous female she simply knew as Barbie, even though she knew
she never felt anything for her, or him, she also was spilling incriminating
information each and every single time they got to chat.
       Tammy could read through her foolishness. She died several times over.
She couldn’t believe what she had typed, and how much information she had
divulged consistently over the past year or so.
         While Barbie’s so-called confessions, in hindsight, were incoherent!
         Barbie was good.
        Well, she, or he, was a secret agent. It made sense that he was able to get
her exactly where he wanted, without her knowing. She was spilling the truth
about the inner workings of the Badru Group, albeit without mentioning
specific names.
        In Tammy’s mind, however, she thought she was just trying to support a
single mum of two who was trapped in an abusive relationship with her
criminally-minded boyfriend.
        What foolishness!
         Even the things that seemed insignificant, in hindsight made sense.
       Sure, if this Barbie, or Agent Abiodun knew who she was, it made perfect
sense that he would be able to piece this information together and make
sense of whom exactly she was talking about at every single time.
         She felt used.
      Tammy stood and watched the King; her legs were killing her. She had
been standing for hours and she was tired. But what bothered her the most
was King’s silence.
       She hoped that he would at least say something to her, hit her, shout at
her, insult her or connect to her somehow; but he was mute, with fire in his
eyes, which scared her the more.
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        Father-in-law or not, Tammy knew she could never stop fearing King.
        After what seemed like forever, the streaming was over.
It was time to face the monster in the room.
      Kingsley eventually rose, towering over her in the dark room. She was
afraid of what he might do to her. She had expected some form of assault,
what she didn’t know was the severity.
       Her wake-up to reality came when the first slap landed on her face. She
thought she passed out because she saw a few stars.
       Kingsley had mentioned earlier that Tammy was irrelevant, and he had
seized all her devices. She was isolated with him in a room, in an unknown
location, far from anybody.
         She was sure that it was over for her.
        Kingsley would kill her, rape her, gut her, or something just as hideous,
and probably dump her body in some unknown location.
        She screamed as Kingsley assaulted her and threw her all over the room,
even though she knew it was useless; she didn’t stand any chance, and there
was no help in view. She was afraid of the normal King, but with King high
on drugs, the possibilities were limitless, in a horrid way. 
        She braced herself for the worst.
     He began to rip her clothing, and she felt powerless under his strong
muscles. She felt it was finally her turn and began to mentally prepare herself
for the assault. He touched her inappropriately until she became disgusted
with her life.
         Suddenly she noticed that she couldn’t breathe; Kingsley was choking her.
She begged for her life, but the fire in his eyes told her he was not going to
stop. When she felt she was passing out, Kingsley eventually released her.
         “You disgust me!” Kingsley yelled at her.
    Tammy trembled as she slumped onto the floor. She drew air in
desperately. It was dark, and though she couldn’t see her face, she could
smell blood and she knew she must have been bloodied by the assault.
       She was scared, her clothing completely ripped, and she had no way of
communicating with anybody. She knew she had acted stupidly, and she was
afraid of what Sean would do to her if he ever found out what she did.
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      She continued to beg for her life, but all her pleas fell on her father-in-
law’s deaf ears. 
       She watched him as he walked to the bath. She sat with her back on the
wall, her head leaning on her knees as she tried not to look at Kingsley.
         “Please don’t tell Sean,” she begged when she found her voice again.
        She wondered why she must still care about Sean finding out when she
was supposed to run and never come back.
        “The wedding is cancelled with immediate effect. I expect you know that
by now,” he responded, coldly. “I am giving you a week, to break up with
Sean, and to disappear completely from our lives. Do I make myself clear?
This is me being nice. Don’t let me make that choice for you.”
    Tammy blinked several times, in horror. She held her neck, as she
continued to hyperventilate.

 
       Tammy sat there at the same spot for the longest time, a prisoner in an
unknown place, abducted and held captive, and assaulted by a man who was
supposed to treat her like she was special.
         Her soon-to-be-father-in-law.
         Tammy tried to use whatever strip of clothing left on her to cover up, but
she couldn’t stop shivering in the cold.
         And she was still afraid Kingsley was going to kill her.
        She must have slept off after a while because someone came, tapped her
on the shoulder, and took her from the room.
         “Shhhh!” the person hushed her. She covered her mouth.
     The person was hooded and did not talk to her, instead, the person
brought her to a decent room and gave her matching hooded clothes to wear.
    Tammy apologised for the troubles and thanked her hooded helper
profusely. She cleaned up and tended to her injuries.
      Her entire body ached, matching the pain in her heart. She sat on the
comfortable bed and waited. Alone. She was tired, hungry, broke and
unarmed.
         Eventually, the hooded helper returned.
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         “Get up and let’s go,” she spoke for the first time.
         It was then that Tammy realised her helper was female, which surprised
her a little.
         “Did he know you were trying to help me?” Tammy asked.
       “He is just angry. He’ll be all right.” The hooded lady replied, dismissing
her concern.
      She drove Tammy out of the property; neither of them spoke to each
other. After a while, they reached the main entrance, and the gate was
opened to them. The guards at the gates all seemed to recognise her and
accorded her some form of respect.
         “You’re free now. You can go home,” she said. The lady seemed to be sure
of herself. “Forget about his threats, he’ll come around.”
       Tammy was not so optimistic. “I don’t know where I am, and how to get
home.” She was still terrified.
       The hooded lady informed her that they were somewhere around Semé
Border. 
         The hooded lady also gave her some money.
         “Use that to sort yourself out. Be safe, okay? And stop being so dumb.”
         With that, she drove off.
      Tammy stood alone at the front of the property. It was still dark, even
though some people were already outside. She feared for her safety.
      “What have I done?” she wondered aloud. She had ticked off King, her
world had come crumbling down.
         Her wedding was off. And now she had to break up with Sean.
         That couldn’t be happening, she shuddered.
        She kept walking, she needed to find a safe place, perhaps a petrol filling
station, where she could stay while she put her thoughts together.
      Perhaps she could call a cab from a public phone, but she didn’t know
where to go.
         ‘I can’t see Sean like this,’ she thought.
        She kept walking, then jogging and then she was running. She needed to
find the next filling station, and then she could think about what to do next.
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         Tammy finally returned home.
       It took her two days, wandering about, and thinking about her life. She
felt sick, dirty, used, and violated. The trauma still fresh in her memory. As
well as Barbie’s betrayal. And she was very scared.
         She finally took the courage to call Sean from a public phone. 
     Sean sounded concerned on the phone, but she knew he could not be
trusted. She didn’t know who to trust.
       “I was worried when I couldn’t reach you. Are you okay?” Sean sounded
genuine. “Pop told me you were travelling with him, but he later said you left.
Where are you? And when are you coming back home?”
      She couldn’t answer any of his question. She couldn’t tell him what had
transpired. She couldn’t tell him she felt violated by his father, or that the
older man had assaulted her. She couldn’t tell him that she might have been
‘dating’ a person from a dating site, or that Barbie was actually a man, and a
federal intelligence agent at that.
         “I’m calling off the wedding,” she broke the news.
         “What? Why?” Sean sounded like he was surprised.
         Hadn’t his father told him about what she did?
       She couldn’t respond. “This relationship is not working.” She eventually
heard herself speak.
         Sean chuckled over the phone. “Since when, Babe?”
         “Since forever. I don’t know?”
       “Just come home, and let’s talk about this. This relationship is working.
We have it all together. We can’t go back now, not when we are getting
married in three weeks’ time. Everything is ready, you know?”
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    They both dragged the conversation back and forth, but they weren’t
making progress. Eventually, Sean begged her to come back.
        “Just come back home, please,” he pleaded.
        She nodded, but she wasn’t a fool. She knew Sean wanted her to come so
he could get his pound of flesh. She knew she needed to be careful around
him, around them.
      She had spent the past two days thinking about her life and conflicted
with herself. She thought the experience was a good one if just to save her
from a horrible marriage with Sean, or into the Stevens family. She also felt
like she was being paranoid, that Sean loved her, and that he would do
anything to keep her safe, and happy.
        Eventually, she called a cab. It was time to go back home.
 

        One look at Sean, Tammy realised he knew more than he was making her
believe on the phone. But since he wasn’t talking about it, she also said
nothing.
      She waited for him at a filling station far from home; in case things got
heated up, she could easily call for help. 
        Sean picked her up from the petrol station and drove them back home.
        “You look terrible. What happened to you?” he asked, but she replied that
it was a long story; they would talk about it later when they got home.
        Their conversation was short and stiff, and repetitive.
        “Are you okay?” he would ask.
        “I’m fine,” she would answer.
        By the time they got home, Tammy couldn’t stomach the silent treatment
again. Whatever Sean was thinking, she needed to know. She was sure she
could handle anything.
        She went upstairs to change and freshen up; Sean did not follow her.
      She shook with horror when she found a package with her name on the
dresser. It was left open, and it contained everything her father-in-law
seized from her.
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        She couldn’t understand what mind game Sean was playing with her. But
when she got back and he still wasn’t talking, she confronted him.
    “Are you not going to talk about it?” She asked, fiercely, as multiple
emotions tore her heart apart.
        “Talk about what?” he sounded frustrated.
       “Don’t pretend you don’t know what I’m talking about. You asked me to
come home.”
        “Yeah, this is home, isn’t it? We have a wedding coming up, why don’t we
just go ahead with the planning?”
        “I told you I was calling it up.”
        “You cannot make that decision.”
        “No, it’s made already.”
      “By whom?” Sean asked, rising up to meet her, his fierceness matching
hers. “By whom?” he asked again.
         Tammy’s heart broke.
        “Who made the decision to end our engagement? You? Pop? Sorry, but he
cannot make that decision. This is my wedding, not his.”
    Tammy sobered. She knew he knew something, just that she hadn’t
expected it to break her heart so much.
        “Maybe it’s for the best,” she replied, defeated.
        “Whose best?” Sean asked, then hesitated. “What did he do to you?”
        “Nothing,” she heard herself speak.
        Sean scoffed. “Surely, you can’t hate yourself that much.”
        Tammy decided nobody would see her cry, the assault was still raw in her
mind and she was trying so hard to forget it and move on.
        She tried to leave, but Sean pulled her back. 
        “Did he force you?” He yelled at her.
     “No!” Tammy replied, with an edge in her voice. “Just leave me alone,
okay?” she yelled back, trembling.
      She looked at Sean and noticed how conflicted he was with himself. He
finally spoke.
        “You see, Pop’s girlfriend called me and told me what happened, erm, I…
Tammy, what were you thinking?”
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       Anger and disgust rose again in her heart. She remembered the hooded
lady who helped her. Was that ‘Pop’s girlfriend’? Was she the one who
brought back her stuff?
        “You know, Sean, I thought you were different,” Tammy snapped. “I keep
seeing all the red signs and I keep ignoring them. I thought ‘Sean is different
from his father’, but clearly, you’re not. You’re just like him. You knew your
father was living a double life, you knew your father had a girlfriend, you
knew what a mean ugly soul he is and has been; yet, you didn’t think there
was something wrong with that?”
         She hyperventilated. Then continued.
        “Would that be us in a couple of years? Think about the poor woman who
is so kind and so honest and sincere, who believes her husband is a dedicated
and hardworking, God-fearing man. Does she deserve these?”
     “Please leave my Mum out of these. And before you jump on that high
horse, remember you were caught on a dating site, and I am not even talking
about it, yet.”
        “Because you know I wasn’t doing that thing I was accused of.”
        “The cheating, or the snitching? I have the transcript.” 
        Tammy flinched.
       He knew everything, and she didn’t know if it was a good thing or bad.
But she knew her relationship was over. 
       They continued yelling at each other, but she wished she could take it all
back. She was terribly sorry. But he wasn’t letting her go.
        “You did a brave thing,” he eventually spoke, softly.”
        “What?”
      “You spoke to someone. That was very brave. But also, dangerous. And
stupid.” He walked away from her.
        “You’re not angry?” she asked.
       “No,” he responded sadly. “Look, the next weeks will be tough, but if we
can stick together, maybe, just maybe we can pull through.”
       His sincerity broke her; he knew what she did, they yelled at each other,
and he was angry, but he was not his father. He treated her with respect,
even though she could see that her actions broke him. 
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     The pain she had been holding back since the beginning of her travail
finally overwhelmed her. And there, she broke down and wept.
        “I’m sorry”
        “Me too,” Sean replied from a distance.
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        Nikki stood by the balcony of Sammie’s first floor apartment and looked
towards the horizon. It was all a blanket of a reddish sunset. 
        It was definitely sunset, not the bright light like she saw in her dream. It
was a feelgood dream she had the previous night. She thought it was her; she
was running into the darkness, and at the end of it, there was a big light.
         She smiled. Well, she had run into the dark path for many years, perhaps
her big future was coming. But first, she needed to graduate.
         “Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, give thanks.”
She wasn’t sure that was how the Bible verse read, but she was surprised she
now remembered scriptures passages. 
         And she had one Dr Stevens to thank for it.
But it was a much longer scripture that she remembered correctly, one
Naomi and Sammie read together every day when she was with them. And
one she had unconsciously learned by heart.
         James 5 v 13-16.
    It had kept her strong through her anxiety of coping with Sammie’s
medical condition. She would have to live with it if she chose to be with him.
She didn’t see any other way.
      Naomi always recited those verses like they had some special powers.
Nikki soon realised that the more she recited the verses, the more her faith
grew; it made her feel powerful, somehow. She had even learned to change
some of the statements to fit into her everyday situations.

Are any of you suffering hardships? You should pray.
Are any of you happy? You should sing praises.
Are any of you sick? You should call for the elders of the church to come and pray
over you, anointing you with oil in the name of the Lord. 
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Such a prayer offered in faith will heal the sick, and the Lord will make you well.
And if you have committed any sins, you will be forgiven.
Confess your sins to each other and pray for each other so that you may be healed.
The earnest prayer of a righteous person has great power and produces wonderful
results.

       Her thought was distracted when someone came behind her and slid his
hands across her waist.
        She didn’t have to look back to check who it was. She welcomed it and
leaned comfortably.
       “I’ve been looking for you everywhere,” Sammie muttered as he dipped
his head onto her shoulder, kissing her. 
         “Just watching the sunset,” she replied.
         “Hmm, that’s so…. philosophical,” he replied, massaging her waist gently
as he gently worked his hands up her arms. “Mind if I join you?”
         “Sunset is free.” She let out a soft moan.
         They watched in silence, then Sammie continued.
         “I was worried we were drifting apart like there’s no ‘us’ anymore.”
    “It’s all on your mind, Sammie. We have been busy, writing exams,
remember?” Nikki responded, even though she agreed he was right.
     He shook his head and faced her. “You know what I’m talking about,
Nikki. Since I was discharged from the hospital, you’ve been very careful
around me. I’m not fragile. I’m well. I’m here. I don’t know what you want
me to think.”
        Nikki sighed. “Exams are stressful. I don’t want you getting tired again,”
she confessed. Yes, she had been very careful around him, but not with the
intention of drifting apart. She wanted them to work, she just couldn’t risk
him falling sick again, or worse still, dead.
       “Look, I understand how you feel. I just want to live, to enjoy every day,
every single day I am blessed with. And nothing will give me joy like spending
every bit of it with you. I know we have different goals; you want this
degree…”
         “And you?”
         “Nikki, to be honest, I never thought I would get the degree. So, I wasn’t 
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so enthusiastic. I came all the way here, just to live my life the way I wanted.
But now, I’m not sure anymore. With you, I want to dream, to think about
tomorrow, to fall in love over and over again. You think you can do that for
me?”
         Nikki nodded.
         “And if or when the inevitable happens –”
       “Please don’t go there.” Nikki sniffed. It was distressing to hear Sammie
talk like that. “I said I would try. We’ll take it a step at a time. Like… your
brother’s wedding, like vacations… like growing old together… like watching
the sunset… like being in the happy place. Can you do that for me?”
         Sammie nodded.
       “After the exams,  will  you be able to come home with me?  And then we
can attend Sean’s wedding together, you as my girlfriend.” He sounded a bit
uncertain. “I’ll understand if you have other plans.” He quickly added.
         Nikki smiled. She would love that so much.
         “I don’t have other plans. So, it’s a yes!” She giggled.
 
 
   Nikki finished writing her final paper for the semester with a bad headache.
She couldn’t understand why her final papers were always the toughest
exams. Every single time. She didn’t expect to fail, but she just didn’t like it
when she had to sweat during exams.
        Since Sammie wrote his exams from home, Nikki always went to campus
in the company of their other friends for her exams.
        At the end of their final paper, they all stayed back with their other course
mates to celebrate the end of the exams.
        One more semester to go! That was surreal.
        But Nikki wasn’t smiling.
      She wasn’t in the mood for celebration yet. Besides, she and the others
that studied at Sammie’s apartment would still converge for their party later
in the evening anyway.
     So, when one “Party at my crib, 7pm till late, BYOB!” message started
making rounds, she didn’t take note.
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      She and Sammie would be travelling together to his home in Lagos the
following day, so she went to her hostel to pick the things she might need for
the period that she would be away.
       Thereafter she went to her stepfather’s house to drop off the things she
didn’t want to keep in the hostel during the holiday, and to also inform the
stepfather she would be travelling to Lagos to spend the holiday with her
boyfriend and his family.
        She was still in her stepfather’s house when her phone rang, and it was a
strange number. She ignored. When the unknown number called again, and
she picked up.
       She soon realised it was her mother calling, and she knew the two exes
must have spoken to each other about her. She rushed into her room and
locked herself in.
        Her mother immediately charged into the purpose of her impromptu call.
She explained how much stress she had been going through lately, and how
she had really been trying to make ends meet.
         “It is not easy!” she said.
         Surely, her mother didn’t like wasting time, Nikki groaned.
         “Is this your new number? Can I delete the other one?” Nikki started. She
could never catch up with the way her mother’s phone number changed. On
the few occasions they managed to talk, it was always with another number.
         The older woman ignored and continued with her agenda for the call.
         “I understand you are now a gold digger.”
    “What?! Mum?” Nikki cringed at her mother’s indiscretion, and her
headache returned in full bloom.
       “You think your father will not tell me, hahaha,” she teased. “Nikita! You
don get yourself one rich boyfriend like that? Shey na Dangote son, abi na
Otedola pikin? Chai! Your hustle paid off oh, hey?!” her mother exclaimed,
speaking in her characteristic broken English.
         Nikki massaged her temple and tried to stay calm.
      “I don’t blame you. If na me sef, I go pack my bag go live with am,” her
mother continued with her rant.
         Nikki steadied her breath.
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      “Well, the main gist be say, you get my account number. Send money. I
need money to take care of your younger ones.”
        Nikki had had enough. She aborted the call at that instance. By then she
already had a full-blown headache.
       Swallowing hard, Nikki dashed out of the room, picked her travelling
luggage and headed for the main entrance. She just needed to get some
Panado and hit the sack ahead of their journey the following morning.
       But she was not so lucky. Because while she was still waiting for a taxi,
her stepfather called her back for a long conversation around what just
transpired with her mother.
     By the time she eventually arrived at Sammie’s place, she was already
irritable, and they had their first big fight.
 
 
      It was already late by the time Nikki returned to Sammie’s apartment.
There were lots of vehicles parked outside, and the entire complex was
packed full of students and loud music was booming.
        By the time she eventually waddled her way into Sammie’s apartment, it
was packed full, with loud music and riotous party. And she could not even
recognise half of them. The noise was deafening.
         “What kept you so long?” Sammie started as soon as she entered. 
         Obviously, she was not happy with whatever was going on. 
         Why would Sammie allow his apartment to be invaded like that?
      It was a wild party was going on. Lots of people and lots of alcohol. It
wasn’t just his apartment, about two or three other apartments within the
complex had similar loud parties going on, and the whole place was in
complete chaos.
       Nikki rushed back, but Sammie chased after her and brought her into his
room.
        “What’s going on?” She screamed over the noise.
    “I tried calling you, but your phone was off. What kept you so long?”
Sammie asked again, ignoring her question.
        Nikki remembered she did switch off her phone, because of her mother.
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      “We agreed to give our friends a little treat after the exam.” Sammie
continued as he defended his actions.
     “Yes, our friends. The people we studied together. A small treat. Not
whatever is going on in your flat right now.”
       “Oh, come on, Nikki. It’s a little competition. We cannot lose. So far, we
are winning,” he seemed excited like he was getting a prize for popularity. “I
am the host and as my girlfriend, I just need you to play the part. Look the
part. Just blend in.”
       “No.” She cut in. “I’m not going to parade myself in front of your drunk
friends.”
         “Actually, they’re not my friends. I don’t know most of them. But it’s just
a little tradition. And I always win. I can’t lose now.” He was nonchalant.
      “You are sick, Sammie. And this is reckless. You can’t be having these
terrible parties. You’re driving tomorrow, and you’re already drunk tonight.
What kind of recklessness is that?”
       “I am not drunk. No,” he sobered like he was being accused of some
crime. “I am just having fun; you should loosen up too. I am throwing a party
for anybody who has finished writing their exam. Is something wrong with
that? They came with their bottles. I ordered the barbecue, and we’re all
having a great time. It’s just a small tradition we do in the complex. I
understand if you are not okay with it.”
         No, she wasn’t okay with it.
         “Why are you so uptight?” he asked.
         “Me? Uptight?”
         “Come on, Nikki. Please, don’t let me lose.”
         Nikki didn’t bulge. 
         “I’m sorry if I didn’t give you the full picture. I didn’t plan for all of these,
if you had come earlier, you’d realise it blew out of proportion. My fault is I
allowed it because I didn’t want to lose. And as you can see, I’m winning. I
can’t lose. I won’t let you make me lose.”
       He left with a mix of anger and disappointment, dancing to the music,
but Nikki was not willing to be emotionally manipulated.
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      She loved the quiet Christian that she fell in love with, she didn’t even
mind the occasional parties they’d attended. But this Sammie in front of her,
flaunting his ridiculous wins, she did not recognise him, and she did not
want him.
       “And remind me, if I ever buy a house, never to rent it out to students,”
she yelled after him. 
       She leaned on Sammie’s adjustable bed; her head thumped with each beat
of the music.
         She was also hurt because Sammie never came back for her. 
        She thought about her conversation with her mother. She thought about
the long boring discussion her stepfather used to delay her, about being more
understanding with her mother, and then Sammie. She became incredibly
sad.
       “Are any of you sad? You should pray,” Naomi’s gentle voice rang in her
mind.
        She began to pray until she fell into an exhausted sleep. 
        Tomorrow awaited her, and she looked forward to seeing Naomi Stevens
most of all. She would love to know more about God, and she would love to
hear it from Naomi.
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         Naomi was excited to host her husband’s nephew for lunch.
         Jesse Stevens.
      She had not seen him in ages, and it was a pleasant surprise when he
called her very early in the morning that he was just landing at the Murtala
Mohammed International Airport.
       He informed Naomi that he would be in the Lekki axis for the day, and
that his meetings would drag into the night. But he would love to see his
uncle Kingsley before returning to his base at Watt-Town the following
morning.
      He was on the management board of Tinapa Business Resort;  he told
Naomi that he had arrived in the country that day so he could attend a
scheduled meeting the next day.
         Naomi quickly invited him to come home for lunch.
       She always hosted her husband’s nieces and nephews,  and if anything,
she knew they loved seafood. So, she made his favourite Fisherman’s soup,
with butternut and potato mash.
         “How’s Gigi?” Naomi asked him about his daughter Gift when he arrived,
and they settled for lunch. “I’ve missed her so much. I’ve missed everybody.”
     “Gigi is fine, getting big, and her grandparents are spoiling her.” He
responded, and thanked Naomi for the meal.
        “Hey, Nkiru! You can’t blame your Mum. Gigi is her only granddaughter
among so many grandsons.”
       “Well, there is another granddaughter on the way. Udeme and his wife
are having a baby girl, so Gigi’s reign of terror would soon be over.” Jesse was
referring to his big brother Udeme.
      “Oh my God! Nkiru  will  be so excited.”  Naomi smiled, excited by the
news. She loved her sister-in-law, who also doubled as her partner in crime.
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       “We all are, actually.  Especially me.  If I earned a thousand bucks each
time I was told ‘she’s the only granddaughter’”, he teased.
         Naomi smiled. Jesse had an intimidating exterior, just like his uncle, but
he also had the kindest heart. That was how he earned the nickname “gentle
giant”. His family was the closest Stevens to them, and Jesse was Kingsley
favourite nephew.
       She remembered the days before they moved to Lagos, how Jesse would
come and spend time with her boys. He was older than them, but he was very
caring, especially with Sammie who was still a baby then.
        Naomi listened as Jesse spoke about the work he was doing and the new
innovations he was bringing into their city. And that Watt-Town University
got accredited.
      “For me, that is a big deal, something I’ve always wanted to do,” Jesse
spoke about the university accreditation. “Because it’s going to solve a lot of
problems, boost our image, boost our economy, create more jobs. More
education means more development and less crime, on the long run.”
         “Well done, Jesse. But you work too hard.” Naomi told him.
      “I got that from Uncle,” he replied. “I called him this morning, but he
sounded sleepy. I thought I woke him up or something,” he explained. “That
was why I called you instead.”
     “Well, I don’t know. I’ve not spoken to him today. Your uncle is very
hardworking, he’s always busy, always on a business trip. He’s been away for
a few days now. But I guess he should be back in a day or two. Those guys at
Badru Groups are overworking him.”
         “Yeah, work is work, you kno’, the higher you go, the hotter it becomes.”
         “Spoken like a boss!” Naomi winked.
         “But I guess you need to tell him to slow down a bit, if it’s bothering you,”
Jesse advised, “especially now with Sean’s wedding coming up next month.”
      “It’s not next month.” Naomi corrected him. “We only have two weeks
before the wedding. It’s giving me such headache, you know all these
preparations, you would think it was my wedding,” she joked.
         “Why don’t you ask my Mum to come and help you?”
      “Nkiru is coming. I have told her already. She’s the assistant mother of the 
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groom. She must come and do her bit. She said she would land in Lagos
before the week runs out.” Naomi replied.
        “That’s great to know!”
        And then Naomi went into full-blown gossip mode. 
     “Our in-laws, the Shoboyes, Tammy’s parents were so kind to allow the
traditional wedding to hold here in Lagos, because initially, and you won’t
believe this, they picked different dates. Sean and his wife decided to do their
white wedding here in Lagos in two weeks time, but Tamilore’s parents
insisted on having the traditional marriage at Otta next week. How are we
supposed to work like that? Families are coming from all over the country,
from Ondo, from Cross-River, those from Lagos and Ogun. So, how can we
be having two separate weddings for the same couple?”
       Jesse listened patiently to her boring gossips. “I guess it would be hectic
getting people to travel twice for the same wedding.”
         “Thank you.” They chatted freely.
         Jesse asked about Sammie and his health, and Naomi replied with “same
old, same old.” 
         “That guy is a fighter,” Jesse said.
         “One hundred per cent. And guess what, he has a girlfriend now,” Naomi
winked as she smiled, proudly. 
        “Sean told me, and that he literally had to force Sam to talk to her. I will
love to meet her one day.”
       “If you come for the wedding, I’ll introduce you. She’s such a sweet girl,
Sammie is so blessed.” Naomi winked again.
         “Of course, I’ll be there.”
        As they conversed, they were soon interrupted by a domestic staff who
came in to inform her that she had two visitors.
         Police detectives.
      “Not again.” Naomi groaned to herself, especially not when they had a
visitor.
     Jesse stood up promptly as he ushered his aunt to meet whoever the
unwanted visitors from the police might be. Naomi was grateful she had
someone there with her.
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         The two men introduced themselves as police detectives and demanded
to see one Naomi Steven.
        “I’m Jesse Stevens, and this is my aunt, Dr Naomi Stevens. How may we
be of help?” Jesse started, protective of his aunt.
         The police detectives showed them the picture of a man and asked if they
knew him.
         “That’s my uncle Kingsley Stevens, yes.”
         “Yes, that’s my husband.” Naomi stepped forward. “Is there a problem?”
      “I’m afraid so, ma’am.”  The lead detective responded.  “He was found
dead this morning in his office.”
         “What?” Jesse said.
         “What?” Naomi asked, head reeling. Jesse held her close.
        “We received the information that he could have had a heart attack, but
we are investigating for possible homicide.” The second detective continued.
         “Although we cannot exclude suicide as the cause of death, yet.” The lead
detective spoke again. “A docket of enquiry has been opened.”
       “Because of the suspicious nature of the of the death, and we thought it
was not natural, the body of the deceased had been transferred to the
forensic pathologist for autopsy.” The second detective announced.
        Naomi and Jesse protested. “How could you make such a decision before
consulting the family?” They asked.
         “It’s the law!” the detectives explained. “If there’s an unnatural death, the
police must be involved.”
          Naomi crashed on her seat, still in denial. 
        Jesse came to pull her up. It was time to go and see for themselves and
identify the deceased.
 
 

    Shortly afterwards, the company was at the office of the forensic
pathologist. She was a pretty and soft-spoken doctor who identified herself
as Dr Bola Adetiloye. She led them to the body. 
         They identified Kingsley to the police.
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   Dr Adetiloye informed them that they had indeed commenced their
examinations immediately and assured them that the deceased would be
released to the family at the earliest possible time.
      “We do understand what you are going through, and we would not want
to upset you any more than you already are.” Dr Adetiloye spoke nicely.
      Naomi looked lost; she watched helplessly as Jesse signed all the relevant
paper work that were brought to them by the police and by the folks at the
pathology lab.
        And just like that, her whole world came crumbling down.
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      Tammy and Sean were still not on talking terms when Jesse’s call came
through. Jesse informed him that he needed to come to his parents’ mansion
immediately, because his mother was not fine, and it was an emergency.
       There was still the proverbial big elephant in the room, and neither she
nor Sean was ready to deal with it. Their wedding was only two weeks away,
but it was already over before it got a chance to start.
      They had not yet told anybody about cancelling the wedding,  but they
both knew they would not be proceeding with it; they were just waiting for
the perfect time to make the announcement and cut their losses.
    Tammy understood that she had a cut-off time because King had
threatened it must be called off within a week – before he returned. And she
was still very scared of that man.
         But the call changed everything. Naomi was not fine.
       “What is wrong with my Mum?” Sean asked,  with an uncertain look on
his face. He was still asking how come Jesse was the first to know if his
mother was sick, but Jesse aborted the call without honouring his
interrogation. 
        Tammy insisted on coming with him – if Naomi was sick, she should be
there to support. It was only when they arrived that they found out the truth.
         ‘Kingsley Stevens is dead!’
         He was found dead in his office that morning.
        Kingsley Stevens had died under mysterious circumstances in his office,
though they thought it could be a heart attack.
         Tammy shivered.
       There must be some misunderstanding. The King couldn’t possibly have
died.  There was no way the King could have died!  Tammy thought out loud.
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      Just four days earlier, she was his prisoner; The King had assaulted and
humiliated her. She still had a black eye. He had ended her relationship and
called off her wedding. How was it possible, that the mighty King himself
had fallen? She hugged herself in fear and disbelief.
        She looked at Sean and Jesse as they spoke to each other for a while, and
then Jesse left to receive a call. Sean stayed back with his mother and grieved
with her.
         Tammy’s heart broke.
      She did not know what Naomi was thinking, because the older woman
just looked blank.
       And she had never seen Sean so broken, to such an extent that he could
not be consoled, which was strange, considering he and his father were not
even close, and they were always fighting.
     ‘That man ruined everything, and then left.’ Tammy thought, painful tears
pouring from her eyes. 
       Her engagement to Sean was over, and her marriage was cancelled, and
the man responsible died before they had the chance to fix it. 
         She cringed again when she remembered how the man dehumanised her
that night in his room.
         She was crying, but not for the same reason everybody was.
       The police had said earlier that because of the suspicious circumstances
surrounding the death, they could not release his body to the family yet until
after a few days, because they had to conduct some tests.
         They just had to wait.
      Few trusted friends of their family started arriving, and the place was
filling up. Jesse returned, walked up to Naomi again, hugged her briefly, and
then he left.
         Tammy sat at the corner, and she could only think about Sammie.
        She knew he was supposed to arrive any moment now, the last thing she
wanted was for the poor boy to find out about his father’s passing on the way
while driving. She knew she must somehow protect him from the news.
         She quickly hatched a plan.
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        Nikki was still giving Sammie the silent treatment as they drove to Lagos.
The previous day’s event was still fresh in her mind and she was still angry.
And Sammie started begging for his poor behaviour early that morning only
after she read to him the riot act. He’d promised he’d be good, but she just
thought she could give him more time to think about what he had done.
        They would make up sometimes later.
     She really would love to enjoy the holiday with him, and she had been
looking forward to spending time with him. And his family. And especially
his Mum. 
     Nikki thought could learn a few things from the pleasant doctor. Most
importantly, she could learn how to be a good Mum. Like her.
        However, everything changed when on their way to Lagos, she received a
mysterious call.
        It was Sean’s number.
        Nikki frowned. She stole a frown at Sammie, and then looked back at her
phone. Sean had never called her before, but she had his number in case
Sammie decided to fall sick again.
       “Hi?” she asked curiously. 
        She was surprised when she heard a female voice.
         His fiancée. Or like she put it, her “sister-in-law”. Tammy.
     “Hi. This is Tamilore. Tammy. Your sister-in-law: Sean’s fiancée,” she
whispered. 
        Nikki knew immediately that something was off.
     “Okay,” she responded slowly. She was even more alarmed as Tammy
started giving her a very strange instruction.
       Tammy spoke very quickly and did not allow her to interrupt: Nikki was
to make sure Sammie did not receive any phone call along the way because
there was a serious problem at home and he must not find out before getting
home.
       And just when Nikki thought the conversation couldn’t get any weirder,
Tammy dropped the bombshell.
      “This is very, very important. Please listen carefully. And don’t scream.
Sammie’s father is dead. He died this morning.”
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        Nikki gasped. “What?” she screamed.
      “Don’t scream. I understand you guys are on the road. Please make sure,
by all means possible, that Sammie doesn’t find out until he gets home. He
mustn’t have access to his phones, he mustn’t listen to the news, he mustn’t
have any access to social media or any other source of information.”
        “Okay.” Nikki stammered. Heatwaves covered her.
     Just like that, Nikki knew her vacation was ruined. And there was not
going to be any wedding.
        But one thing she knew, she was going to be there for the man she loved.
        “Please, keep a happy face,” Tammy added before calling off.
        “Who was that?” Sammie asked. 
        “Tammy. Your brother’s wife.”
        “Wow!” Sammie smiled. “I didn’t realise you ladies were on talking terms.
And why were you screaming?”
        “Girl’s secret,” Nikki responded as cheerfully as she could.
        “She’s pregnant?”
       “Come on, Sam.” She replied, picking up his phones and switching them
off while turning up the music. “You know what, I forgive you.” Nikki smiled.
        “Oh great. Thank you, God. Finally. I was getting worried you would give
me that silent treatment for three weeks. Now I know if you’re angry, I will
just call your new BFF, Tammy to the rescue. Problem solved.”
     She smiled back. It was all she could do to keep herself from breaking
down.
 
 
        The next couple of days dragged along slowly. They were sad and painful.
The wedding plans for Tammy and Sean were cancelled and replaced with
funeral plans.
         Funeral plans for Kingsley Stevens.
    The Loving Father. Devoted Husband. Astute Businessman. Brilliant
Entrepreneur. God-fearing Personality.
         Sammie cried so much as he grieved his father.
        “He was my rock,” he told Nikki.
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       Nikki stood by him throughout the time, day and night as he grieved.
     He later thanked her for keeping the information from him when they
were driving home. He said he would have caused an accident if he knew
about it while driving.
        Sean moved back into his parent’s home with his fiancée, Tammy, as they
all grieved and planned the funeral. 
      Nikki could not help feeling sorry for Tammy and Sean. Their wedding
was cancelled because the father of the groom died two weeks to the
wedding. It hurt her to watch as Sean grieved so badly that he could not be
consoled by anybody. 
       ‘We process grief differently,’ Nikki thought. ‘He must have loved his father
or had a very strong tie with his father’.
        Naomi Stevens was kind to her.
       “I was looking forward to meeting you, to hosting you in my house, but
not under these circumstances,” the older woman said to her.
   Unlike her sons who were both quite emotional, Naomi appeared
extraordinarily strong and brave and seemed to have it all together. She was
surrounded by family and friends.
        A condolence register was opened for Kingsley Stevens, including an
online version, and visitors kept pouring in, from all over the world, every
moment of the day, making tributes to the departed. 
       Despite the busy schedule, Nikki was grateful the Sammie’s Mum always
created time to be with her and to talk to her.
         Every day, and every night, she would call them four of them together, to
talk to them and to pray together, just the five of them, and sometimes with
few very close friends and family, usually a lady named Nkiru Stevens.
    Nikki later found that Nkiru’s husband, Godwin, was Kingsley’s big
brother.
        Sammie told her she was their uncle Godwin’s wife, and that she was the
closest to their Mum from their father’s family.
       Nikki could relate, she too and Tammy were beginning to form a strong
bond. That could be them in the next many years to come, though preferably
not for burial.
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       As the family began to pour in and more friends arrived for the final rite,
Nikki developed an appreciation for the Ondo – Cross-Riverian blend from
both Naomi and her late husband’s sides respectively.
     She soon realised one thing, that both Sean and Sammie looked like the
members of their father’s side of the family. 
     And she also assumed that the Stevens must be a large and somewhat
influential family.
      If she were lucky, one day, she might soon be able to bring her own Edo
heritage to the mix. 
        She just couldn’t wait.
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      Naomi tried to be brave as she buried her husband, but the dark clouds
over her head were not clearing.
        It was the saddest feeling in the world that Kingsley had stolen their son’s
thunder, and he had been buried in the place of a happy family event – the
wedding ceremony of their children Tamilore and Sean.
        But that was not all that bothered her. Things would not remain the same
again, she knew for sure. 
      The funeral was a big event, with accolades pouring in from all over the
world, and dignitaries flying in from home and abroad to pay their final
tributes to Kingsley Stevens. OG Badru himself was there, with other high
power delegations from Badru Group.
        However, Naomi could not grief properly.
      Something about the man she loved for thirty years was unsettling. She
could not point at it, but she knew something was off.
       She also remembered the first time the detectives came to their home to
break the news and informed her and Jesse that they suspected he was most
likely murdered, or possibly suicide.
        That information had since stuck with her.
      Her husband’s body was eventually released after a couple of days at the
forensic lab. The report from the forensic examination was also subsequently
released.
       Dr Adetiloye confirmed in the forensic report that the cause of death was
not a heart attack, but it was indeed unnatural. They found large doses of
some substances in his tissues, which brought them back to the question of a
possible homicide, or suicide.
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        The police continued with their investigation.
        The Stevens family had however announced to people that he had a heart
attack at work. They stuck with the story.
      Naomi requested to spend some time alone with Kingsley’s body shortly
before the burial, but Nkiru insisted on staying with them.
      “What have you done Kingsley?” Naomi asked him like he was going to
give her an answer.
       Why would someone kill him at work? Or why would he kill himself? She had no
clue.
     Naomi remained calm, but she couldn’t let go of the eerie feeling that
something would go wrong, sooner or later. Whether someone tried to kill
Kingsley, or he killed himself, the storm was not over yet.
      Nkiru dismissed her worries and assured her that she was overthinking
things.
     “You’ve known Kingsley for thirty years,” Nkiru told her. “Has he ever
given you any reason to doubt him?”
        “No,” she replied. However, Naomi could still remember Kingsley having
an argument with Sean at the penthouse a couple of weeks earlier, which also
still troubled her.
        She hoped Nkiru was right, for the sake of all of them.
        Naomi moved through the entire motion of burying her husband; flanked
by her children and their soon-to-be spouses, friends, families and loved ones.
        But she couldn’t get past the issues bothering her.
        Her expressions remained blank.
     Shortly after the whole ceremony, and the afterparty, people began to
return to their respective homes. The all-important family meeting was held
– with Naomi, her sons and the ladies in their lives in attendance.
     During the meeting, Naomi spoke her mind. She didn’t want them to
continue to mope and mourn. She thought it was time for everybody to move
on with their lives. 
        And that included getting back to planning Sean’s wedding.
    “That’s what Kingsley would have wanted,” she told them. “He didn’t
believe in dwelling on a problem for too long.”
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        Sean was a mess.
      After the funeral, he returned to his home with Tammy, but he couldn’t
find closure. He still couldn’t get past the events around his father’s death.
      He and his father still had unsettled businesses, but King had taken the
easy way out. Sean never got the chance to find out what his father knew
about the police and the DSS. 
        He didn’t get a chance to find out what issues his father had with Tammy
or what he did to her.
        And he did not get to find out what issues Badru had with him.
       His father had left him in a very difficult position – between the rock, and
the hard place. His father also violated and assaulted his wife, the King had
unilaterally ended his engagement and called off his wedding.
        ‘If King’s idea was to call off my wedding, well, I guess he succeeded already.’ Sean
thought sadly.
        Because the King himself was buried on his wedding day.
        “You should be proud, Dad, you should be so, so proud.” Sean groaned.
        Sean continued to fluctuate between several conflicting emotions; anger,
denial, grief, and everything in-between.
     He was sad that he couldn’t settle his scores with his father. The man
messed with his life, and Sean did not get the chance to hit back. He never
got the chance to tell his Mum what kind of man she married, the double life
her husband lived. 
       And he never got the chance to gloat when Dr Naomi Steven decided to
chase him out of their marriage.
       Sean couldn’t accept that he had lived his entire life in the shadow of his
father, and that man was not worth it, to begin with. The anger tore him
apart, and he couldn’t deal with it.
        Perhaps a part of him really loved his father, but now it was too late.
       Sean wept. He could see Tammy had been crying as well, and he was sure
that it was not because she missed King or anything. His father had just
frightened and abused her recently, and even she had not recovered.
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        Sean knew it was time to end a life of crime and live a proper, decent life.
He had enough money to start afresh, and whenever his father’s Will was
read, he knew he would get a lot richer.
        The best time to quit was right away.
      It was not like they had been involving him in the business that much in
recent times, and perhaps he should just drift away naturally.
        If only it was that easy.
        One thing he knew for sure was the fact that he would soon be targeted –
by the police, by the DSS or by his father’s enemies. His father had protected
him for so long even though he was ashamed to admit it, but now that he’s
gone, he knew he was on his own.
        Soon, more people would realise he was King’s son.
        If some people killed King, they might come after him.
        If King killed himself, then it might be linked to him.
     If the police continued with their investigations, sooner or later, they
would connect it to him and come after him. If he was unlucky, they would
know he was the “domestic terrorist” that gave the order to knock down the
university buildings.
       Sean contacted his father’s lawyer, who was a senior advocate, who was
also a human rights activist, and who had been privy to his father’s secret
lifestyle, for legal advice.
        And the middle-aged SAN confirmed his fears.
       “You’ve got to surrender to the authorities,” the man advised Sean. “You
are in a precarious situation, and you don’t want to be caught on the wrong
side of the law. If you play your game well, the law will be on your side too.”
        Sean found himself in an impossible situation. Whichever way, he was in
a dangerous spot. It was not looking good at all. He finally agreed it would be
in his best interest to start making things right.
        And it scared him beyond limits.
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        Tammy forced her way into the room where Sean was.
        “When are we going to talk about it?” Tammy started.
        It was their second night back at their home and Sean was sleeping in the
guest room downstairs again. He had been so preoccupied since the day they
returned and had spent the most time making long calls.
        “Talk about what now?” he was not showing interest.
        “Us.” Tammy responded, carefully.
        “There is no ‘us’ anymore. You heard the man, didn’t you?”
      Tammy braced herself as she continued. “You heard your Mum too. And
‘the man’ is no longer here.”
        “Is that your excuse now?”
        Tammy swallowed hard. “It’s not an excuse.”
       “Well, the wedding day has come and gone. We can as well return to our
respective homes now.”
     “You are not asking me to leave now, Sean, are you?” Tammy genuinely
panicked.
       “All I am asking for is a clean break,” he replied, defeated. “And I thought
that was what you also wanted when you came back, you know, you saw all
the ‘red flags.’”
        “He forced me to make that decision,” Tammy pleaded. 
   Sean leaned forward, interested. “I am listening. I need to know
everything.”
       Tammy sighed deeply. She could handle anything, but at least she hoped
she and Sean could work things out. Reliving the horror was traumatic and
depressing for her.
      “He was high. Really high. He smoked for hours nonstop. Then he hit me,
and choked me, and tore my clothes, and, and...” 
        “And what?”
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        “And screamed at me and threatened me and hit me some more. And left
me there. That hooded lady saved me, and gave me clothes, and drove me out
of the property,” she stopped.
        She couldn’t make herself to explained how violated she felt.
        “And what about the other man, or was it the other woman you were dating?
The guy with the DSS? I have the transcript, remember?”
       “Nothing of such happened. I wasn’t seeing him in that sense. He lied to
me.” Tammy sighed. 
        How many times did she have to explain that they were not dating?
      “Of course. What did you expect? Online dating is a scam, anyway,” he
was sarcastic.
        Tammy continued to plead. “I’m sorry. If there’s anything I can do to take
it all back, I will do it. It’s the devil.”
        Sean laughed in sarcasm. “The devil, seriously now, Tam?”
        Tammy begged, but it seemed he had made up his mind.
     She dragged herself back to the room; everything was ruined and had
spiralled out of control. It’s over.
 
 
        Sammie was beginning to come to terms with the fact that his father had
truly gone. He had brought his girlfriend for a happy family event, but it had
been everything but. Somehow, he felt blessed that she was there, he
wondered how he would have coped without a shoulder to lean on. Literally.
        Nikki had been supportive.
        They spent the most time in the sunroom in his parents’ home. 
     In the days leading to the funeral, that was the only place far from the
intrusions they often got from the guests who swarmed their home. So, they
stuck with that place even after the funeral.
        “I’m sorry I’ve not been such a great host,” he apologised. 
        “I’m sorry too. I feel sorry for your brother though.” Nikki responded.
        “Me too,” he replied sadly. “Sean is not handling it well at all, Dad and all.
Mum thinks the wedding plans should continue. But I don’t think Sean is
emotionally ready for that now.”
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        “They’re in love. I’m sure, very soon they will see reasons to continue with
the wedding plans.” Nikki replied.
      They sat together in silence in the sunroom. Sammie hugged her close,
and massaged her shoulder, and their mood matching the general sombre
mood in the house.
    She continued after a while. “Have you thought about us, you know,
getting married sometime?”
    “Well, I can’t afford a wife now,” he responded lightly. “I’m not rich
enough. I don’t have a job. Why do you ask?”
        “Nothing.”
        “You’ve been talking to my Mum, isn’t it?” he suspected.
       “Well, yes. She just mentioned it, in passing, like ‘see what Sammie thinks
about it.’”
      “Stop listening to her,” he responded. “She sends virtually everybody to
put pressure on me to get married. But even if we get married now, it will
take a couple of years before I start thinking kids. And that will defeat the
whole purpose of her forcing marriage down my throat.”
        “You mean, she wants you to have kids now?” Nikki was confused.
        “Yep. You know, before the inevitable.”
        Nikki surprised herself, somehow, she didn’t get so shocked again anytime
Sammie mentioned the ‘inevitable’. She realised it was a constant part of
him, and it seemed she too was beginning to make peace with it.
     “I love you, Nikki. I love you so much. But I don’t want to make you a
young widow. With kids. I’ve told her, that if I don’t manage to give her the
grandkids she desperately wanted, we have a plan in place. She knows about
it. And she knew she could hire a surrogate to carry my baby afterwards. I
think that’s a fair deal.”
       Nikki nodded. But she thought Naomi was making sense. Sammie could
have kids while he was still here. She didn’t mind, even if that would make
her a young widow with kids.
      “Have you asked for what I want?” she asked, and then rose to leave, a
little disappointed.
        “Baby, please don’t leave me.”
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        Things gradually went back to the new normal, and Naomi continued her
life, obviously without the man of the house.
   Friends and family members all returned to their respective homes,
Sammie and Nikki returned to their university to complete their studies.
        And Naomi had to intervene in her older son’s broken engagement.
      A broken-hearted Tamilore kept coming to beg her to intervene. Naomi
felt it was his father’s death taking a toll on him, and assured Tammy that she
would talk to Sean.
     “Give him time. His father’s death really hit him hard. You know they
weren’t that close while he was here, they were always fighting, and Sean
probably thought he would have him forever. Now, the man is gone, and
Sean is feeling the loss.” Naomi explained.
        She assured Tammy she would talk to him, but Sean remained relentless.
      As Naomi adjusted to her new life, she noticed that some problems were
brewing with regard to her husband’s estate. 
     Shortly after the funeral, the insurance companies paid Naomi and her
children, as well as the other beneficiaries on Kingsley’s life policies lump
sums of money. 
        The Badru Group also paid off Kingsley’s entitlements without delays.
        However, that was all they got so far.
       The entirety of Kingsley’s estate remained completely frozen, even though
much of his assets were put in a living trust. The executors were having
problems winding up Kingsley’s estate and the Will could not be read.
        Everything was at a complete standstill.
        After a while, Naomi invited Sean over to discuss her concerns. 
        But all she met with her son too were roadblocks. 
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        She started their conversation with Sean’s broken engagement, but Sean
was not in any way willing to have that conversation. He was adamant that it
was over with Tammy, but she couldn’t get him to tell her why.
      She then expressed her concerns about the secret life she suspected her
husband lived, and how the idea of his death being linked to suicide and
homicide, and the ongoing investigations had all brought back her
nightmares, but Sean was unflinching.
        She spoke about her husband’s assets and estate that could not be wound
up and none of them could not benefit from it. It got Sean’s attention a little
bit, but she had expected a full engagement, which she never got.
     Sean eventually promised to think about all they had discussed and get
back to her so that they could discuss it in detail.
        Naomi eventually found a bit of comfort.
       “I know your father’s death is hurting you. It was sudden for all of us too.
And we were all hurt,” Naomi comforted him. “I am so sorry that you have to
deal with it. But just give yourself time. Don’t throw away all the good things
in your life because of a single tragedy.”
        “Thank you, Mum, but you have no idea,” Sean replied.
        “No idea of what?”
        “Dad’s not whom you think he was,” he replied, sadly.
        “I think I am beginning to think that way as well. But my dear son, talk to
Tam. She comes here all the time crying. You both should be married by now,
you know. So, I believe whatever happened, you can forgive and move
forward.”
        Sean nodded; he did not look interested. 
        “I will come back and see you, and we will talk at length,” he replied.
        “I will make your favourite meal.”
        “Which one?” Sean asked as he rose to leave.
        ‘Boys and their tummies.’ Naomi smiled. “I love you, Sean,” she replied. 
        “Love you too, Mum,” Sean replied.
     Naomi watched him leave. She had prayed for him ever since she was
concerned, he was going astray. She knew he was troubled by something,
and right there she continued to pray for him.
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        She prayed her son would find redemption. She wasn’t sure if Kingsley
did, but at least, it was not too late for her son. 
      “Dear Lord Jesus…,” she began to pray.
 
 
        Sean spotted the man he was looking for, standing alone in the empty lot.
     He drew a sharp breath and came down from his vehicle. He was still
angry with that man from the State Security Services, but he also felt if
anybody could help him, that agent might have a clue.
        For starters, Biodun Abiodun owed him.
        He just hoped he was making the right decision.
       But regardless of the outcome, when the crisis hit the roof, he wanted to
be on the right side of the law.
     The two men held each other in a firm handshake, each seeming to be
sizing each other up. Sean then took a step back.
        “How may I help you?” the stranger asked without any delay.
        Sean was also not ready for the frivolities of introduction.
        “Well, Agent –” 
        “Call me Biodun.”
    “Well, Biodun, you know me, and I know you, and there’s no point
pretending like we were strangers. What is the deal?”
        “First of all, I don’t know what you’re talking about –”
        “You’ve been doing my wife for like a year.” Sean cut in.
       “You brought all the way here just to discuss your wife?” Biodun sounded
surprised.
       “No, I want to know. What do you want from me? And what do you want
from my father.” He was genuinely curious.
        “Well, your father is dead.” Biodun pointed out.
        “I know.” Sean held a fist, he just wanted facts, but this man was pushing
hard on his patience. He had agreed to a no-violence meeting, but he might
be tempted to do just that.
        “Your father was a coward. He knew that we were closing in on him, so he
took the easy way out.”
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        “Meaning?”
        “Suicide.”
        “You liar!” Sean charged at him. “What did you do to my father?”
        Biodun moved back a step
      “Easy, man!” he replied. “That man laid his own bed. We initially thought
it was a homicide. But King was such genius, he staged his own death. That
piece of work wanted us to look elsewhere.”
       “You don’t know that. They killed him. They didn’t need him again, so they
killed him. Badru killed him.” Sean replied in a pained voice that matched
the pain tearing his heart apart.
     “No. I’m sure they would love to, but there was no way they could take
King out without shooting themselves in the feet. Your father made a
mistake. He got distracted; he was so preoccupied with the big guy, with OG
Badru, that he didn’t know we were coming closer. When he realised we’d
cornered him, it was too late for him.”
        “You son of a –” Sean charged at him.
      “There’s no need for name-calling. TammyTee was very helpful. She told
us everything. She created a small opening for us, and we only took
advantage of it –”
        “Don’t you dare call my wife that name!”
   “Fair enough, although the last time I checked, your wedding was
cancelled,” he replied, obviously gloating. 
        He seemed to be enjoying the moment, making Sean sound like a fool.
        “Anyway, we are not after you yet, so you can rest easy,” the special agent
continued. “As you said, we know you, you know us. We will get to you one
day. But right now, we are after the big guns.”
        “Badru? You can’t take down Badru. He’s an institution.”
       “Watch this space,” he laughed, sounding cocky. “Anyway, if I can advise
you, I will say watch your back, because this right here is the calm before the
storm. Some people are not smiling. And they will come for you.”
        “You think you can scare me?”
        “That was not the intention, but I’ll be glad if you’re scared. Just a friendly
warning. Crime doesn’t pay!” Biodun replied.
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        He then donned his sunglasses and walked away.
      Sean watched him as he walked away, his heart pounding hard. He came
for a reason, to surrender himself. But that man had successfully humiliated
him.
     “I can help you.” He heard himself speak. It was spoken so softly; Sean
wasn’t sure if Biodun Abiodun heard him. 
        It seemed he did because Biodun stopped and turned around.
        “All right. Don’t call me. I’ll call you.” he responded. “Soon.”
        Sean walked back to his vehicle and drove home.
      He finally found the peace that had eluded him for the longest time. He
knew the cost would be high, but he had peace he was doing the right thing.
        The intelligence guys from the State Security needed information that he
possessed, and he could negotiate his way, at least that was the advice his
father’s lawyer gave him.
        The things Sean knew about the inner working of the Badru Group could
give him some leverage. And with that knowledge, he could bargain for some
form of protection. 
   He thought about his mother. Finally, he felt at peace to have the
conversation with her, maybe not right away, but soon. Even if she decided
to involve the police, which he knew his mother could do, he could tell her the
DSS was already involved.
    Sean pushed the thoughts away because first, he needed to make an
important call. Tammy.
      He really missed her, and he realised that the DSS guy was not worth it
after all.
        It felt so good to have his life back.
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     After what seemed like forever, Sean eventually visited Naomi like he
promised, much to his mother’s relief.
       Naomi had news, but she could wait, if Sean wanted to talk to her, then
she was ready to listen to him. Her own concern could wait, she was glad to
have his little boy back.
        Where did the years go? She only had to blink, and Sean was all grown up.
        “How are you?” she kept asking.
        “I’m fine, actually.”
       Sean gave the good news about Tammy; he said they were talking again.
And they had decided to go ahead with their wedding. 
       “I told you, you were making a mistake by breaking up with her.” Naomi
was serious.  
       She didn’t like the idea of them living together, but at least he was ready
to put the ring to it now.
       Sean told her he and Tammy agreed to have a quiet wedding at the court
registry, and with a maximum of ten people. From his side, he only wanted
his mother, Sammie and Nikita in attendance. And Tammy too would bring
three to four guests.
        Naomi almost passed out.
       “You want your father’s entire family to come for my head, right?” Naomi
screamed.
     Sean eventually agreed for his uncle Godwin and his wife Nkiru to be
invited. Naomi was not happy, she still dreamed of a big society wedding,
but she must respect her son’s wish.
        “So, what was the big news you wanted to tell me?” Sean asked. 
        He was in a much better mood to engage with her.
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       “You won’t believe this, Sean, but it seems your father was not the person
we thought he was.”
        “How do you mean?”
        “I am making lots of discoveries, and I am not happy.” Naomi sighed. “All
his assets are being investigated, every single thing, with a fine-toothed
comb, by the government. Their anticorruption dogs. They are investigating
your father for corruption, and for all sorts of things. And those guys from
Badru Group are not helping. The government are trying to seize my
husband’s property one after the other, it seems. Kingsley’s estate
administrators and executors and his personal lawyer firms are in serious
conference and consultations as we speak. The feedback I am getting from
them is not impressive at all. It seems like it is going to be the start of a major
legal battle. If we are not careful, we are going to lose everything Kingsley
ever worked for.”
        She watched as her son shifted uncomfortably.
        “How does this whole problem affect us?” Sean asked.
      “Well, we can’t access his wealth. Everything is in a complete lockdown.
All assets are frozen and confiscated. His estate cannot be sorted, and his
Will cannot be read. So, it’s like that now, all I got were monies directly paid
to me. And the monies paid to you guys. Even this mansion we are staying in,
it’s just a miracle that I still have it, they would have chased me out. My only
saving grace is that your father and I decided to acquire this property on my
name because he didn’t want his family to trouble me over this place, that is
why I am here without trouble. They are confiscating everything.”
      Naomi noticed Sean was not happy with the information she was giving
him. Nobody would.
      “I am not trying to make you feel bad. I am just trying to tell you that it
seemed I married a complete stranger. To think that I’ve been with this man
for thirty years. How did I not even suspect that he could be somewhat
corrupt?”
        Sean finally spoke. 
       “Mum, you didn’t know Dad. You didn’t have the flimsiest idea of whom
he was.” 
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      Naomi sat up and leaned forward. “What are you saying, Sean? And what
are you not saying? Tell me.”
      “Dad was not a good person. He was the King of deception. He showed you
only what he wanted you to know. He was way more complicated than that.
He was not the man you thought he was.”
        “And you know that because?” she tried not to believe her ears.
    “It’s a long story, Mum. Badru Group was just a front. They called him
King; he was the mastermind for the dark side of the Badru Group. And a
personal asset to OG Badru himself. The more I studied the evidence, the
more I agreed with the police. When they cornered him, he killed himself.”
      Naomi rose as she tried to take in the new information, the information
she never wanted to think about. Naomi let out a scream in anguish. No
wonder she had nightmares all the time.
        “I’m so sorry, Mum, I didn’t mean to upset you. That was why I didn’t tell
you before now.”
      Her son walked up to her and steadied her, holding her close in a tight
embrace, while she let out those tears, her world falling apart again.
 
 
      Sean continued to talk to Naomi about himself, his father, and Tammy,
and about their connection to the Badru Group. 
        He gave her all the information he could.
       Obviously, he didn’t want to upset her, so he tried to tone down much of
the details and skipped as much information as possible, but he said enough
for his mother to understand what criminal his father was.
        He watched as his mother pulled out her wedding rings.
      She kept calling “Kingsley” at intervals, as though she was invoking him
somehow.
        Kingsley.
        “Why didn’t you tell me all this while?”
        “I’m sorry Mum. I know I disappointed you.”
      “I’m beyond disappointed. I am appalled! You’re killing me, Sean. But I
am angrier with Kingsley.”
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        “I’m sorry. But I am not involved with them anymore, we are not involved
with them again. I promise. Tammy and I are cooperating with the police,
and with the DSS.”
       “Aww!” Naomi said in anguish. “How did you get yourself entangled with
all these horrible people? Oh my God! Where did I get it wrong? I thought we
raised you well.”
       “I’m sorry, Mum.” Sean kept apologising. “Don’t worry about us, we’ll be
fine.”
      “How can I be sure, Sean?” Naomi asked, still shellshocked. “What’s the
way forward now?”
       “Tammy and I are not a particularly important part of their organisation.
And we won’t be missed,” he assured her, hoping he was right. So far,
nobody had bothered them.
     “Please stay away from everybody. From police, DSS, Badru Group, fro
everybody, just stay away. Relocate abroad, go someplace, start your life
afresh. I will gladly uproot my base and stay close to you if I must. I just want
you to be safe, Sean, my son.”
    “Mum, we can’t travel for now; our passports have been temporarily
confiscated too. Hopefully, they would release them to us soon. Don’t worry,
Mum, we’ll be fine.”
        He desperately hoped he was right.
      “My baby. You need to dedicate your life to the Lord. Let him come into
your heart and guard your spirit in the right paths.” Naomi spoke with deep
anguish. “Let the Lord wash you with clean waters, you and Tamilore, and let
Him give you both a clean slate, and a fresh start.”
        Sean nodded. He might just be open to that, for a change.
 

    Things settled in the following months, and the family could move
forward. There were weddings and graduations.
      Tammy and Sean reconciled and got married in a colourful ceremony.
Naomi and her sister-in-law Nkiru brewed a mischievous scheme with
Tammy’s mother that blew the whole wedding plans out of proportion. 
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       Their Ondo-Ogun connection would not allow both mothers to agree to
the ridiculous idea of a private wedding Tammy and Sean were brewing.
      “That’s absurd!” Tammy’s mother said when she and Naomi first had the
conversation. 
        “Amen to that!” Naomi responded.
        They eventually had the big society wedding Naomi always wanted.
      Naomi’s proud moment came with her two sons waiting at the altar, as
the beautiful bride walked in the company of both her parents down the aisle
to meet her groom.
      Naomi dabbed her face a couple of times. Kingsley’s absence was hard,
and a bittersweet feeling for her, but she decided to be happy on her big day.
     She wept when Tamilore and Sean dedicated their lives to the Lord on
their wedding day. How many years had she prayed for her older son to know
the Lord! 
        And it finally happened, right in front of many witnesses.
     Tammy and Sean also settled for a new line of business, away from the
Badru Group, much to Naomi’s relief.
       Sammie graduated from the university. He never thought he would ever
graduate. None of them thought he would ever make it to the final year, but
he sure was a fighter and surprised all of them.
     And for the first time, he had spent an entire semester without Naomi
rushing to see him at the emergency room or in ICU. That was nothing short
of a miracle. Naomi had one Nikita Edoho to thank for that.
      He not only graduated, but he brought a girl home, who graduated too.
The amiable Nikita.
        Naomi threw them a party, to celebrate their successes.
    Sammie then went ahead to surprise them all, because during their
graduation party, he proposed to Nikki, and she said “yes!”
     Who could have thought that Sammie who was always dismissing the idea of
marriage finally saw reasons?
       Nikita and Sammie moved to Lagos, and Sammie used the money he got
from his father’s pay-out to buy a beautiful duplex where Nikki moved into,
with plans that he would move in with her when they got married.
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       He spent most of the time there with her anyway.
       There was peace round about her, and Naomi was happy.
     Well, Naomi knew she was overcompensating, throwing a party at every
opportunity, but she would rather be happy than sad.
     Somewhere in the background, she was in a tough legal battle lingering
over the estate of her late husband, and it seemed like a losing one. Because
every single day, new information about the dangerous other life Kingsley
lived emerged!
       She had enough on her own to live a good life, with or without Kingsley’s
estate. But as his widow, it was her right, she needed to get her hands on
what belonged to her – for the sake of her sons, and unborn grandchildren.
     The worst-case scenario would be that she lost all the properties to the
government, but she hoped it wouldn’t get to that.
        However, somewhere, in the corner of her heart, she was frightened, and
she continued to pray, for the safety of her sons, and her entire family.
        Because the verses from James continued flashing across her mind.
        James 2 verses 12 and 13.

“Speak and act as those who are going to be judged by the law that gives freedom.
For judgment without mercy will be shown to anyone who has not been merciful.
Mercy triumphs over judgment.”

        Surely God answers prayers. 
       Her husband might not have been merciful, he might have been ruthless
in his dealings with people, but she hoped and prayed that for her and her
household, that mercy would indeed triumph over judgement.
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        It was one lazy evening in the Sean-Tammy household when their home
was suddenly invaded by armed men.
        They feared the day would eventually come, but when it didn’t come for a
long time, they thought they had eventually been forgotten by whoever could
be their enemies.
       They knew the drill already – if anybody tried to attack them, they would
immediately activate the response team from the police, and the response
team would arrive at their home, or at their location in ten minutes, or less.
        However, after a while, they were becoming quite positive that they were
safe, and nobody was after them.
        Apparently, they were wrong.
        Tammy was terrified.
     She jumped to a corner of their living room and immediately called for
help from the police response team.
       She watched from the corner where she hid as Sean bravely engaged the
armed intruders, but within minutes, both she and Sean realised these men
were not playing.
        They came for blood.
     Tammy hoped the police would keep their end of the bargain and send
help quickly, and they would come fast before these men killed them both.
        In what looked like her worst nightmare, the first shot was fired.
        At Sean.
        And it soon became a crossfire. 
       Well, it was a good thing that their home had a gunshot detection system
that was linked directly to the police, Tammy thought, and she hoped by now
the police should be on their way.
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       In a flash, she too reached for her own gun and returned fire. It was two
of them against their assassins, but they had to fight for their lives.
      The armed security guard at their gate was not coming to their rescue,
and Tammy feared he could have been wounded at the least. Or killed. She
saw two of the armed men fall, and another one groaned in pain.
     Sean was fighting hard to defend his honour. Shortly, he too let out a
muffled scream. From the corner of her eyes, she could see that Sean was
bleeding, but he continued to shoot at the assailants.
     Tammy noticed her own left arm was on fire too, and she also thought
something hit her back. She was sure she was shot, but she couldn’t stop
firing, her eyes blurry in tears. 
        Who could want to kill them? Who sent those men to attack them?
        Suddenly she saw Sean fall on the couch; she panicked.
        “Sean!” she screamed. She didn’t know what happened to him. She hoped
for the best but feared the worst.
        The police arrived at that point.
        Immediately the gunmen spotted the police firing squad, they fled. 
       One of the armed men lifted Sean from the couch where he fell and was
bleeding and took him with them.
       Tammy could see that it appeared two of the armed assailants were dead
and one was badly wounded, and it seemed the police were able to hold
another one of the armed men.
        But they could not rescue Sean.
        And Tammy couldn’t tell if he was alive, or dead.
    The police firing squad dispatched to their home followed the fleeing
armed men in hot chase. They called for backup. 
        And for ambulance services.
        Tammy stayed back, in real trepidation. She didn’t know what to think.
        “What happened to Sean? They took him with them. He was bleeding. He
fell on the couch. Is he dead? He was shot, he needs to go to the hospital.”
Tammy kept screaming until her voice went hoarse. “What happened to my
husband? They took him away.”
        More backup from the police arrived. 
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        The yellow ‘crime scene’ tape soon found its way around their home.
       The paramedics also arrived. They checked the casualties and confirmed
the two men dead and took them away. 
       The two alive were both injured. The police handcuffed the two of them
and escorted them with the paramedics to the hospital.
       The security man at the gate too had been severely injured; it looked like
his leg was broken, and he was in severe pain with each movement. He was
also transported by the paramedics to the hospital.
        Tammy was still there, shouting hysterically.
     She looked at the extent of the damage and devastation on what was
hitherto their home. It was now sprawling by the people in charge of crime
scenes, taking pictures and exhibits alike.
     The law enforcement guys kept asking her questions, but she was too
stunned to give any coherent answer. She noticed a van from the DSS made a
short stop at their home, but soon drove away.
       She could also see the pressmen around because they wore badges boldly
labelled PRESS, but they were not allowed to ask her any questions.
        She didn’t know what to think.
        “I need my husband back. Just bring my Sean back,” she kept screaming.
     One of the men there stood with her and spoke nicely to her to try to
comfort her. She thought he was one of the senior detectives.
        “Are they going to take me to jail?” she asked. “Did I kill somebody?”
        “Just get well first,” he replied.
        Tammy’s wounds were dressed by paramedics. She was told she had been
shot twice. They put up a drip in her hands like they did to their security
guard, and then lifted her on a stretcher onto the ambulance.
         However, she was too restless and very uncooperative
         Eventually, they had to sedate her.
         She could hear them talk, and she knew they had strapped her to the tiny
bed and pushed her onto the waiting ambulance and were soon being driven
away. And she was too drowsy to protest.
        That was the last she remembered.
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    By the time Tammy woke up, she was in the hospital. She had been
transferred to the state-of-the-art Jerome Elusiyan Memorial Hospital.
      A tall female doctor was towering over her, who seemed to be terrorising
everyone in the room. She was with a couple of younger doctors, who were
running forth and back. They seemed to be having a ward round, and they
were discussing the X-ray findings.
     Tammy squinted as her vision was still hazy. She saw the name on her
name tag. Dr Opeyemi Daramola. Accident and Emergency. It was a trauma
unit; she could hear people screaming in the background.
     “Are we still expecting anybody from the Stevens home?” she heard Dr
Daramola ask.
        “No, Doc. The five of them are here,” one of the younger doctors replied.
   “Perfect,” she said, rubbing her face, apparently distracted by the
background noise. “Gosh! I hate noise. Sister, is there any way I can get some
sedation?” she yelled at the nurse.
        “Coming, doc. What do you want?”
        “Lorazepam should be fine. I need like four ampoules handy. All drawn.”
        Tammy saw Dr Daramola and her entourage move past her bedside. 
      The detective who spoke nicely to her earlier at her home was back. He
came back with his small books to ask her questions again. There was
another man with him, who also seemed extremely interested in the case. 
        But she refused to respond to any of their questions. 
       “I need my husband!” she yelled. “Have they found him?” she continued to
ask through her hoarse voice.
        “They found him,” the man standing next to the detective replied.
        “Can I go and see him?” she asked as she jumped out of the bed.
       “He was shot a few times, and he is in critical condition. The doctors are
busy with him. You will see him later.” The man responded.
        “No!” she yelled back. “Can I talk to the doctor?”
    The trauma doctors on the floor came immediately to her bedside to
answer her queries. Dr Daramola and her minions!
       “Mrs Stevens. Your husband is critically injured,” the doctor explained as
a matter of fact. “He’s being resuscitated now, and he is going for surgery.”
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        “Will he be okay?” Tammy needed answers.
        “We are trying our best.” Dr Daramola replied, impatiently.
        But Tammy was not satisfied, and she was still quite hysterical.
        She heard Dr Daramola bark another order. “Sister,” she called out to the
nurse standing nearby. “Can I have one lorazepam, please? Mrs Stevens here
needs more sedation.”
        Before she could protest, she was lightheaded again.
        The next thing she saw was blackness.
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        Naomi arrived at the hospital in the company of her younger son Sammie
and Nikki late that night.
        The news of the attack had come as a rude shock, and Nikki watched with
anxiety as the Stevens family was thrown into chaos, again.
      They all waited through the night as Sean was wheeled to the operating
theatre. They met with the surgeon, one Dr Awe, who explained Sean’s
current state and the need for emergency lifesaving operations. 
        Without the operations, he would die.
        Sammie signed all the necessary documents.
     Sean made it through surgery, but he was still unstable and in critical
condition. So, he was transferred to the intensive care unit.
        His wife Tammy recovered fully but she remained hysterical.
      Dr Daramola explained to them, that the first bullet penetrated her left
arm with both entry and exit wounds but thankfully, no damage to the bone,
blood vessels or nerves. While the second bullet hit her in the back but that it
was still lodged underneath her skin.
        Tammy started screaming for the bullet to be removed.
     They were further told the second bullet stopped short of Tammy’s left
scapula. The doctor and the police explained that if it had entered through
another angle it would have hit her in the heart.
        They all cringed at the thought.
   The hospital was swarming with intelligence and law enforcement
personnel. Sean and Tammy’s home too was under lockdown as the
investigations continued, and their security company was fully involved –
security cameras and other home security needed to be scrutinised.
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        Sammie was in the forefront of all the trouble, liaising with all the parties
involved while making sure that the three ladies – his Mum Naomi, fiancée
Nikita, and brother’s wife Tammy – who remained hysterical, were okay.
        At the end of the day, they were all exhausted.
    None of them was happy with the new developments, but Nikki was
worried. She knew Sammie shouldn’t be going through so much stress. She
tried to run errands with him, but Sammie refused.
      “I need you to stay on ground and look after my Mum and my brother’s
wife,” he told Nikki. “I will be careful, okay?” He promised.
        However, Nikki was not convinced.
       She called him every other minute to find out how he was doing; the last
thing she wanted was for him to break down.
        After a while, her fear started getting confirmed. She didn’t like the way
he was sounding on phone. 
        The next time she saw him, she put down her feet.
        “You are grounded!” Nikki said to him and grounded him.
        “You can’t ground me!” Sammie refused to be grounded.
        Nikki wasn’t the only one who was worried, one look at Naomi, she knew
the older woman shared the same concerns. Sammie was not cut for stress,
but he had plunged himself into the kind of pressure he shouldn’t be in
because he loved his brother and he felt he should do something for Sean’s
sake.
       Sammie had seen Sean, and from what he was saying, Nikki knew Sean
was not in a good shape at all. Sam too was not listening to her explanation.
        “I will not allow you to kill yourself.” Nikki insisted.
        Thankfully, Naomi intervened and begged him as well.
        “Please listen to Nikki. You need to rest, now.” Naomi pleaded.
        “My brother is sick. He was shot, and he is dying. I have to do something.
I have to take care of him. I cannot let him die,” Sammie insisted.
       “But you need to be well yourself before you can safely care for someone
else,” Nikki explained.
        “You are not the doctor, there’s so much you can do. There’s so much any
of us can do.” Naomi added, grieved.
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        “But I can’t just sit down and do nothing,” Sammie argued.
        “You can pray. Praying is not doing nothing,” his mother replied.
      “Sam, please don’t wear yourself out. Why are you so stubborn? Look at
how you’re breathing.” Nikki pleaded.
        “My breathing is perfectly fine,” Sammie replied and left.
        Again.
 
 
      Sammie returned to the hospital with chest pain, and his breathing had
worsened. Immediately he was transferred to the acute medical unit, with
Nikki by his side.
        She was upset that Sammie had refused to listen to her all day and he had
followed his own will. Granted, he needed to be there for his brother, but
what good was it if he had another heart failure, or worse? 
       She accompanied Sammie to the acute medical unit where he was being
attended to by some doctors.
        Shortly afterwards, a senior doctor arrived to see Sammie.
        Dr Olusile, Sammie’s cardiologist.
        Nikki recognised him from their outpatient visits.
        “Dr Olusile,” Nikki called and ran to meet him as he was about to leave.
        “Yeah. How are you, Nikita? How may I help?”
      “I just want to know what’s wrong with him. Is he having heart failure
again?” 
    The doctor smiled kindly as he explained. “I think he decompensated
because of the recent unaccustomed stress he was exposed to over the past
day or so, but it was a good thing that we got him early. We just need to keep
him here overnight in the hospital for treatment.”
    Nikki wanted to know if the ‘decompensation’ was the same as heart
failure.
      The doctor shook his head. “You see, Nikki, Sammie has heart failure all
the time, but it has been well-controlled, and he was fairly stable for a while.
But now, he decompensated, which simply means that the heart failure
suddenly worsened because it was triggered by something.”
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        “Oh, I see!” Nikki responded. 
    The memory of the first time she saw him sick was still fresh in her
memory, and she hoped it never happened to him again.
       Nikki was exhausted. She had to deal with a critically ill Sean, a Tammy
just recovering from gunshots and still emotionally traumatised.
        And now, a sick fiancé.
       Not to mention Naomi who had to go through the whole rollercoaster of
emotions seeing her children all sick at the same time.
        The responsibility shifted on her shoulders, to keep the family going, and
she wasn’t sure she was up to it. 
        She found herself wandering through the entire JEM Hospital.
      Tammy was transferred from the trauma unit to the recovery ward and
Sammie from the acute medical unit to the private general medical centre. 
       She wasn’t allowed into the ICU, but she needed to visit frequently to see
to Sean’s needs.
       She encouraged Naomi to go home and get some rest, however, the older
woman blatantly refused. She would rather stay in the hospital and hope for
the best.
       They both sat together, and waited, and prayed. Naomi held her hand so
tightly that Nikki felt sorry for her. She wondered what Naomi was going
through even though she looked so calm on the exterior.
        “Do you think God answers prayers?” Nikki asked, jittery.
        Naomi smiled. “I believe God answers prayers. It’s not always the way we
expect Him to, but that doesn’t make Him less of God. He is our Maker, and
He loves us. He will not dish to us the things He knows we cannot handle.”
       “I can’t handle this, Ma’am, and I don’t know how you are able to handle
it.”
        “No, I can’t either,” Naomi confessed. “But God gives grace. He comforts
us with His immeasurable peace, so that we may comfort others with the
same comfort He had comforted us.”
        “Is that from the Bible?”
       “Yes. Apostle Paul called Him the ‘God of all comfort.’” She smiled again,
though sadly.
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     “Why do you keep trusting Him, even though you’re going through so
much trouble?” Nikki was curious.
      “Job in the Bible went through worse. However, he said he would trust
God even if God chose to kill him. We do know, though in retrospect, that
God was not the cause of his troubles. The devil was. But God was in control
of the whole situation. Today, in the broader picture, millions of people have
found comfort from the story of Job. Look at the big picture, Nikita.”
        “I wish I could be a person of great faith, like you.”
       “You don’t need great faith. I don’t have great faith. But Jesus said a tiny
grain of faith was good enough. Faith like a mustard seed. Isn’t that great?”
        Nikki could not see anything great in that at all.
      “Thank you, Nikki, for standing by us, by me. Sometimes, I don’t know
what I would have done without you.”
      Nikki sat flattered, stubborn tears poured from the corners of her eyes,
and she did nothing to stop them.
        She began to read the long passage from the book of James.
       “Are any of you suffering hardships? You should pray. Are any of you happy? You
should sing praises…”
        Naomi joined her.
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     When Sammie woke up the following morning, he was flanked by his
mother, Nikki and Tammy; two of their household staff standing nearby,
while the health workers continued to come in and out.
       He had been transferred to a private room in the general medical centre
of the hospital.
     He said he felt a lot better, although he still had oxygen prongs in his
nostrils. He laughed when he saw the restrain they used to tie his one hand to
the bed the previous night because he insisted on going to see his brother.
       Nikki had begged the doctors to make sure they strapped him to the bed
somehow.
        He took an excuse to freshen up, but Nikki went with him.
     He told Nikki that he was glad he could at least take a few minutes off
oxygen before becoming short of breath again.
        He said it was a good thing. “It is called ‘weaning’”.
     However, when he returned, he assumed his position on the bed and
quickly connected the oxygen back in place.
     By the time they returned, Naomi was a mess. She was crying, while
Tammy remained emotionless.
       Tammy was still on admission, she still had the hospital clothes on, with
two identification tags on her right wrist, while the left hand was still
suspended in the trauma sling.
       As for Nikki, well, she was drained and exhausted. “Are you okay, Mum?
How is Sean?” Sammie asked.
      “I’m just glad that you are doing well. You scared me yesterday,” Naomi
replied.
        Nikki noticed that the Sean part was clearly ignored.
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        “Don’t worry about me, I’m the tough one,” Sammie joked.
        “Look at us, we need to have our own TV series. Something like ‘the curse
of the Stevens’ or something like that.”
       “You’re almost correct. I will call it another name though. Like ‘this can’t
be happening’ or something like that.” Tammy sounded exhausted.
        “Hey, Tam, how are you doing?” His question was genuine.
        “Honestly, I don’t know. They drugged me so bad. I can hardly think. But
we’re taking it one second at a time.”
        “I’m so sorry. Tam.”
      “Yeah. We all are. Nobody planned for any of these to happen,” came the
weary reply from Tammy. 
        “How is your arm?”
   “I feel crippled,” she responded honestly. Nikki watched as Naomi
continued to sob. She wished she could do something to comfort her.
        “Mum, what’s the problem? Why are you crying?” Sammie asked again.
        “These are tears of joy, my baby,” Naomi started, leaning closer and tracing
Sammie’s facial features, and landing her palm on his chest. “You’ve always
wanted a miracle. It looks like you got one.”
       Naomi’s sob got louder now; Tammy rose and soothed her back with her
good hand.
     Sammie paused for a long time, perhaps because it took him time to
process the information, or perhaps because he was simply in denial.
        His eyes welled up immediately. “No, Mum. That’s not true,” he replied.
        “But it is, Sam. You got your heart.”
    He covered his face with both hands and was sobbed loudly, shaking
visibly. Nikki reached out to hold him.
     “I truly have another chance to live! I truly have a new heart! Are you
serious?” he turned to Nikki when he could finally speak. “Baby, did you hear
that?”
        Nikki nodded, too emotional to speak.
        “Who is giving me the heart?”
    “The family wanted to stay anonymous. And grieve privately.” Tammy
responded, softly.
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       “Oh, really. But that is most kind of them.”
       “Yeah,” Tammy continued. “Who could have thought, that in the middle
of all this chaos, something amazing like this can happen?”
       Nikki could not control her tears. From the corner of her eyes, she could
see one of Naomi’s staff, as he recorded the event. Maybe it wasn’t such a bad
idea. She’d seen some of those videos on Instagram.
        “I need to get to Sean immediately. I need to tell him the good news.”
        “He still sick. He’s still on the ventilator,” Tammy explained.
        Nikki shook.
       “I don’t mind. I just need to tell him the good news. By myself. When he
wakes up, it’s all gonna be great. We can think about the future again.”

 
        It took some logistics, but the Stevens were soon on their way to see Sean.
Sammie was in the wheelchair, and Nikki wheeled him to see his brother.
       Only the two of them were allowed in the room in the ICU, while Naomi
and Tammy waited with their staff at the visitor’s foyer.
      They were stopped a few meters away, from Sean, the only sound being
the beeps from the monitors, and Sammie’s heavy breathing.
      Sammie was so excited to share the great news with his big brother, he
stopped being coherent.
        A matching donor had given him a heart!
      After being on the waiting list for so long, it was finally happening. He
was going to live again.
     “Sean, you need to wake up quickly, I’ve got a new heart. I wished you
could look at me right now, and see how happy I am. I’m going to live. I am
not afraid; the future is bright. We can be one big family. I won’t be having
heart failure, I will be a person again, and I can marry Nikki and we can live
long together. Me, you, Nikki, Tammy. And Mum.”
    Sammie spoke so fast and excitedly as he chatted to his brother. He
reminisced on their growing up and how Sean believed in him.
        “You said it! You said it would happen. I didn’t believe you. I do now. Love
you, brother. Mum will be so proud. And Dad too.”
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       Their short visit was over, and he was wheeled out of the room again, to
meet Naomi and Tammy who were waiting outside.
        Nikki had never seen him so excited about anything.
      Suddenly, the thoughts of living changed everything, and he glowed so
brightly, Nikki was surprised. 
        Sammie was soon back in his room.
       Shortly afterwards, one of the surgeons came in to draw some blood and
they spoke about the surgery. The doctor informed them that they would be
having a multidisciplinary team conference with the family, to be held by
twelve noon where details about the surgery would be discussed.
        And they could all come with their questions as well.
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        Twelve could not come soon enough. And they were all in the board room
where the MDT conference was held.
       A man got up and introduced himself as Dr Alajiki and said he was their
cardiovascular surgeon.
      “Dr Aladesuru and I will be your transplant surgeons; we are expecting
two of our partners from John Hopkins.” He explained to the Stevens who sat
in the centre and were flanked by the transplant team.
         He proceeded to introduce the other people in the room to them.
        “Here in JEM Hospital, I assure you that you are in safe hands.” Dr Alajiki
assured them. “This is our transplant team. We like introducing ourselves to
our patients and clients ahead of the surgery. I will let the team members say
a word or two, but first, let me introduce them to you.”
       Nikki held Sammi’s hand. They smiled as they listened, waving briefly as
the team members were introduced.
      “Dr Badejo here is the transplant coordinator. He holds a pivotal role in
this entire process.”
       “My work here is very straightforward.” Dr Badejo spoke from the corner
where he sat. “I will ensure that everything runs smoothly between the
donor, and the recipient Mr Stevens.”
   “Thank you, Okiki.” Dr Alajiki continued. “Dr Obembe is head of
anaesthesia; they’d put you to sleep and then they’d wake you up when we’re
done. She has got an amazing team.”
       “You know, after you receive your new heart, you need to wake up and live
a new life. We’ll make sure that happens. Sleep easy, wake up happy,” Dr
Obembe assured.
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       Dr Alajiki seemed to be expecting a call, at least that was what he said to
them. So, Dr Aladesuru took over.
       “The ladies here, we call them the “Tissue Twins”, because where there is
tissue, you will find Dr Adetiloye and Dr Ilesanmi. They are excellent at what
they do.” He said and allowed the ladies to speak.
      “My job is to work with Dr Olusile to protect the heart, and make sure it
keeps beating.” Dr Ilesanmi was straight to the point.
        Dr Oyedeji was introduced next. “He is our cardiothoracic surgeon and a
valuable member of our team.” Dr Oyedeji simply waved.
        “Dr Olusile here is the transplant cardiologist–” 
        Nikki smiled. Finally, a familiar face.
      They listened as Dr Aladesuru introduced the other team members, the
transplant nursing manager, the psychologists, and every other person in the
room. 
        The meeting was short and focused.
       Dr Alajiki made his re-entry and informed them that they were expecting
a video call from one of their colleagues overseas. 
       The surgeons and the other team members discussed the procedure with
the Stevens, from start to finish, and answered any probing question.
       “Getting a matching heart is just the first step in a very long process, but
it is a great start.” Dr Aladesuru explained.
      Dr Alajiki interrupted him for the video call they were expecting, which
was immediately projected to the team. He introduced the caller as Dr
Abimbola, calling in from New Zealand.
        “Emiseye!” Dr Ilesanmi hailed the caller.
        “Prof! This is a surprise.” Dr Alajiki responded.
      “Hi, guys. I hope I’m not interrupting anything important.” Dr Abimbola
asked as he started. 
        “Actually, it’s our MDT conference with the family.”
        “I see. I saw your update on our forum and I thought I could just call in to
say hi to you guys, and to wish Mr Stevens a successful surgery.”
        “Thank you.” Nikki and Sammie waved at the friendly caller.
     “Well done guys, you are doing well.” 
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       He returned his attention to the transplant team. “This is like your third
or your fourth heart transplant if I’m correct.”
       “It’s the fifth actually.” Dr Aladesuru corrected. “The very first was done
by our partners from John Hopkins shortly after JEM Hospital opened. But
subsequently, we’ve been doing it ourselves.”
      “The number we have is not for the lack of expertise, but lack of organ
donors,” Dr Oyedeji chipped in.
        “Organ donors are scarce,” Dr Adetiloye confirmed.
      “It is ridiculous really when one in a thousand people under the age of
sixty-five who needs heart transplant gets a transplant in the high-income
countries. Imagine what happens in our resource-limited setting,” Dr Olusile
added.
     “This is so sad. People shouldn’t suffer like that,” Dr Adetiloye sighed,
gesticulating with her long fingers. “I hope we get new technologies in place
soon.”
        “I hope so too,” Sammie added his voice.
       “I think the health system should also take the blame,” Dr Oyedeji spoke
again. “We doctors are at fault too because we don’t seem prepared, and we
don’t counsel individuals and families to give organ donation a
consideration. We are wasting valuable organs. All the time.”
       “You are right, Remi.” Dr Ilesanmi added. “Just last week, I wrote to the
Minister of Health about the need to standardise our policies on organ
donation, across the board.”
      Dr Badejo stood to leave. “Busy week ahead for many of us. We have a
couple of transplants within the hospital this week. So many of our
colleagues will be around to participate.”
       “Please upload pictures on the forum. And updates on your website.” All
eyes were back on the screen. “Well done. And good luck. The whole world is
watching you.”
        The video call was over. And the focus was back on the MDT conference.
     Sammie sounded quite optimistic about the whole procedure that was
explained. There was a load of paperwork involved, and just like that, the
incredible process of a heart transplant was kicked off.
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       They first needed to harvest the organs from the donor, the heart would
be harvested last.
       However, in the meantime, they had to optimise and prepare Mr Stevens
for the lifesaving operation. That meant he would be isolated to protect him,
and there would be restricted access to him.
     Nikki was sad she would be away from Sammie for the period of the
surgery, but it was for a good purpose. By the time it’s all over, they could live
a normal life.
       It was a big deal, and it was also a major surgery, but Dr Alajiki assured
them that the surgeons on the ground were ready. 
        The meeting was over and the multidisciplinary team wanted to know if
the family had any other thing to say.
        They shook their heads.
        All except Sammie.
       Sammie had one unusual request. It was not every day that people got a
heart transplant, and he was aware of the risk as well as the benefits.
        He wished he and Nikki could get married before going in for surgery.
        And that meant running against time.
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        Sammie was wheeled back to his hospital room after the meeting.
      The hospital had given them the opportunity to grant Sammie’s wish so
far it could be done within a window of time. Because by six o’clock, they
hoped to transfer Sammie to isolation in preparation for the life-changing
surgery.
       The family got up to it. They were all aware of the risks associated with
the surgery, but it was a chance they were ready to take, especially since it
meant Sammie could have a life, again.
       Naomi dispatched her staff to get all the relevant vendors needed for the
impromptu wedding at the speed of light.
       “Drag them all here if you have to, but there cannot be a flop! I want this
place ready in two hours.” She barked. 
     Naomi held the two ladies firmly in their hands as they all left Sammie’s
hospital room. Her extreme control of emotion baffled Nikki; she wondered
where Naomi got her strength from.
       “Listen, ladies!” Naomi started as she spoke to Tammy and Nikki, both of
whom were still in her grips, her lips trembling. “Ladies, you’ve got to dig
deep and find your strength. Because we are going through this ceremony
with our heads high and our shoulders square. Tam, you cannot leave the
hospital, because you are still on admission. We’re going to get Sammie’s tux
and Nikki’s dress. And Nikita, you’re the bride, I will suggest you lose the
tears. Plaster a smile on your face. Do you understand me?”
        They nodded.
        Tammy requested for them to check their closet at Naomi’s house and get
her dress for her, and bring something nice for Sean too, she needed to hold
on to it through the ceremony.
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        “I want a part of him to be there at the ceremony,” Tammy spoke; she was
really drained already.
      “I’m really sorry if I am harsh on you ladies.” Naomi’s features softened,
hugging her briefly. “But right now, we’ve got to be strong for one another,
and we’ve got to respect the boys’ wishes.”
        They nodded, again.
        It was a crazy rush from that moment on. 
       Naomi was on the phone throughout their 360-degree journey from the
hospital and back. She screamed orders at the driver intermittently. They
stopped to pick up Nikki’s dress. The make-up artist was already waiting by
the time they got home.
      Nikki soon realised that the Steven’s household staff were not there for
decoration. She did not envy them at all. Even she quaked at Naomi’s orders.
     By the time Nikki and Naomi returned to the hospital, everything was
already set, with the help of the doctors and nurses. And all their vendors.
      The florist did an excellent job. The wedding theme decorations and the
balloons were up. The guys behind the camera and the video recordings were
all set. The clergy was also already there. 
       The disc jockey was a friend of Sammie’s; she was quite discreet with her
acoustics, and with her selection of songs.
        Naomi had invited two couples who were some of her close friends. Nikki
suspected Naomi invited them as a backup because she knew she wouldn’t be
able to go through the motions without breaking down herself.
       Nikki too had invited a few of hers and Sammie’s closest friends, and she
was glad they arrived there already, despite the ultrashort notice.
        The family got dressed and ready for the rushed wedding.
        The news of a donor did something in Sammie’s predisposition, and even
though there’s the real chance of him not making it through surgery, or
through recovery, he surely knew how to live in the moment.
     Nikki walked down the corridor, accompanied by Naomi, to meet her
husband Sammie, who was standing by the clergy, waiting for her, while
their invited friends and vendors, their household staff, the hospital staff,
other patients and their relatives cheered them along.
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       Nikki’s heart broke as she saw Tammy holding on to her husband’s tux.
       “You are beautiful,” Sammie said as he received her. 
    He had insisted he was healthy enough to stand up for the ceremony,
oxygen prongs set securely in his nostrils while the clergy was ready to
support him whenever necessary.
        He was happy.
     He said his vows. He didn’t need to write it, because he knew what he
wanted to say. He spoke from the heart. 
       “The day I found that you and I were project partners, I wondered where
you had been hiding. I fell in love right there and then, though I thought you
would never accept me. I was wrong.” He started and continued to sing her
praise. “I grew up praying every day for a miracle, and then I found you.” He
continued. “And you were all the miracle I needed. You changed my life. You
taught me to love and to be loved, to hope, and to believe in tomorrow. I look
forward to the time after the surgery, so we can renew our vows, and so I can
love you the way you deserved to be loved. I love you Nikki, and I am so
proud to be your husband.”
      Nikki tried to stay calm and ‘plaster a smile’ on her face and failed. Her
vows were not as bold or as dramatic as Sammie’s, instead, she quoted from
the book of Songs.
     “Kiss me and kiss me again, for your love is sweeter than wine. How
pleasing is your fragrance; your name is like the spreading fragrance of
scented oils. You are so handsome, my love, pleasing beyond words! My lover
is dark and dazzling, better than ten thousand others!” Then she added
“Today I marry you, the man of my dreams. To have and to hold, from now
through eternity.”
      The clergy blessed their marriage as they had exchanged their vows and
the wedding rings.
      “By the powers vested in me by the Federal Republic of Nigeria, I hereby
pronounce you husband and wife.” The clergy said. “You may kiss the bride,”
he added.
        Sammie didn’t need to be told.
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        The short ceremony was soon over.
        It was Sammie’s happiest day. He stood to take a few pictures, however, 
he soon became tired and was back in his wheelchair. Nikki bent closer to
him and, flanked by his family and the few friends that made it, they both
savoured the moment.
       He tried to keep the faith and believed that by the time it was all over, he
would see the pictures, and videos, and see how much he fought before he
overcame.
        Most importantly, he would have his wife.
     He just wished Sean could be there to make his big day better. In his
mind’s eyes, he could see them together, happy, and excited; Sammie looked
forward to those happy times again.
        But he was afraid. 
        He was afraid of the surgery, afraid of how it all would turn out.
       And he was also tired. Very tired. He knew there was a small chance that
it would not be successful, but he didn’t want to think about it. He needed to
be positive. At the end of the tunnel, Nikki would be there, waiting for him.
        He must be strong. 
        For her.
        In two hours, he would be transferred to isolation where he would face his
future alone. He didn’t know how long it would be before he could see his
wife and his family again. He hoped to come out of it stronger and better.
      However, right there, he wanted to live in the moment, and to spend every
minute of those two hours with his new bride.
        Having Nikki with him brought a bit of comfort.
      He had changed back to his hospital clothes, and Nikki too changed to a
short dress. She looked gorgeous in the evening dress. 
       He had wondered how his honeymoon would look like following all these
‘waiting’, but when it eventually came, he was too tired. He longed for the
day when they could satisfy both their desires with each other, but right now,
he had to focus on getting better.
        For her.
        Nikki climbed on his bed and leaned on him.
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        He kissed her, but he ran out of breath.
     “What are you thinking?” Sammie asked as he hugged her close, kissing
her again on the face.
        “How much I love you,” she smiled.
        “I can’t believe we’re married,” he said, exhausted.
       “I know, right? Me neither.” Nikki responded. “Just get well for me. I am
waiting for you. I need you.”
        He paused.
      She had no idea how much he wished he could make love to her, but he
could wait just a little bit longer. He pulled her closer and kissed her again
until he ran short of breath again.
        “Stop doing this to yourself,” Nikki said.
        “You told me to kiss you again and again in your vows, didn’t you?”
        “I was quoting the Bible.”
       He gently ran his hands under her short dress, wishing he could do more
than just touching. He loved his wife and wanted her so much. He knew he
was going to spoil her as soon as he could step out of the hospital, with his
new heart. A new life awaited them at the other side of the surgery.
        “Have a little faith, Babe. I will get well for you, soon,” he replied, panting.
        “I’ll take your word for it. I’ll miss you.”
      “I wished I could thank the donor. Or at least thank his family for their
selfless act.” Sammie continued after a while.
        Nikki sniffed. “Just get well first,” she choked.
     “Nikki, I will. But I am scared. I am really scared,” Sam confessed. “I’m
scared of the surgery, I’m scared of everything. But you make me strong.”
      “You, Sam, are the bravest and stubbornest man I have ever met in my
entire life,” Nikki told him. “Give yourself a little credit. You’re a fighter, you
can do this. You always tell me to have a little faith. It’s time for you to have a
little faith too.”
        He was tired, and he trembled as he ran his finger across Nikki’s lips. 
       “Would you pray with me, or would you just sing a song for me, please?”
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       Nikki swallowed hard, her emotions failing her every step of the way. She
was afraid, sad and shattered, and she made a poor attempt to keep it
together. 
       She held his hands and began to sing Michael W. Smith’s “Healing Rain”,
her lips trembling.
        Sammie’s hand felt feeble in hers, tearing apart her already fragile heart.
     Her life with Sammie had taught her to seek solace in faith and prayers,
and songs of encouragement, but it had grown increasingly impossible to do
in the past days.
        It was just impossible for her to keep the faith.
        Mustering what was left of her energy, she began to sing.

“Healing rain is coming down, it’s coming nearer to this old town.
Rich and poor, weak and strong, it’s bringing mercy, it won’t be long.

Healing rain, it comes with fire, So, let it fall and take us higher.
Healing rain, I’m not afraid, To be washed in Heaven’s rain.”

         Sammie joined her.
“Healing rain is falling down, 
Healing rain is falling down,

I’m not afraid. I’m not afraid.”
 
 
       As they continued to sing together, Sammie felt God’s power upon him,
bringing peace and comfort, and faith was rising in him again. He was
happy, and he felt at peace with himself in a way he could hardly describe. He
didn’t know how long that went, but after a while, he drifted into a peaceful
sleep.
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        Nikki sat there and continued to worship.
“Majesty, Majesty,

Your grace has found me just as I am
Empty-handed but alive in Your hands

We’re singing Majesty, we’re singing Majesty
Forever, forever I am changed by Your love

In the presence of Your Majesty”
      Sammie was sleeping and breathing heavily; she watched with a heavy
heart. She knew that in less than an hour’s time, he would be moved, and she
would not have access to him for a long time.
     She climbed from the bed and sat on the comfy seat next to his bed,
holding his free hand as she prayed and worshipped.
        Somewhere in the background, she knew there were crises brewing, but
she blocked them out.
         Sammie needed her right now, and she had to be there for him.
         What she did not expect was what happened next.
         Sammie was awake.
         “Babe, you’re awake,” she smiled. “Do you feel better?”
         But Sammie looked lost.
         “He’s dead!” he said.
         Nikki panicked. “Who died?”
         “Sean. He’s the donor.”
        “What?! Where’s that coming from?” Nikki panicked. “I don’t know what
you’re talking about.” She frantically searched her bag for her phone.
         No, she couldn’t handle that alone.
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      She immediately called Sammie’s mother. “Please come. And come with
the doctor.” She informed her, sounding jittery as she called.
        Naomi informed her she and Tammy were in Dr Olusile’s office, and they
would be coming immediately.
        “Don’t lie to me, Nikki. Tell me the truth, please.” Sammie insisted.
     “We went to see him together in the morning, you remember?” Nikki
explained.
        “But he died.”
     Nikki panicked. She was dialling the phone again while she frantically
pressed the panic buttons on the wall, alerting the floor doctor.
        Where are Sammie’s mum and Tammy now?
     Thankfully, they arrived, with Dr Olusile. The floor doctor also arrived
with two of the nurses.
        They were all also just as shellshocked. How did he find out?
        “Why were you all lying to me?” Sammie asked.
        “Sammie please calm down.” Naomi started. “All you need to know is that
you need to focus on your health. Your wife is waiting for you to get better.”
        “But my brother?”
        Tammy seemed tired of the whole façade. She broke down.
     “Yes. Sean is braindead!” Tammy burst, angry tears pouring down her
cheeks. “He is dead in the brain, but his heart is still beating. Sean is doing
the most selfless thing anybody on the planet could do right now. Sean is
busy saving many lives as we speak. As we speak, Sean is donating every
single organ in his body. Sean is leaving empty, giving everything he can
possibly give. Yes, your brother is strong and brave and amazing and is
fighting hard to save lives. He’s paid for all his mistakes, and in death, he is
giving people a new lease of life.”
        “But he’s not coming back?”
       “No, he’s not coming back.” Tammy was emphatic. “And you, my friend,
you’ve got to shut up and take that heart. My husband will live in you, beat in
you, and live through you. He will be your conscience and prick you every
freaking time you are this stubborn. Do you understand me? This is your one
chance, you can’t refuse, and you can’t die on us.”
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        Finally, Sammie broke down in tears. 
        “I don’t want Sean’s heart; I need my brother,” he sobbed.
        He looked at all of them and nodded.
     “Why are you taking everybody special from me?” He wasn’t talking to
anybody in particular. He sat quietly on his bed and sobbed.
        Dr Olusile thought the family were upsetting his patient.
      “Ma’ams, you will need to excuse us for a while. I think you’re upsetting
my patient.” Dr Olusile suddenly became Sammie’s advocate and turned
against the family, telling them to leave immediately. “He’s upset, we’ll get
the psychologist-on-call to talk to him. He needs to go to isolation now, so we
can optimise him for his operation.” He explained.
     While they were still talking, the next thing they saw was Sammie was
holding his chest. The monitors started showing abnormal waves, and the
alarms went off.
       “I think he’s gone into cardiac arrest.” Dr Olusile shouted. “Call for help.
Start CPR, start compression, and…”
        Nikki heard as the family was literally shoved out of the room.
      She remembered that Sammie once told her that his heart had stopped
beating before, and the doctors did CPR to jumpstart it, like the dead battery
in a car. She wondered if his heart stopped again. She panicked and kept
screaming.
        Tammy kept screaming. “Sammie, don’t you die on me.” 
        Naomi too was hysterical.
        And just like that, it was all chaos again.
 
 
        Sammie had an out of body experience, at least that was what he thought.
He was walking on the street, with another Gentleman.
        And they chatted freely.
      “This place is nice. I am staying here forever.” Sammie spoke, meaning
every word of it. 
        “Welcome home, Buddy.”
        “What do you guys do here for fun?” he asked.
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        “We worship.”
       “Hmmm. I love to worship.” Then Sammie changed the topic. “You know,
I am newlywed. I married the love of my life.” He flashed his wedding ring.
        “Great. I never got married, didn’t get the chance,” came the response.
     “It’s by far the nicest feeling in the world. Loving someone and having
them love you back. And then getting married. Nothing beats that.”
        “I’m engaged, though.”
     “G-reat!” Then he paused and continued. “I am worried about her, my
wife. And my Mum, and my sister… and my brother.”
        “They will all be fine.”
        “You sound so sure. What do you know?” Sammie was curious.
      “Well, I know so many things,” the Gentleman responded, with a shrug.
“Do not be afraid. I am the First and the Last, and I am alive forever and ever!
So, it’s just my way of knowing, like, everything.”
        “Well, I believe You.” Sammie replied. “I am just looking for a tree –”
        “And the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the nations.”
        “Yeah. How do you know?”
        All he got was a smile. 
       Then there was a bright light. And then chaotic noise. He wondered why
he was hearing loud voices.
       “We got the heartbeat!” someone screamed. The doctor was leaning over
him, one hand pressed on his chest.
        “Perfect!” He could recognise his cardiologist’s voice. Dr Olusile. “We need
to intubate him right away.”
      Across the wall from him, there were voices too. The ladies he knew so
well and loved forever. His wife. And Mum. And Tammy. He wondered why
they were screaming so loudly. 
        Their voices grew louder and then disappeared altogether.
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     Nikki sat quietly in Dr Olusile’s office, looking blank. She shivered and
hugged herself.
        The doctor moved his seat closer to her.
        “Are you feeling cold?” he asked as he put on the heater. 
       Nikki shook her head, however, she was grateful for the heat. Perhaps if
the room was hot enough, it could thaw the ice block in her chest.
       From the corner of her eyes, she saw the distraught Naomi being led out
of the doctor’s office to another room.
      ‘Poor Dr Stevens.’ Nikki thought sadly. ‘Life had indeed dealt her much more
than her fair portion in the past year.’ She shook her head sadly. 
        The pain in her heart, mixed with denial, tore her apart.
        “I can see you’ve been quiet. Are you okay?” Dr Olusile asked her, nicely. 
        “No.” 
       “Is there anybody you want me to call to come and be with you? Friends?
Family maybe?”
     Nikki looked at the doctor. She hadn’t considered calling anybody, but
now that he mentioned it, she realised she would need help. Or at least, her
mother-in-law would need some real help, and the earlier the better. She had
not even told Tammy who had since been forced to return to her own hospital
room.
    She tore a stick-it! note from Dr Olusile’s desk, picked her phone, and
scribbled a few names and numbers on it. She gave the note to the doctor
without saying a word, grateful that the man had been patient, and he didn’t
seem to be in a hurry.
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        Dr Olusile in turn passed the note to a waiting assistant.
        “Can I see him?” she finally whispered.
        “Yeah, I can take you to him now,” came the response.
        “Will you please hold my hands? Please?”
       The gentleman held her as they walked back to the hospital room. It was
the longest walk she had ever had in her entire life, as she shuddered
uncontrollably, glad the doctor was there to steady her.
      Just three hours earlier, she had walked the same path, with her hopes
high as she married the love of her life. Now she was told they had a ‘failed
resuscitation’, and she would be meeting the lifeless body of the man who
made her world go round.
        Sammie Stevens.
        He did not even wait for the surgery. He could not handle the reality that
his brother had died. And he too chosen to leave, leaving her behind.
        His new bride. 
        Alone, and abandoned.
        She wept softly as she ran her hand across his lifeless features.
       “Please wake up,” Nikki whispered. “We had plans. We just got married,
Sammie. We were supposed to be happy. Your brother wanted to give you a
new life. Why did you reject it? Why did you leave?” she mourned.
        The doctor waited with her; he didn’t seem to be in a hurry at all – like he
just wanted to make sure she was okay. Sammie once told her Dr Olusile had
been his cardiologist for many years. It seemed he too was grieving. And in
the company of a female nurse, he comforted her.
     The two of them finally succeeded in getting her away from Sammie’s
bedside back to the doctor’s office.
     “What happened?” she asked again at the office. Like she needed more
details.
       “He was admitted for heart failure, but he went into cardiac arrest –” Dr
Olusile started.
     “No sir,” Nikki interrupted. “It wasn’t heart failure. I’ve seen him have
heart failure before. And it wasn’t cardiac arrest either. It was heartbreak.
That was what killed him, Doc.” Nikki choked. 
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        The doctor nodded with compassion.
       “His brother Sean just died, and the news broke him. He didn’t even wait
for his surgery, he didn’t wait for his lifesaving surgery,” she sobbed.
      “I’m so sorry for your loss,” the doctor with the listening ears eventually
replied. “It’s going to be okay, someday.”
        “No sir,” she countered him again. “It’s never going to be okay. Ever.”
 
 
     Biodun Abiodun stayed in the hospital until late. He needed to talk to
TammyTee, or at least, to know how she was doing.
       There were times in his professional life when he paused to question his
humanity, and that was one of such. His job was to keep the nation safe and
to keep criminals where they belonged: apprehended and locked up forever. 
        Or better still, dead.
        He knew he could be ruthless at times. But that was all he ever wanted to
do with his life. And he was good at his job.
        Then he met the Stevens, and something snapped.
        Kingsley Stevens had outsmarted them and had taken his own life before
they could apprehend him. Biodun was disappointed, but at least he
succeeded in ticking a name off the list. 
      Biodun wasn’t keen on arresting Kingsley’s son, the dumb rich boy was
only following orders – from criminal masterminds like his father. Some
junior officers could take that up. 
    He was more interested in the core people who were involved in the
criminal dealings of the Badru Group. And his main prize was OG Badru
himself.
       However, Sean came to them and surrendered himself, and he offered to
help with their investigations.  In exchange for protection.
       Sean and his wife offered them the information that was useful with the
Badru Group investigations. 
    Unfortunately, things suddenly spiralled out of control, and the law
enforcement guys were not able to give Sean and Tammy the much-needed
protection.
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        Now, Biodun was sitting on two dead brothers – Sean had effectively lost
his life, and his brother Sammie had died as well. TammyTee cheated death,
but she was traumatised.
        Biodun cringed at the thought that she too could have been fatally shot. 
        He was there at the crime scene shortly after it occurred and was shocked
when he was told the couple had been shot several times.
     He later rushed to the hospital, to see Tammy who was already heavily
sedated, and also Sean after he was rescued from the gunmen who abducted
his bloodied body. 
      He couldn’t believe it was the same Sean he met at the parking lot a few
months earlier. He was so full of life and looked confident. 
    Biodun shook his head. He knew there was no way Sean could have
survived.
        That was also his first time meeting Tammy. 
      When he saw Tammy again, after her husband’s organs were harvested,
and he was certified dead, she was too hysterical to have any reasonable
conversation with him or anybody for that matter.
      The tall doctor, Dr Daramola, had informed him that she had been left
with no choice but to keep her heavily sedated.
        He still could not have that conversation with Tammy.
      Biodun whistled. He could have devoted his life to fighting crime, but it
pained him that the Stevens family had broken down completely, with the
three men dead, and the wrong people living to suffer for it. 
        Unfortunately, it wasn’t his case, and he was required to step aside. 
        But he was interested. 
        He would get justice for Sean, even if it were the last thing he ever did.
 
 
      The story of the two brothers hit the internet by the storms, and it won
national attention, leading to the all-important discussions surrounding
organ donation.
       Sean Stevens became the face of organ donation because even in death,
he gave everything he could – his kidneys, lungs, liver, cornea, and even his
heart. 
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        Unfortunately, the main recipient for the heart, his own brother had died
before the lifesaving surgery was done, which made the story even more
painful and more endearing to many.
        Video clips of Sammie’s reactions when he received the news that he got
a heart soon went viral and had over a million views within the first twenty-
four hours; while several other clips of his wedding, taken by people that
witnessed it, began to trend as well.
      The transplant team found another matching recipient for the precious
heart, from the long list of their ‘awaiting donors’.
      The Stevens family wanted to stay anonymous. And grieve privately, at
least until the whole frenzy was over. But the popular interests in Stevens
Brothers wouldn’t let them be.
        Naomi took her two daughters-in-law under her wings.
        They must be protected at all costs.
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        Naomi looked through the window of her ginormous mansion.
        “Everything is vanity,” she said. 
         Life had handed to her way too much, much more than she could handle,
and she could barely breathe.
         No, the past year had definitely not been her year.
       Within the same year, she had lost the three people that once made her
life beautiful. Her darling husband. And her two adorable babies. 
         All gone.
         Maybe she could live with the death of her husband, the discoveries after
his passing, the betrayal, and the loss of his estate. But losing her two sons –
Sean and Sammie – just hours apart, was unbearable pain. 
       She had tried to be brave, but it was too much for her to deal with. She
didn’t understand why she had to go through so much pain and loss. Life had
given her all the good stuff, and in the twinkling of an eye, life had taken it all
from her.
       She tried to make peace with the situation: Sammie had been sick since
he was born, but he had rejected the one chance he had to have a new life.
And she was proud of Sean, for saving so many lives on his way out.
        She had laid both her sons to rest beside their father, and it was time to
face her future, or whatever was left of it.
         One thing was certain, life was not going to remain the same again.
       She tried to end her life once, shortly after the burial of her sons, when
she overdosed on her sleeping pills. But Nkiru had found her early enough.
She had spent two days in the hospital, and following intensive counselling
sessions, she had been discharged to family care.
        She had since been on suicide watch, with her staff and family watching
her round the clock, like a hawk.
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          Why wouldn’t people just mind their businesses, and let her go in peace?
       One thing was sure, she was going to try another time; she was tired of
being so strong.
         Her suicidal thoughts were interrupted again.
         “Ma’am. I’ve been looking for you all over.” It was Nikki. 
      Her two daughters-in-law had moved in with her since their husbands
died, and they had all been trying to help one another to heal. 
       Nkiru, her sister-in-law too had stayed back after the funeral, and she’d
refused to leave following Naomi’s suicidal attempt.
         Naomi managed a smile. “I’m here in my room,” she said.
         “You should come outside and enjoy the sun, Ma’am.”
         “Come and sit with me,” Naomi smiled again.
         Nikki obliged.
         “What are you thinking about?” Nikki asked afterwards.
       “I thought Sammie married the most beautiful lady ever. It’s just so sad
he’s not here to enjoy her.”
        “It’s really sad. And painful.” Nikki replied without any emotions. Naomi
wondered how Nikki was truly feeling.
        “Tammy is still vomiting. She’d lost so much weight. I feel sorry for her.
The doctor thinks it’s an ulcer. She’s on ulcer treatment. They also gave her
something to stop the vomiting. She’s really missing her husband.” Nikki
continued.
         Naomi watched her sniff. 
         She knew she must try to be strong, for her. For all three of them.
      “We all miss them,” she replied. “Have you thought about our previous
discussion? Have you made up your mind on what you’re going to do?”
         Nikki shook her head.
       “I need feedback, ladies, we can’t remain in mourning forever. Can you
tell Tammy I will love to meet with you both tomorrow? We need to discuss
the way forward.”
         “I’m not ready for change, ma’am,” Nikki protested.
         “But change is inevitable, my dear girl. Life has thrown this curveball; we
have to find a way of navigating around it.”
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       Nikki nodded. “Okay. I’ll let Tammy know.”
    “Thank you. And please, you too should try and think about something
between now and tomorrow. We can’t stay like this forever.”
         Nikki left.

         That night, Naomi had a nightmare again.
         She couldn’t remember the form of disaster that happened in the dream,
but she knew it couldn’t have been worse than the storm that had passed
through her family. But it gave her comfort, comfort she had never had
before from those nightmares. It was the silver lining. The girls were fine.
       It then dawned on her. The girls. No matter how bad the dreams were,
the girls were always fine. Unhurt. Her heart bled, but with gratitude.
        The girls she always saw. They were not the twins she lost between Sean
and Sam, now grown up. They were the two daughters she was blessed with
by her sons’ marriages.
         Tamilore and Nikita.
         And she knew, without any doubts, that it was time to let them go.
 

     It was a beautiful morning, Naomi and Nkiru were having breakfast
together, while the younger wives sat together at the lounge, hosting some
guests.
         “You were screaming in the middle of the night again,” Nkiru told her. “I
was so worried; I was checking on you like every other minute.”
         Naomi smiled. “Was I?”
         “Yeah. Do you think you need more help? Therapies?”
      “I don’t know. But I am almost certain I wouldn’t going to have those
nightmares again. I don’t need therapy anymore.”
       “You’ve said that a million times, but tonight you were screaming from
your sleep again. I’m not happy about that, at all. I wished I could take care of
you, but I also wished I could return home because I’m missing my family
too.”
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        “I can understand.”
       “Godwin is beginning to nag. But I told him I couldn’t leave you until you
were back on your feet, strong and brave again.”
       “Nkiru, you do not have to worry about me. I’ve got enough staff to tend
to my bidding.”
         “I know. I'm just concerned. I am worried about you.”
         “God will take care of me.” Naomi was confident.
         But Nkiru was not convinced.
         They ate in silence.
        Naomi understood Nkiru’s concern. Nkiru had been her shoulder to lean
on, and she didn’t want to be a burden. But she didn’t how she would cope on
her own once Nkiru left. Especially since she had decided to release the girls.
Without help, she would easily slide back into depression.
       The other option Nkiru suggested was not one she would consider. Like
Kingsley would come out of the grave and give her a brain-resetting slap.
         It was time to have a little faith and look at the big picture.
       “So, have you thought about our discussion?” Nkiru continued, as though
she was reading her mind.
         “Which one? Going back to therapy?”
         “No, Naomi. You know what I’m talking about.” Nkiru corrected. 
         “I don’t know. I don’t know what I’m going to do.”
     “Seriously now, think about it. Come back home, Naomi. Come back
home.”
 
 
        “Come back home?” Naomi whispered. “Where is home? You want me to
go back to Ondo? To do what?”
       Nkiru smiled sadly. “Stop being so dramatic with me. You know what I’m
talking about. You know where home is. Watt-Town. And you know you’re
welcome home at any time you choose.”
        Naomi shook her head, and the pain she thought she had pushed back in
a flash came up to the surface again. Images of her husband Kingsley and her
two sons - Sean and Sammie - flew past her mind’s eyes in rapid succession.
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      They had left Watt-Town as a young family – some two decades ago, in
the face of an intense family confrontation. 
        Kingsley had dreams that could transform their city, but like Joseph in the
Bible, his big brothers sabotaged him at every point, and when he decided to
go solo, they threw him to the wolves. 
       He was left with no choice but to abandon his goals and dreams, and he
left Watt Town with his wife and children. For good.
         Over the next two decades, Kingsley was finally vindicated.
      Things got better with him and his big brothers – his big brothers saw
value in him, and they came to respect him, even though some still envied
him. His nephews and nieces, including Nkiru’s children, always thronged
around Kingsley for tips, ideas and help, and he always generously supported
them.
         However, he never went back. Watt-Town was dead to him!
        Kingsley had done well for himself by leading a life of success and luxury
with his wife and children. But within a year, it was all gone. Kingsley was
gone, his reputation gone, and all his wealth confiscated. Their two sons too
were gone. And Naomi was left empty!
        “Why now?” she asked, already trembling. “Why are you coming with that
suggestion now? So that they could gloat, right? So that they could say ‘see
what’s left of Kingsley’, right?”
        “No, Naomi. I’m asking you to come back because the Stevens owe you
that much. You’ve been part of their family for thirty years; you were married
to their son, you raised two Stevens boys, and you have the right to being in
the family, just like me, or any other wife. They will accept you, and you will
be well looked after.”
         “I can take care of myself; I don’t need anybody looking after me.”
       By then, her voice was raised in agony, attracting the attention of people
in the house, who came around to pacify her, while Nkiru tried to shush her.
       “Oh sure, you do.” Nkiru scoffed. “For two days straight, I did not blink
an eye because you tried to kill yourself! I could not sleep all night because
you were screaming from your sleep. You need to be part of a family.”
         Naomi sighed deeply. Her sister-in-law was right.
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      “But why now? Now that I am empty and covered with shame, how do you
expect me to show my face there ever again? After so many years?”
       “Naomi, you are overthinking things –”
       “Please! Don’t call me that name. Naomi means ‘pleasantness’, but what is
so pleasant about me now? Please just call me ‘gall’. Call me ‘bitterness’
because God has made life very bitter and very miserable for me.”
         “Don’t talk like that.” Nkiru hushed her.
      “How do you want me to talk? Polish it? Huh? Pretend it was all a bad
dream? When the LORD Himself had caused me to suffer, and the Almighty
had sent such tragedies upon me. I went away full, with a full basket, with a
husband and two adorable sons, but now God has taken everything. And He
has brought me back empty. Just let me be, let me live whatever is left of my
miserable life in peace.”
         “It’s never too late. Life can be so forgiving sometimes.”
       “It is easy for you to say that. You have everything all together.” Naomi
replied rudely. “Your husband is alive and well, and your sons are running
the city. Mine? They’d gone into an everlasting sleep. So, forgive me if I don’t
sound the way you want me to.”
       Naomi wept, rose from the breakfast table, and climbed upstairs to her
room. She knew her outburst came as a surprise to everyone because she had
been calm and strong all along. But for once, she had spoken out how exactly
she felt on the inside.
         Broken.
     She resumed her position in her room and looked blankly outside the
massive windows of the room. 
         And there she mourned quietly.
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    Nikki was both chocked and surprised by the sudden change in her
mother-in-law’s demeanour – from the grieving woman who had a loud
meltdown in the morning, to the calm and collected one who was convening
a family meeting.
         ‘Ma’am doesn’t have to be so strong’, she thought.
      Naomi started by apologising to them all for her outburst earlier in the
day, and she particularly begged for Nkiru’s forgiveness.
       “You’re the one sister that I have from my husband’s family, I know you
love me and I know you’re only trying to help,” Naomi apologised to Nkiru,
but the older woman dismissed it as nothing.
         Then she turned to the younger ladies.
         “The Lord had assured me, in more ways than one, that you ladies will be
fine and well taken care of.” She informed Nikki and Tammy. “And I think at
this point, we should all be thinking about the future.”
         They all shifted uncomfortably as she spoke. 
        They lost the legal battle, and the government had confiscated what they
termed “illegal wealth” accumulated by Mr Kingsley Stevens, labelling him a
person with “unsavoury character”, and Naomi decided she wasn’t going to
humiliate herself any further by appealing the judgement.
        “We could have lost so much, in every sense of it, but at least, we all still
have one another. And like I told you, we all have to start making plans about
the future.”
      Nikki shifted uncomfortably. She could see Tammy wasn’t comfortable
with the discussion either. 
        Naomi continued. “I have made up my mind, that it’s time to release you
ladies and to let you go.”
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         That was met with lots of grumbling.
       “Please, hear me out. I love you ladies. I know you loved your husbands
and that they left this side of eternity as happy men. I want to hold you and
keep you forever. But I also know it will be selfish of me to hold on to you
forever.” 
         She paused, like she was looking for effects, and then continued.
        “It grieves me very much for your sake, that’s why I have to release you. I
can’t give any of you another husband, and both of you are young, you don’t
have kids. I want you to know that you are free, and you can choose to take
your life back without feeling guilty about it. I have assured you, that
everything your husbands left for each of you remains yours to keep. Please
don’t take it personally; I love you, but I think you should go and start your
new lives.”
         There was complete silence in the house, it was indeed an uncomfortable
discussion to have. So, Nkiru broke the silence as she rose to support Naomi. 
         “I don’t want you to misunderstand my sister,” she said. “I hope you both
understand that this is coming from a good place, not like she’s trying to
throw you out of her house.”
         “Yes, Aunty.” That was Tammy.
        Nikki cringed. She knew after Tammy, it would be her turn to speak, she
started taking notes, she just couldn’t believe she and Tammy were running
at different frequencies. 
        Tammy continued. “I understand what Mum is saying. Since she told us
to start making plans, I have been thinking myself. I have put our house on
the market. It has a lot of painful memories, memories I will prefer to forget.
So, I’m not moving back there.”
         “That makes sense.” Nkiru motioned.
        “My agent thinks it should sell fast. I initially thought I would be allowed
to stay here until I know what to do with my life. My one option is to here in
Lekki or any part of Lagos so that I can be close to Mum and Nikki, and
maybe focus on the business Sean and I just started. My other option is to sell
the business as well and relocate to Otta so I can be closer to my parents and
my family. And start all over.”
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    ‘Wow. Tammy has been thinking, while I don’t have any plans at all,’ Nikki
thought.
      Sammie had a few apartments in Benin City, close to the university, that
he was renting out to students. And then there was the duplex that he
recently purchased with the hopes that they would live there together when
they got married. But even then, she didn’t have any plans. And she was only
just starting her National Service.
         It was her turn to speak.
       “I do not have any plans yet. I think I will need more time to think about
it,” she responded.
        And when she thought the day couldn’t get any weirder, Naomi dropped
the bombshell.
        “I have decided to convert this property into a hotel. As you can see, it is
too big for just me. I’m downsizing.” She started with her signature smile
and a peaceful exterior. “And I think I will eventually have to resign from the
university.” 
         The “What?” “Why?” and “How?” questions were flying about again.
        “Well, to answer your questions,  it’s because I have decided to move out
of Lagos. Back to my husband’s homestead. I am going home, to be with the
family. I think Nkiru is happy now.”
       Nikki watched as Nkiru’s eyes popped with delight. She couldn’t believe
Naomi allowed herself to be bullied like that.
      “Where does that put us?” Tammy asked, defiantly. “I am coming with
you.”
         “Me too,” Nikki added, timidly.
 
 
       As the days morphed into weeks, and the three Stevens widows started
putting finishing touches to their final stay in the city they called home, the
city that had brought them so much joy, and that had also brought them so
much sorrow and painful memories.
         They had all grown, found love, expanded, prospered, and they had also
lost their very precious and loved ones.
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    Nkiru had managed to convince Naomi she needed to return ‘home’,
wherever that was, somewhere in the heart of Cross-River, and Naomi had
chosen to abandon everything and go. Just like that!
        Naomi shipped all the belongings out of the house; it seemed she already
got a new property in her late husband’s hometown. She finally decided to
keep her job at the university, but she took a well-deserved Sabbatical leave
while she figured out if she wanted to come back, or leave for good.
      Working on the projects kept them all busy, and it was also somewhat
therapeutic, leaving little time for grief.
         By the time Nkiru was leaving, Naomi had started with the conversion of
her mansion into a grand hotel. And she was busy finalising things with the
manager of her estate.
     The manager also advised Nikki to convert her home into an income-
generating property. 
       Sammie was happy when he bought their home, and he had hopes that
they would both settle in after they got married. So, it was sentimental for
Nikki; selling it was not an option. 
         The estate agent suggested she could split the building into two or three,
she could stay in one part and make money from the other sides.
         Naomi thought it was a good idea.
         Tamilore know her way around Lagos, and she was also in a hurry to tidy
things up, and leave, her pace matching their mother-in-law’s. She also had
not stopped vomiting, she still did not have an appetite, and she still hadn’t
regained the weight she lost.
       It was obvious she loved Sean, however, Nikki also knew her also to be
carefree. That was why it came as a surprise when Tammy remained stuck in
the past.
        Tammy finally sold their home, and she decided to sell their business as
well. She insisted on uprooting herself from the city. And on following their
mother-in-law to wherever she was going.
         However, Naomi was not having that, at all.
       “Go and find your own path and find happiness again. Have a life, start
afresh and live a good life,” Naomi insisted.
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       After much consultation, and forth-and-back arguments, Tammy finally
decided to leave the city and relocate to Otta, so she could be closer to her
parents. Her parents came over to help her pack, and to help her recover
from whatever was ailing her.

         Goodbyes are difficult. Especially when they are sad and painful.
      Nikki watched helplessly as the once closely-knit happy and successful
Stevens family disintegrated to its smallest units – the people they’d lost
forever in the process, and the separation of the three women who were left
behind.
       Tammy had moved all her belongings to her new home at Otta. She was
finally ready to leave with her parents.
        Perhaps there was a little silver lining in all of these. Tammy got her glow
back. And with it came the good news, of a little baby girl on the way. 
         A baby girl they all named Treasure.
         Her baby bump had become visible already.
       Nikki finally understood why her sister-in-law was sick and grumpy for
too long – the sudden realisation that she was pregnant, the early pregnancy
symptom, the worsening stomach ulcer, and the fact that her husband was
not there to go through it with her.
      For Naomi, it was a bitter-sweet experience; her family got bigger, and
her first son left a souvenir. A baby girl. 
       Nikki said her goodbyes. “Oh, silly me,” she wiped her tears. “Now I will
always have an excuse to come and visit.”
      “I’ll take your word for that. I’ll miss you so much,” came the response.
“Let me know how you’re doing. And if you run into any problem, call me.
Otta is just next door. I’ll move heaven and earth for you if I have to!”
Tamilore assured her.
        Nikki moved sideways so Naomi could have some time with Tammy. She
watched from the distance as both women wept and hugged each other for
the longest time.
        Nikki thought their mother-in-law was praying for Tammy and the baby. 
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        They would still meet and visit, but really, that was goodbye.
     She rubbed her wedding ring and thought Tammy was lucky. At least
Tammy had a proper marriage, and a baby girl on the way to remind her of
the happy times she had with her late husband, Sean.
      She rubbed her tummy sadly and thought of her own flimsy two hours
marriage. She and Sammie never even had the time to consummate their
relationship, not to talk about falling pregnant.
       Perhaps Naomi was right, maybe it was for the best for her to block out
the past and move ahead with her life.
       With Naomi leaving, it would be just her. Just her alone, in a new town.
And the stranger family that she had invited to come and live in her house
because her mother had insisted on moving in to live with her. 
         She shuddered at the thought.
      Naomi beckoned at her and she went to join the mother-daughter duo.
She was right; apparently, Naomi had been praying for Tammy, and just
wanted her to join in their prayers.
       She already knew the content of her prayers: it was for them to have the
strength to move on.
        “May the LORD show you loving devotion,” Naomi prayed for them both
as they hugged in a circle. “May HE reward you both for your kindness and
loyalty to your husbands, and to me. And may the LORD bless your both with
the with rest on every side, and the security of another marriage.”
     Nikki swallowed hard as her mother-in-law prayed. Then the three of
them hugged and wept. And kissed goodbye.
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     Tammy was seated and she waved at them from the backseat of her
parents’ SUV. 
         With that, she left. 
        Strangely, Nikki felt like another part of her had again disappeared into
thin air. The emptiness bugged her, and she spent the next days trying to
reason with Naomi.
         “Ma’am, you cannot leave me alone,” Nikki pleaded. “What do you expect
me to be doing here, alone?”
       Naomi would be leaving the following day, and Nikki didn’t know how
she was going to cope alone, without her.
       “Your family is coming; you will not be alone,” Naomi explained, gently
squeezing her shoulder. “I have to go and face the uncertain future alone, but
I will not abandon you. I will visit you regularly, I promise.”
        Nikki was not convinced. How regularly could one travel from the east coast to
the west coast? She wondered. And why didn’t Naomi want her to come along? 
         Naomi had spent the past few final days bonding with her. 
        Tammy too was settling nicely with her family, and she made video calls
almost every day, showing them her new life. She showed them the new
place she bought but said she would be spending the most time with her
parents so she wouldn’t be feeling too lonely. At least until the baby was born.
But in the meantime, she would continue to set up her new place.
      She was still sad, and often looked miserable, but Nikki could see that
slowly but surely her sister-in-law was moving on. 
         Why couldn’t she do the same?
        She thought about her own room. She’d been secretly packing her bags,
hoping Naomi would probably see reasons and let her tag along, but up till
the day before Naomi’s departure, the older woman was still adamant.
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       Naomi would be travelling light as she had shipped off all her belongings
way ahead of time.
         “Why don’t you want me to come with you?”
        “Nikita my daughter,” Naomi sighed. “Things are far more bitter for me
than for you, I’m just trying to be strong. It seems like the LORD himself has
raised his fist against me. I am fighting hard in the secret. I am going back
into a family that once rejected me and my family. To a family Kingsley and I
once rejected. And I am going back there, empty, without their son, and
without their grandsons. I cannot expose you to that kind of warfare. I dare
not even mention Tammy’s pregnancy to them. You girls are precious to me.
I will just try and treasure the beautiful moments we have shared.”
        The reality began to hit Nikki. Naomi needed her as much as she needed
Naomi. And that only strengthened her resolve. There was no way under
God’s heaven that she was going to leave this woman alone.
         She shook her head vehemently.
        “What now, Nikki?” Naomi continued. “My daughter, you may think it’s
scary now, you’re uncertain and all of that, but you’ll thank me later. Look at
your sister, Tammy. See how she’s adjusting to her new life. It may be tough
initially, but she’ll be stronger for it. You too can do that.”
         “Just stop it, Mum. Stop it already,” Nikki interrupted, her eyes blurry. 
        Unlike Tammy, she had never addressed Naomi as ‘Mum’, and she could
see the older woman too was surprised by her reaction.
     “I’m sorry, but you’re breaking my heart with everything you’ve been
saying.”
         “Nikki?”
        “Please, don’t ask me to leave you and go back, or to turn from following
you. Because I won’t. Wherever you go, I will go, and wherever you live, I will
live. Your people will be my people, and your God will be my God. Where you
die, I will die, and there I will be buried. You don’t have many options now.
You’re stuck with me. And that’s it!”
      “Oh! Nikki,” Naomi sighed after giving her a long surprised look. “You
inherited your husband’s stubbornness.” 
         “So that’s a ‘yes’?” Nikki brightened. “You’ll let me come with you?”
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      “It looks like I really don’t have much of a choice now, or do I?” Naomi
shrugged.
          “Yes!” she screamed for joy. 
       For the first time in a long while, Nikki found herself in a happy place.
And she was ready again to face the future. She just needed to book her flight
right away, and hopefully, she wouldn’t be charged for excess luggage.

 
      Naomi settled for a quiet and peaceful life in her new home, in Watt-
Town, in the beautiful and ethnically diverse Cross River, with her daughter-
in-law.
        It was a coastal city, located east of Calabar, with great views of majestic
mountain peaks and plateaus northerly. British colonial architecture fills the
city’s older sections, with relics such as the old cathedrals, but the newer
sections had been completely industrialised.
         Both ladies settled for suburban life in the western region of the city. 
      They felt incredibly blessed – with opportunities for a thrilling outdoor
life, and an exciting community setting - just what Naomi needed to connect
to nature and find the healing that had eluded her all her adult life.
        For Naomi, life was good again in the beautiful coastal city that she now
called home. She was grateful she came back.
       With Nkiru fighting hard to make sure she was accepted again into her
husband’s family despite her huge losses, and Nikki making sure she was
sane at home, Naomi’s life was finding a balance again.
       The Stevens were magnanimous in their forgiveness, and acceptance of
her. Nobody judged her, and nobody treated her inappropriately.
     Instead, they simply sympathised with her and accepted her with no
probing questions. She didn’t want sympathy, but at least it was better than
fighting with her.
         Things had changed so much.
       The Stevens family had grown really big and had become very powerful.
They were not just another family in the city; they literally ruled the entire
Watt-Town Metropole. 
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      The city too had changed; what was once a small irrelevant town when
they were leaving twenty years ago, had completely transfigured into a
bubbling metropolitan city, which now ranked one of the ten richest in the
country.
         She had thought Nkiru was exaggerating, but she wasn’t.
         Nkiru hadn’t even told her a bit!
        What Nkiru didn’t tell her however was the role of Kingsley’s ideas in all
of it. Because her late husband once had the vision to transform their town
into something big.
     We cannot stop development, but Kingsley’s blueprints had given the
Stevens an edge and a bargaining power in the city. 
         It gave her joy, that what Kingsley and his siblings could not achieve due
to maliciousness, the second generation had taken the blueprints and
worked together to make it happen.
     It finally made sense to her why Kingsley’s nephews and nieces were
always looking for him. 
      She thought of her husband. Kingsley was the genius, with the magic
touch. It was unfortunate that he turned to the dark side at the end of his
life. Naomi could finally forgive him and focus on the good he had done.
      When Udeme, one of Kingsley’s nephews approached her to ask if she
would like to take up an appointment at the university, Naomi accepted the
offer with both hands.
         It was finally time to close the Lagos chapter of her life.
         For good.
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      Tammy had been finding opportunities to spend time with Nikki and
their mother-in-law. 
        First, it was the surprise baby shower that Nikki flew all the way to Otta
to attend.
        Then at the delivery of Treasure, her little girl, Nikki and Naomi visited,
and both women had stayed back to spend few weeks thereafter. They also
helped her to settle in her new home because left to her parents, they were
reluctant to let her leave.
      “She is perfect,” Naomi said when she held the baby for the first time.
“Sean is still very much with us.” Tammy saw how her mother-in-law
struggled to keep her emotions in check.
         Naomi was right.
         Sean left so many parts behind. His eyes, his lungs, his liver, his kidneys.
Even his heart. They were all still alive. Her Sean had given many people a
new lease of life.
         That kept her going every time she was sad.
         And now a baby!
         “Yes, Mum. I just wished he was here to see his little girl.”
        Shortly afterwards, they all converged in Lagos in a private ceremony for
the first anniversary and remembrance of Sean and Sam Stevens, the
brothers that passed on the same day, few hours apart.
         And for Tammy surviving her gunshot injuries.
        While they were all pained, they also celebrated the victories they had as
well. It was also an opportunity to think about Kingsley, good memories
only.
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        Eventually, it was time for them all to disperse. 
     Nikki and their mother-in-law Naomi returned to their home in Watt-
Town, while Tammy returned home with her parents and baby girl. Other
families and friends departed for their respective destinations as well.
      Tammy couldn’t shake away the feeling of loneliness as she drove back
home. She knew visits would be more infrequent going forward. For her, her
formidable connection to the Stevens family was over; the closely knitted
support system she had enjoyed for many years had continued to deteriorate
and had now eventually come to an end!
         It was she and her baby in the foreseeable future.
       The reality was cold and raw. She shook her head and tried to push the
feeling aside, but it overwhelmed her.
         Perhaps it was time for her too to move on.
         ‘But how?’ she thought. 
        She was always glued to Sean; she didn’t know how to be alone. The past
year had been the most difficult one ever. She felt so alone.
        “I just have to be strong, there’s no other way.” 
      However, when she returned to her home and she received an unusual
invitation, all the pain and anger she had been trying to subdue came rolling
back, in full force. At that rate, she would never be able to move on. Ever. 
 
 
        Biodun Abiodun waited patiently at the café, taking his coffee alone, and
not knowing what to expect. It seemed no matter how much he tried to run;
his past had chosen to catch up with him.
         He had managed to make an appointment with someone he felt he really
needed to talk to.
         Tammy Stevens.
      He hoped she would come and prayed she would take his apologies in
good faith. That he meant no harm.
       Biodun knew that he should be proud of his crime-fighting efforts, but
the Stevens did something to him. The whole experience traumatised him
somehow,  especially  because  an  innocent  man,  who  just got married, had 
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died in the process.
          Sammie Stevens didn’t have to die.
       It’d been a year, but Biodun still remembered it like yesterday. Perhaps
because he came in through the wrong route. Tammy. And he brazenly took
advantage of her.
        And perhaps it was because he had had to pay back by getting personally
involved in the case, which helped to speed it up. The small win for him was
that Sean became a national hero and the poster child for organ donation.
       However, while they managed to get justice for Sean, the lead suspect –
Jude Okorie, slipped through their finger and walked free. Again.
         And that triggered him.
         He used to think Jude and Sean were contemporaries, but Jude proved to
be smarter than he thought.
      Biodun tried to put the whole event behind him, recover and move on,
then the impossible happened.
         Tamilore Stevens moved into his neighbourhood.
         “Life has a weird sense of humour, doesn’t it?” He nodded.
     He doubted if she knew they were now neighbours. They never met
formally apart from their frequent chats on the ‘someone near you’ dating
platform, but Biodun felt she could recognise him, especially since his cover
was blown and he was involved in Sean Stevens’ murder case.
      He was worried Tammy could run into him one day and would throw a
tantrum. He wouldn’t want that to happen. 
       Seeing her everyday continued to weaken his resolve. He finally decided
to leave a couple of messages in her mailbox, but she never got back to him.
        If she failed to show up, if she never wanted anything with him, he could
not judge her; her anger was justifiable. 
         He lied to her.
         He just didn’t know how he could manage the neighbourly situation.
         For the longest time, he had tried to crack the Kingsley’s case, and failed.
And just when he was thinking of giving up, he decided to give it another
look, and Kingsley’s stunning daughter-in-law, Tamilore, caught his
attention. 
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        Granted, he was initially attracted to her; he was going through a messy
divorce, and Tammy was the distraction he needed. And when he could trace 
her to the dating site, he forged a relationship with her, anonymously.
      He chatted to her throughout the most difficult period of his life.  Their
online relationship kept him sane through his divorce. But despite his
attraction, he blatantly used her to gain access into her family. And in the
process, he took everything that was special to her, from her.
       He thought of his own life; he had had his share of pain and loss too. He
could understand loss. He too once had a happy and flourishing life, but he
lost it all. And he had himself to blame. His wife left, took custody of their
children, relocated abroad, and married someone else. 
         His job was all he had left.
         At least his two kids were safe with their mother.
         He immediately blocked out the thoughts.
         Eventually, his guest arrived. And his worst fears were confirmed. It was
all a mistake meeting her.
 
 
       “You must have some real guts showing your face around here, mister,”
Tammy said in a furious rage immediately she arrived. 
         She obviously was not in the mood for small talks.
         Biodun tried to pacify her, but she backed off.
        “What have you come to do? Uh-oh. To complete what you have started,
isn’t it? I left the whole of Lagos for you guys, came here just to live my life, to
live a quiet and peaceful life, and you still followed me here. What exactly is
wrong with you people? Why are you stalking me? What did I ever do to you
guys? What do you want from me?”
         Biodun folded his arms and listened. 
         He allowed her to vent. The pain in her anger was palpable. He realised it
was going to be tough, but he needed to be patient.
         “I’m not stalking you, Tamilore, trust me, I am not. I live here. This is my
town. This is my neighbourhood,” he explained.
         Tammy looked surprised.
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        “I’ve lived here for years. And I work here. Go and check my records.”
         Tammy laughed in sarcasm. “Really?”
      “I was also surprised to realise that you moved here,” Biodun continued, 
 uncertain. “Thank you for honouring my invitation. How are you?”
         “Am I supposed to answer that question? Really now?”
        “I’m sorry for how things ended, I truly am. I don’t know if it gives you a
bit of closure, but your husband’s killers are cooling off in jail. They are not
coming out, ever.”
         “That should make me happy, right?” Tammy scoffed again.
        “I don’t expect it could repair what damage had been done. I just want to
see that you’re fine. Do you want to place an order?”
         “Are you for real, Barbie?” she asked, stretching ‘Barbie’ for emphasis.
       It was their first-ever real-life conversation, and the user name sounded
weirder than it ever was. Perhaps he should have stuck to being a man, or at
least he could have chosen a more mature username.
         “I will rather die starving, than share a table with you,” she added.
         “Touché!” That hurt.
       “You lied to me, B, you used me, you hurt me, you took everything away
from me. I thought I had a friend I could confide in, I thought I had a sister
in you. I thought, finally, I was not alone. I thought and hoped we could sort
of be friends for real,” her voice broke. 
         “But here you are –” He knew that sounded stupid.
       “No, I did not come here as your friend. I came here to tell you to your
face, to go to hell!”
         He could feel the vile in her as she spoke. Perhaps he deserved it.
         “I guess I deserved that.”
        “You deserve it, and worse. But I’m not gonna fight you, because I’m not
strong enough. But this I will say. Stay away from me and stay away from my
family. Just let us be!” 
         She rose in anger and barged out.
         Biodun got up and caught up with her in few long strides.
       “I am sorry,” he apologised. He truly was. He couldn’t bear to see her so
broken.
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    “Sorry doesn’t even begin to describe how much you have hurt me.
Wounded me. Damaged me. Will ‘sorry’ bring Sean back? Will ‘sorry’ give my
baby her Daddy? Will ‘sorry’ bring my father-in-law or my brother-in-law
back to life? But I’ll let it slide. You were just doing your job, I get it. You’re
catching criminals, remember?” she was reduced to whispers.
         “If there’s anything I can do to make it right –”
         “You can stay away from me.”
         Biodun watched her leave. “That just happened,” he sighed.
      How could he stay away from her when he had to drive past her house
every single day?
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         “Which of the cousins did you meet today?” Naomi asked her daughter in
law.
         Nikki laughed at Naomi’s choice of words. 
         She often got confused because she found herself in a massive pool of the
“Stevens”, and considering the family resemblance, she couldn’t seem to get
the names right.
         So, in her mind, she started calling them all ‘cousins’. 
         “Uduak Stevens.”
         Nikki shrugged. One of the few females in the “firm”.
       When she first arrived, she completed the remaining few months of the
mandatory one year of National Service as a community arts instructor. It
afforded her the opportunity to be active in local arts and tourism.
       Naomi had encouraged her to see how and where she could fit into the
family, so after her National Service, she continued with her community
engagement, and she also created a lot of memorabilia for tourists. But she
couldn’t fit in at all.
      She did more painting, oil painting on canvases. But she did not see a
future in it. She tried to work hard, but her work earned peanuts. She
couldn’t afford to live on peanuts, mainly because she was responsible now –
she had a very demanding and very entitled mother, as well as her siblings to
fend for.
         She was already regretting asking them to come and live in her house.
       She decided to change her strategy and started toying with the ideas of
Lego arts again. 
         She hoped her big break would come during one talent hunt, but she was
disappointed again.
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         One of the older and more influential cousins gave a scathing review that
she didn’t have talent.
         They called him Udeme Stevens.
         Her paintings were not good enough. And her Lego too? No!
       “Do I look like a joke to you?” Udeme asked. He did not even bother to
check her work.
       The review stuck with her; it made her sad, and also made her further
withdraw from them all.
        “All these talk about ‘the Stevens are all so nice and kind’, ‘the Stevens take care
of their wives’, ‘the Stevens are rich and powerful’, ‘the Stevens are family oriented’,
well it’s all nonsense,” she once told her mother-in-law.
        Cousin Udeme was wrong. She did have talents. And she didn’t need the
Stevens to prove that to herself. She went back to the community rented a
small workspace and started a small business she named Lego-Cello.
       She threw all her pain into reconstructing the first artwork she did with
Sam that was ruined when their faculty building collapsed. 
         Their Lego Cello.
         But alone.
         Without her Sam.
         Her work caught the attention of Udeme’s sister, Uduak.
        “Were you not the lady from the talent hunt, who brought Lego?” Uduak
reached out to her during one of Uduak’s community projects inspections.
         Nikki answered in the affirmative.
      Their discussions progressed, and Uduak soon found out she was their
uncle Kingsley’s daughter-in-law. Sam’s widow. The entire family soon
found out who she really was, and she began to gain more recognition and
respect. But most of them were just sympathetic that she was Sam’s widow.
         Nikki didn’t want sympathy; she wanted her work to be respected.
         Uduak was very encouraging, but she was too busy to have Nikki’s time.
         “Don’t worry, you’ll be fine. Please, stay with the family. You’re a Stevens
like the rest of us. Together, we can make a difference.” Uduak told her
during one of their rare one-on-one, giving Nikki her direct line. “And
please, complete that Lego. I want to see the finished work.”
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         Nikki nodded. You’ll be blown ma’am.
        “Call me if you ever have any problems,” Uduak reassured. “I will ask my
brother Edem to contact you. Mainly to see how we can help with your
business. Don’t let anybody bully you, especially Edem, because he’s a
workaholic. He’s in charge of community projects, he helps start-ups too. So,
if you want him to do anything for you, don’t be afraid to tell him.”
        Nikki liked Uduak already. “You’re too kind,” Nikki smiled with relief.
She could really use a bit of help. A lot of help.
      “We have heard a lot about you, and about how you stood by our Aunt
Naomi during her trying periods. The Lord bless you for your kindness,” she
responded.
         Nikki swallowed hard. “Thank you.”
        “You’ve come to take refuge here, in Watt-Town, under the wings of God,
and my prayer for you is that the Lord Himself will repay your work, and you
will receive a rich reward from God.”
       Nikki watched the older lady leave, and that was all the encouragement
she needed.
     Eventually, she met Edem Stevens, and she understood what Uduak
meant. He literally was a slave driver. He worked hard, round the clock, and
made sure Nikki did the same. His mantra was “work hard, play hard.”
         Nikki finally completed her Lego Cello.
         Alone. 
         Without her Sam.
         It was a bitter-sweet experience for her.
         She also completed her website.
      Then all of a sudden, she fell in favour. She soon realised that keeping
childhood fantasies alive, like their varsity project, was a real thing! Because
her work did not just attract kids. 
         Her work appealed mainly to adults of all ages and genders - individuals,
visitors, tourists, companies, and everyone whose love for the plastic
building blocks pushed them to want to have her work as decorative items in
their homes, public spaces, and offices.
         Kids and teenagers also kept flooding her office.
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        And soon enough, she began to meet people who wanted to learn how it
was done.
        Her clients kept giving her unique ideas of how they want their Lego arts
to look like. Some even pushed her beyond limits. And many wanted it as
permanent fittings and fixtures in their homes and offices.
       Then one day, Edem walked in. He seemed a bit anxious, scared even,
and brought her into a large office space. An entire spacious office in the
Stevens Tower. A real workspace.
         All hers!
         And generous funding for her start-up by the Stevens.
         She was suddenly no longer a bottom feeder.
         Finally, she could exhale.
       “Welcome to the family, Nikita!” Edem told her. “Remember, this is not
just about you, it’s about you, contributing your bit as a valuable member of
our family.”
         “What changed?” Nikki wanted to know.
       “It’s a well-deserved promotion. You worked hard, and now it is paying
off.” Edem responded in his characteristic work pose. “We’ll be working
together; I need to know where you fit in the firm. You’re my responsibility
now, and I need you to work with me. Not against me. Help me to help you.”
      Nikki smiled.  She had come a long way.  Somewhere in her mind, she
knew the generous offer had something to do with the fact that she too was a
Stevens.
         Or the fact that Uduak liked her.
      Well, she wasn’t complaining. She loved her new life, and she became
more committed to the family.
     Her friendship with Edem, and with many of the other cousins, also
blossomed a little bit more. She worked hard, hired a few staff, partnered
with others.
       After a while, she thought she could use some well-deserved vacation as
well.
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     Nikki took a trip to Lagos, to visit her family and attend to a couple of
other things. But most importantly, she needed to see her financial planner,
Funmi Fabiyi.
     The middle-aged lady told her that they needed to review some of the
repeat payments and subscriptions Sammie was making previously. It was
long overdue, especially since it was already two years of his passing.
        Nikki also used the opportunity to make the short trip to see Tammy and
her little niece Treasure.
        Such a cute little pumpkin she was.
        The ecstatic sister-in-law left Treasure with her parents, so she and Nikki
could catch up.
        It was first spa treatment, complete with identical facials and nails, and
then they settled for good old lunch at her favourite restaurant.
        Nikki loved how with time they had built a strong bond, meanwhile, they
were not even that close when their husbands were alive.
        They both chatted excitedly about their new lives.
      Tammy joked that she now had a ‘budding relationship’, and they both
laughed at the budding nature of whatever it was, with a matching high-five.
       After a while, Nikki couldn’t ignore the fact that someone else might be
interested in their conversation.
     “Is it just me, or do you have a secret admirer across from us?” Nikki
noted, gesturing towards the gentleman who seemed to have his eye on
Tammy.
     “No, it’s not just you. And he’s not a secret admirer. He’s just the one
stalker I earned since I moved here,” Tammy dismissed.
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         “How did he know we were here?”
        “I just said stalker,” Tammy repeated. “I’ve changed, really. I’m so boring
these days. And predictable. I don’t move about anyhow these days, and
we’re neighbours too. So, he can easily guess where I would be. But I think he
also stalks me.”
       Of course, Tammy always screamed for attention, with her bold fashion
statement, flashy cars and customised number plates.
         “He’s such a good-looking dude.”
         “Is he rich?” Tammy laughed.
        “Oh my God. You’ll never change,” Nikki laughed in return. She gave the
stranger a short wave. He waved back.
         “I hope he’s not dangerous, or something like that.”
         “Nah.”
         “He seems like a nice guy. Give him a chance.” Nikki said. 
         “It’s a long story, but no,” Tammy responded curtly, her guards rising.
       Nikki felt like she, or perhaps that stranger, had struck a wrong chord,
and she dropped the topic immediately.
        “So, what about you. Any budding relationship?” Tammy was back to her
cheerful self.
         “Budding what? Nah. There’s nothing budding anywhere. I am so busy at
work. It’s not easy starting a business. I’m not even thinking about any
relationships. The only ‘budding’ I’m doing right now is my work.” 
    She showed Tammy some of her masterpieces from her Lego-Cello
website. Tammy viewed in awe. 
       “Wow! You’re so talented. I trained as a lawyer, but I’m into import and
export now. Imagine me!”
         “You are amazing,” Nikki replied touching her face. She meant it.
        “But seriously,” Tammy was back to the issue at hand. “You mean, all the
Steven brothers are blind, deaf, and dumb, and can’t see this total package of
gorgeousness?”
         “I am too busy.” 
       “Not even that Edem boss of yours? You mean he’s just overworking you
for nothing?”
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        “We’re just friends –”
        “No, Nikki my girl. At this stage of your life, you can’t be ‘just friends’ with
eligible guys for such a long period of time!” Tammy was serious, even
though her tone was jovial. “They’ve got to know you are available.”
         “So, I should put a label on my forehead, or an advert, or what?”
     “Yes, if we have to do that,” Tammy responded. They both laughed.
“Seriously. I heard the Stevens have lots of eligible brothers. Babes, just close
your eyes and do eeny, meeny, miny, mo, and pick any one of them. Trust me,
you’re set for life. You won’t have to lift even a toothpick ever again. Trust
me.” She seemed sure of herself.
         “Even if you don’t love them?” Nikki asked.
         “We are securing the bag here. Who’s talking about love now?”
         “Me!”
         “Well, I heard they are loving too. They are good people, I think.” Tammy
defended her stance, with a wink.
         “How do you know?”
         “Sean? Sam? Do those names ring a bell?”
      Nikki smiled. She reached her hands to hold Tammy’s. It felt good for
someone to talk nicely about her departed husband.
         “Thank you. It means so much to me.”
 

      Nikki’s short visit was over, she was ready to leave. She briefly waved
again at the young man who seemed to have nothing to do but to hang
around and wait for them.
         He smiled and waved back.
       They left the restaurant and Tammy stayed with her outside the mall as
they waited for Nikki’s ride.
         “Seriously, what’s up with that man?”
         “He from the DSS.”
         “What’s he doing around you? Like bodyguard or what?”
         “No. He was the guy who helped with Sean’s case. He made sure that the
killers were locked up.  That guy had been all over me since I moved here.  He 
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just wouldn’t let me be. I found out that we live in the same neighbourhood.”
       “That’s a tough one,” Nikki replied. “I’m so sorry.” She finally understood
why Tammy clamped up when they spoke about him earlier. It could be very
painful having to deal with a man who constantly reminded one of a painful
past.
         “Yeah. Me too,” Tammy responded with a sigh.
         “If you love him –”
         “Please don’t go there. Because I do. I like having him around. With him,
I feel safe somehow. I miss him when he’s not there. I like him.”
         “But?”
     “But he lied to me. What he did to me in the past hurt me so badly.”
Tammy sighed but did not explain what happened, or when. “He’s changed
now. He’s been kind to me now. And consistent. But I don’t want to go back
there. I don’t want to go back to the painful past. Is that too much to ask?”
         “But you love him.”
         “I don’t know what I feel for him. I don’t think it will lead anywhere. Best
to stay away, and never look back.”
         “Then tell him to stay away.”
        “That’s the problem. At this stage of my life, I want to use my brain, not
just emotions. I can’t be looking for what’s not missing when I already have
someone who has been all so good to me. And he is available. Do you think
I’m settling?”
         Nikki was touched by her sincerity.
         “Do your due diligence. Do your research about him.”
         “I have been doing that.”
       “If he’s a good person, then I don’t think you’re settling. You can forgive
him for what he did.”
        “I wish it were that simple. But what he did to me, well, I understand he
was doing his job. But it still hurt me so much.” She stopped abruptly.
     “Give him a chance then, see where it leads,” Nikki added quickly as
Biodun moved to join them. “He’s coming.”
         “Will you please not tell Mum, for now?”
         “You don’t have to ask.”
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     Tammy watched as her sister-in-law’s ride arrived to take her back to
Lagos, leaving her alone with the intruder. The old familiar shadow crawled
back on her; her loneliness was back, one that was temporarily suppressed by
Nikki’s presence.
        She panicked.
       She felt Biodun’s presence next to her, hurting her and comforting her at
the same time. She had confessed to Nikki how she felt about him; if only she
were brave enough to go for it. She felt stuck between her desire for a new
relationship and her love for the enemy. Barbie. Biodun. 
      She wondered how Sean would feel about that situation. Sean was the
only man she had loved so completely; she wondered if she could find that
kind of connection with the new man.
      “Hey, Tam,” Biodun spoke, interrupting and stirring her in the strangest
way. She could feel the warmth of his breath close to her shoulder, and the
sweetness of his cologne assaulted her brain. “I hope I didn’t make you feel
uncomfortable. That was not the intention. I didn’t realise you had a visitor.”
      A stubborn tear fell from her eye as she moved a few steps away. She
thought of the several hours she spent building a friendship with Barbie who
turned out to be a fraud. 
        However, she also knew that if anybody understood her now, Barbie did.
He had boldly used the information he had about her, loving her the way she
wanted to be loved.
        She wanted him, if only she could forgive him.
        “I’ve told you to stay away from me,” Tammy finally responded.
        “You know why I can’t,” Biodun responded, lightly.
        “No, I don’t. I can’t trust you, and if I can’t trust you, I can’t be with you.”
Tammy responded.
         “What can I do to make you trust me?”
         “Maybe you should stop trying, and just give it up.”
       “You know why I can’t. You know that I want to be with you, I am honest
with my intentions with you.  I wish you could forgive the past, and let us see 
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where this can lead. I am not hiding anything from you. I am honest with
you; you know so much about me. I really need you in my life, please.” 
        He tried to sound convincing.
        “Maybe one day. Right now, I don’t know. I can’t.” 
        “Will you at least forgive me? For what I did to you?”
        He reached to hold her, but she flinched and withdrew backwards.
       “Well, I forgive you, if that makes you feel better. I forgave you a long time
ago. But I don’t think you need forgiveness, really. You were just doing your
job. I know that now.”
         With that, she left, and she walked briskly towards her vehicle.
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       Nikki returned from her short trip to Lagos more stressed than she was
when she left.
      She visited her family who lived in her house, spent time with Tammy,
and then she went for her appointment with Funmi Fabiyi.
         It was a meeting to review some of Sammie’s financial obligations and to
see which ones were still relevant and which should be cancelled.
    In the previous year, Nikki had given a blanket request to keep all
payments running, but this time around, she was more pragmatic and
decided to look through the papers.
     Her financial planner had been kind enough to guide her in the right
direction.
      They cancelled unnecessary subscriptions and all repeat payments that
were no longer relevant – games, TV, movies, sunglasses, perfumes, clothing
and jewellery, and many other irrelevant money-gulping endeavours that
Sammie liked.
         Then one of such caught Nikki’s attention. It was a fertility laboratory.
         Ms Fabiyi thought they could cancel that as well, but then it hit Nikki.
         Sammie’s wish.
        She never thought he was serious about it. She knew he always said if he
failed to have kids while alive, his mother could hire a surrogate to bear his
kids following his demise.
         A little part of her late husband was still alive, frozen in the laboratory.
         And Nikki thought she could be the ‘surrogate’.
       “No, we can’t cancel that. It was particularly important to my husband.”
Nikki told the middle-aged woman, who looked at her like she was being
irrational.
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         Nikki decided she needed to follow it up, to a logical conclusion.
         Or illogical, whichever came first.
         She went back home and worked her way through Sammie’s stuff. 
      She eventually found the paperwork and browsed through it. Then she
made a discovery that punctured her newly acquired dream: she had to go
through Naomi.
         And she knew her mother-in-law would never agree to such foolishness.
         But she was going to fight for it.
      It was her husband’s wish; if he didn’t think it would be honoured, he
wouldn’t have acted on it and kept the fee running for the maximum period
allowed by the law.
       Nikki dug her head into the paperwork as she flew back to Watt-Town.
She kept reading and hoping she could see the possibility.
       “This is my real chance of having a baby. Sam’s baby,” she thought with
excitement. 
    Her heart raced at the thought of carrying a baby, though through
unconventional means, in honour of a man who had demised.
But the possibility also excited her. She could have her own baby. Sammie’s
baby. She could keep his memory alive. She could preserve his legacy.
         She was so excited, she could burst.
         “I am so happy, God.” She whispered to herself.
     She knew Naomi wanted her to move on a long time ago, Naomi had
released her to go live her life, but it was none of Naomi’s business how she
chose to live her life, even if it involved having a baby rather than getting
married.
        If it was up to her, she would do it without a second thought, but Naomi? 
        That would be tough.

 
      Nikki’s fear was confirmed when she got home and shared the exciting
news with Naomi. And the older woman was not impressed at all.
         Her response was a resounding ‘no’.
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       “Give it up, Nikki. And move on. Stop dragging me back, please!” Naomi
responded. Naomi was a little angry with her.
         “But why? Why Mum?” Nikki kept asking, her tears readily pouring.
        “I will not allow you to jeopardise your future, because you cannot let go
of the past,” Naomi responded.
         “It’s my life Mum, don’t pretend like you know what’s best for me.”
         “I’m not pretending to know what’s best for you, but I think I know what
is not good for you. You uprooted yourself to come and stay with me. And
now, when you’re finally having a direction, you want to ground yourself.”
         “I am not grounded. It’s just a baby.”
         “A baby changes your life, forever.”
         “Tammy has a baby,” Nikki defended.
       “Yours is different. Right now, you should focus on your start-up, focus
on looking pretty, making friends, partying, enlarging your network, and
getting a good man to marry. Stop digging out stuff, Nikki. What is wrong
with you? You want to be pregnant with a kid? What are you thinking?”
         “Mum?” 
        “You’re in a new place, you’re beginning to gain respect and admiration,
and now you are getting carried away. You’ll fall pregnant. How many people
do you want to explain to?”
         “I don’t care about what people say.”
     “How many people do you expect me to explain the situation to?  How
many times do you want me to relive the trauma of Sam’s death? How do I
talk about that without mentioning Sean? Leave the past alone and let us all
move forward. Let the boys rest in peace.”
        As days went by and weeks and months, Nikki and Naomi argued about
this at every possible opportunity. 
         And Naomi’s response remained a resolute ‘no’!
       And just like that, Nikki was back with her mask on, the little sad mask
she thought she was removing. The bit of happiness she had fizzled out, and
she became miserable. 
         She loved her mother-in-law, but she wondered why the professor would
not let her carry her own baby the way she would love to.
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    Jesse Stevens was visiting again, and Naomi couldn’t hide her crazy
excitement. She made his favourite ginger chicken and lamb platter, with
tuna and yam pottage. 
        It was no secret that Jesse was her favourite nephew, and Jesse too never
hid his affection for Naomi. However, Jesse won her over again when he was
the one who held her hands during one of the darkest moments of her life.
         The day her husband died.
       “What’s so special about this guy that you’re always excited anytime he’s
visiting?” That was Nikki. She dug her head in her computer as she prepared
for the annual Watt-Town Novelty Festival holding the following day.
       Nikki had grown so cold lately, but Naomi wished Nikki could just drop
the whole fertility disagreement, so they could move on.
        “Well, he’s my husband’s favourite nephew, and he is close to us,” Naomi
explained, surprised. “And yes, everything about him is special to us.”
        Naomi eyeballed her daughter-in-law again. 
      Surely Nikki could not pretend that she didn’t know the man who owned
like half the entire Stevens empire, the man whose vision and generosity kept
the heart of the city beating. And the man even Nikki was benefiting from
with her new Lego-Cello business.
         And no, she would not tolerate the rudeness from Nikki, and they would
not take his humility for granted.
       “You’ve got to be nice to him when he arrives, okay? He’s joining us for
lunch,” Naomi reminded her. She didn’t like it when they were fighting, just
that with the Sammie situation, her decision was made, and that’s final.
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       “I am not hungry. I’ve got to get ready for tomorrow. Tomorrow is a big
day,” Nikki replied. She then packed her notebook computer and the other
documents into her oversized tote and left.
         “That is not an excuse,” Naomi called after her.
       Naomi hoped she would come back, but by the time their guest arrived,
Nikki was nowhere to be found, like she threatened. 
    Naomi made a mental note that they would have that conversation
afterwards. In the meantime, she hoped to enjoy the company of her younger
relative.
         Jesse was also happy to visit. He too had arrived from a trip the same day
so he could participate in the following day’s event.
 
 
        It was the annual Watt-Town Novelty Festival Jesse had hosted for many
years, primarily to raise money for charities. Ninety per cent of all proceeds
from the festival usually went to the charities nominated for the year, while
the remaining ten per cent went to the partners, volunteers, and vendors,
and other miscellaneous expenses.
      However, it had grown in recent years, so he handed it over to a local
organising group chaired by Edem, his younger brother.
         “I had to come and see you as soon as I arrived,” Jesse said.
         “I’ve told you; you work too hard.”
     “I’ll take it easy; I promise. After the Festival, I think I’ll take a short
vacation, with Gigi.”
         “I’ll take your word for it. And not a ‘working vacay.’”
         “I promise. I’m sure Gigi won’t let me work.”
         The lunch went on, but Nikki was still nowhere to be found. 
     Naomi had hoped she could finally introduce them. Nikki was never
available during Jesse’s previous visits, and just when Naomi felt she could
finally brag with her daughter-in-law to him, Nikki disappeared into thin air.
      “I understand you are now fully with us at the Watt-Town University,”
Jesse said as they chatted. “Udeme told me he managed to convince you to
stay with us.”
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        “Well, Udeme didn’t have to try so hard. Why should I continue working
so far away when we have our in-house university here?” Naomi replied, “It
was already becoming stressful keeping multiple jobs at my age, so I had to
drop that and focus here.”
         “I thought so too.”
         “But they’re still retaining me as their external examiner,  and I still have
a few students I’m co-supervising,” she continued. “But don’t let me bore you
with my boring life.”
        “I am not bored. It is always nice visiting. I am just glad you’re here. We
were all worried about you. My Mum was worried you would not like it here.
At least, now I’m sure your mind is fully here.”
       “Yeah. And with Nikki also settling in, I suppose we can now call Watt-
Town home.”
         “Yeah. Nikki. That’s Sam’s wife, right?”
         “Yeah. You’ve met her, haven’t you?”
         “Well, not really, but I think I should be able to recognise her if I spot her
on the streets,” Jesse smiled hesitantly. “You know, everybody is always
singing her praises. She can never do wrong by my sister, Uduak. And my
Mum, it’s like she suddenly got a second daughter.” 
      Naomi smiled. She knew Nkiru had a soft spot for Nikki. And now that
Jesse and his siblings had taken an interest in Nikki, she knew she could
relax. Her daughter was in good hands. If only Nikki would stop chasing
shadows and focus on the good life thrown on her laps.
         “Actually, Nikki was supposed to join us today, but she’s busy. Because of
the festival. You know, these young entrepreneurs, there’s always something
to do.” 
         Naomi tried to sound upbeat. She wanted Jesse to feel Nikki was keen on
being more involved in the family business, or ‘the firm’ like they called it.
     “I perfectly understand. You see, I remember those days when Uncle
Kingsley used to grill me. Today, I’m better off. He would be proud. He was
such a genius.” Jesse replied, with a cross sign. “I miss him.”
         “We all do,” Naomi replied. 
         They remained silent for a short while. 
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        Naomi wouldn’t want anyone to know what a monster Kingsley morphed
into in his later years, and the life he dragged her poor Sean into. Or how
they lost all his assets. 
But she must focus on the good times they had.
        “And you’re more than ‘better off.’” Naomi added. “You’re Jesse.”

 
      Jesse’s short visit was over; he thanked Naomi profusely for the lovely
afternoon. And for the food.
         “You must say hi to Nikki for me.” He said as he rose to leave. “Edem told
me she’s finally settling into her new role. She’s definitely an asset to the
Stevens’ family. You must be proud of her.”
         “Yeah. It runs in the family, I guess.”
       “Absolutely! I am glad she did not allow Udeme to bully her out. I can’t
believe they treated her so poorly at first, meanwhile, she was family.” Jesse
shook his head as he let out a breath, sounding defeated.
       “Well, that’s sorted now, I guess. But I think it was nice that she had to
work hard like any other person, and work her way up, you know, nothing
beats merit.”
       “But she is family,” Jesse insisted. “I was really embarrassed to find out
the way they treated her. I had no idea at all. They literally threw her in the
deep ends. I gave Edem a piece of my mind. I mean, that’s why some of us
are working so hard, to make life easier for others, especially for the family.”
       Naomi looked in wonder. See how God fights for people, and we will not even
have a clue, she thought.
         “I apologise on behalf of all of us all,” Jesse added.
      “It’s okay. She’s doing much better now.” Naomi replied, resisting the
urge to add that Nikki was ‘comfortable enough to start digging into the past’.
         Jesse left in the company of his entourage that came with him. 
      But by the time Naomi returned, Nikki was back in the house, on the
dining table, eating. It seemed she was around all along, and judging by the
way she ate, she was hungry. 
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      Naomi shook her head. She didn’t like the way Nikki was intentionally
distancing herself. She too was not willing to change her stance. Surely,
there must be a middle ground, a place for compromise.
    She had threatened to instruct the lab to destroy Sammie’s sperm
specimen, perhaps if she delayed a bit, Nikki might feel a bit hopeful and try
to blend in again. Naomi took her seat next to her.
       “Nikki, this is not nice, you know that?” she told daughter-in-law. “You
can’t treat me like this, abandoning me just like that when you knew we had
an important house guest.”
         “I’m sorry.”
         “At least you could have stopped to say hi. It doesn’t hurt.”
     “I said I was sorry. I truly am. I just didn’t want to meet him. Or his
brothers, or his sister. They are all so intimidating. Except Edem. I always
feel like they’re scrutinising me, the way they all look at me. And I don’t like
the sympathy. All these ‘aww, Sam’s widow, Sam’s widow’, it gets to me.”
         “But they are friendly people. I’m sure they don’t mean any harm.” 
        “I know. I don’t want to get too comfortable around them. I just want to
maintain that professional relationship. Not having lunches with them in my
house.”
       “Well, you’ll tell me your problems with them later. Right now, you owe
me.” Naomi replied. 
        Her heart melted, she couldn’t be too angry with Nikki, not after Jesse
had defended her without either of them knowing.  
        “Tomorrow, you must be kind to everybody, all of them,” Naomi added.
“All the cousins are going to be around. You mustn’t hide your face just
because you don’t want people to notice you. Be noticed. That is the way to
secure your future. You’ve got lots of opportunities here if you play your
game well. Don’t waste your chances.”
       Nikki smiled, as she parted somewhere in her mother-in-law’s hair like
she couldn’t be bothered by whatever Naomi had been telling her.
         “What’s funny?”
         “I could spot more greys,” she laughed. “You’re getting old, Mum.”
         “You see? You are the one giving me the grey hair,” Naomi responded.
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      Naomi missed their usual banter. Silently, she prayed Nikki would get
over her obsession with fertility treatment, so they could be on friendly
terms, again.
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       Tammy sat across the table with the man she was once angry with. He
had taken her out for dinner. He ate a full plate of steak, while she settled for
a chicken sandwich with an extra-large vanilla milkshake. She needed that
sugar rush.
        Tammy was pleased he was finally getting the clues. He was not the only
one who wanted her, she wanted him too, and she was ready.
         Their relationship was complicated, she knew, from the start. 
     And despite the turbulent start of their situationship, recently she had
begun to wish it could lead somewhere.
         She would love that, so much.
       She felt she might be ready for the relationship that he wanted so much,
and somewhere in her heart, she wished Biodun was more engaging and
more outspoken about how much he wanted her.
         But he wasn’t, and that frustrated her.
        ‘Don’t just look at me, let me feel the chase, talk to me’, her heart yearned; but
she knew she could never tell him those exact words. She wished he could
read her mind and see how much she wanted him, needed him.
      So, she changed her strategy; she stopped being angry, she picked his
calls, replied to his messages, most of the time, which was an improvement.
         But Biodun was still not getting it.
         She started accepting his invitation to hang out with each other and they
talked more about personal issues, even though they both still walked on
eggshells around each other. But he still wasn’t all over her asking for more,
like he was trying to tread carefully around her so he would not ruin their
budding relationship.
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         Then she decided to put her body to good use.
       Since her husband Sean’s death, she had not tried to attract or impress
anybody, so it felt strange that she became intentional and wanted to be
noticed by how she looked and what she wore.
        She seemed to be screaming to the world now that she was ready to date
again, but her eyes were on a certain someone, who was blind, deaf and
dumb, and not getting the clues.
     Well, looked like it finally worked, like it juggled him back to reality,
because he wasn’t the only person she attracted, and he was afraid that he
might lose her to the next person. 
         He said those words himself, a big win for Tammy.
       These days, he just wanted to be with her, all the time, like if he didn’t,
she was going to run away. And he couldn’t seem to be able to get his hands
away from her. She couldn’t remember what it felt like, to be held, and loved.   
         It was nice to feel that way again.
       She still flinched most of the time, which could have made him feel like
she didn’t want him, but she was getting there, slowly but surely.
       She however loved the attention. It felt good to be noticed again and to be
wanted again. 
     She yearned for the kind of connection she had with Sean, they were
literally inseparable. She was not ashamed to admit she was that kind of
person; if things would work with Biodun, then he needed to know she was
the sticky type. 
         She played her part well, leaving hints here and there.
         Two could play that game.
       But that evening, despite their happy times, she knew it was something
else bothering him. 
         Drawing a deep breath, she reached for his hands and massaged deeply.
         He looked at her, surprised. “Are you okay?”
         “What’s bothering you? And please don’t tell me ‘nothing’”
         “Am I so transparent?”
         “I think by now, I know you a little.”
         “Trust me, it’s not something I can’t handle,” he dismissed. 
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      She asked a few probing questions, but he denied everything. Nothing
work-related.
        Tammy knew she couldn’t handle rejection, so she laid it bare.
      “Are you breaking up with me?” she asked quickly before she could stop
herself.
         “What? No!” he smiled and shook his head.
         “Does it have anything to do with visiting your kids, your family?”
         He was silent. But when he spoke, he sounded a bit sad.
      “They are hardly family in that sense. Just kids. And they have another
man they also call Daddy now. She remarried; you know.”
         “I’m sorry.” Tammy meant it.
         She knew it was a difficult topic for him, going by their previous difficult
discussions about his previous marriage.
       He was so drawn into his job that he completely neglected his marriage,
until the point when it finally broke down. The poor woman could not handle
being the second fiddle. She found a man online and went for him at the
earliest opportunity she had, leading to a messy divorce and the attending
custody battle. He then had a meltdown that sealed his fate, and he was
declared unfit to be in his children’s life. 
     His online relationship with TammyTee from the dating site kept him
going through the rough patches of his broken life and his broken marriage. 
        Even then, he brazenly took advantage of her; Kingsley was the prize. 
       That was when things got better, and he got the breakthrough he needed
with the Kingsley case, but before he could nail it, Kingsley ended his own
life.
      “I just didn’t expect the Stevens case to hit me this hard,” he confessed to
her previously during one of their conversations. “It was one thing after the
other and I couldn’t leave. It was that recurring decimal that just wouldn’t go
away. And just when I eventually thought it was all gone, you moved into my
neighbourhood. That was when I realised that I had to stop fighting it.”
         Tammy admired his honesty, and for owning up to his mistakes. She still
couldn’t believe how many lives her father-in-law ruined, and how someone’s
marriage ended just to keep the King off the streets. 
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        She could also empathise with Biodun for being so nervous about going
to visit his kids. She would have been devastated if she were in his shoes.
         “Does that make me weak?” Biodun asked, slicing through her thoughts.
         “No. It makes you human. I’ve been wondering if you have any soft bone
in your body,” she poked him playfully. For once, she could be there for him;
her insecurity could wait. “So, I’m glad you’re like the rest of us.”
       She didn’t want to sound jealous, but the idea of Biodun being overseas
and far away from her for any period of time bothered her. She would miss
him, no doubt; she simply wanted to be with him.
         “But what about me?” Tammy asked after some time, but even she didn’t
like the sound of that. It made her sound desperate. She didn’t mind
‘desperate’, not when she had fallen so hard for him.
        It wasn’t her fault; she knew she was spoilt. Sean spoilt her; anywhere he
went, he made sure she was always with him.
         “What about you?” Biodun asked.
        “I don’t know what I would be doing when you’re away. With no Biodun
to stalk me. I’d just be here alone, missing you, laying on my bed, thinking
about you, while you are all over Paris, having a life.” 
     She hadn’t planned to sound all gloomy, but it seemed to catch his
attention. And judging by the glow on his face, he seemed pleasantly
surprised.
         “Are you serious, right now?”
         Tammy shrugged.
 

      Biodun had a hard time believing what he had suspected all along was
true. Tammy had relaxed with him, and she seemed to genuinely care about
him and about the stories of his life.
         After months of chasing Tammy, and the constant bouts of rejection, he
could not believe Tammy would make an actual effort to meet him midway. 
        He had tried not to misinterpret her gestures, but it had become more
difficult to ignore in recent times. She was no longer the angry Tammy with
sporadic outbursts, and she was beginning to return his loving gestures.
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      He had hoped he could gradually get her to trust him. But the evening
confirmed that he was right all along; she had literally thrown herself at him
all evening.
       She wanted him as much as he wanted her, she wasn’t trying to hide it
anymore. And he too wasn’t going to pretend that he didn’t notice, or that he
didn’t want it.
         He just needed to be sure.
       She could come with him if that was what she wanted. He would really
love that. It would be a win-win. She wouldn’t be lonely, he too could have
the woman he loved in his life, and they could have a proper vacation.
         And he could visit his kids without feeling like an outcast anymore.
    Finally, his life was making sense again. He sent a quick prayer of
gratitude.
       The dinner was over and they returned to his 4x4 at the parking lot. He
was supposed to take her back home, but he just wasn’t ready, he wished he
could have her for much longer.
       “Do you really miss me when we are not together?” he asked. He always
missed her too.
         “You have no clue that I do, do you?”
         “No, I don’t. I’ve always hoped to have a little space in your heart, so I’m
totally blown to know you always think about me all the time.” He confessed. 
         Tammy laughed.
         “I love you Tam; I love you so much. I know how it sounds, but it’s true. I
think about you every minute of the day. You fill my heart. And when I see
you, I wish I could hold on to you, like, forever. I can only wish you feel the
same way about me.”
      “If you don’t know how I feel about you by now, it can only mean one
thing: you’ve not been paying attention,” she responded. 
        Her genuineness smote him. Of course, he’d been paying attention. He
could see the difference in her, and he was truly scared he was losing her.          
          He knew, he just couldn’t believe it.
       “I’ve been paying attention, Tammy. I have been. I’ve got eyes, and I’ve
got feelings too. It’s impossible to ignore.”
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         “But?”
         “It’s just… too good to be true.”
         “Stop it.”
         “Like, what changed?”
         “I don’t know. I guess I can’t be angry forever.”
         “Well, this man here is not complaining.”
         He was indeed incredibly happy. 
       He’d grown older, and wiser. She was like a gift, literally dropped at his
doorsteps when he least expected. He sent another prayer of thanksgiving.
He had another shot at love, and he was not taking it for granted.
        He pulled her close, closer than they had ever been, but she didn’t flinch,
and she didn’t look away.
        The desire in her eyes pierced through his soul. All he wanted to do was
to kiss her. He traced the outline of her face, she let out a soft moan.
       “You think I don’t care about you?” Tammy was in whispers now. “I do.
Maybe a little too much.” She looked away.
       Biodun drew a ragged breath. “I love you too Tammy,” was all he could
manage, and kissed her the way he had always wanted to.
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      The Watt-City Novelty Festival was a full-day affair, however, by mid-
afternoon, Naomi was tired, mostly because she did not get enough sleep. 
         And she had Nikki to blame for it.
    Nikki had spent the previous evening away in the company of the
“cousins”, and by the time she returned in the middle of the night, it was an
invasion, because she returned with an entire tribe of cousins.
      “You asked me to shine my light, Mum, and not be hidden. Now, I am
shinning,” Nikki had defended, even before Naomi asked. 
         “You’re becoming too rebellious for your own good,” Naomi had replied.
Naomi had had to wake up and tend to them. And she couldn’t get back to
sleep. She was however proud of Nikki for not hiding in the corner but
shining her light.
         For the entire morning, she was in Nikki’s booth at the festival.
    Everything on display was sold out. And everything that was worth
something from Nikki’s Lego-Cello website was gone as well.
        As Naomi grew fatigued, she got a message from her Nkiru, her sister-
in-law, hinting her that they needed to talk. And just like that, her
excitement returned.
     Nkiru was her gossip partner anyway and judging by the mischievous
smile on the older woman’s face, she’d got lots of gossips up her sleeve.
        Nkiru rose to leave, and Naomi felt it was her cue to leave too. They took
a long stroll to a reserved section of the event venue far away from the noise
and the romp of the festival.
         It was cool and quiet, and both women could sit and stretch their feet.
       They settled on an oversized couch with a beautiful mountain peak view
on the horizon.
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         There they were also catered for.
      “It is always nice to see family members work together for the greater
good,” Nkiru told her, as both ladies escaped from the novelty event. “But I
am so tired. I’m getting old now, I can’t keep up. I think I have to leave now.”
         “Tell me about it. My legs are killing me.” Naomi responded.
   “But Nkiru, you must be enormously proud. Your children outdo
themselves every single time. You did a great job!”
       Nkiru smiled. “Thank you. But as you can see, they’re not just my kids,”
she corrected. “It’s a collective effort by all the cousins, it is a good thing that
the next generation after them is following suit.”
         Naomi was happy about their sweet reflections, but that was not why she
came out. Nkiru had some gossips, and she needed all the juicy gist.
        “So, what is the thing you want to talk to me about?” Naomi asked. When
Nkiru was hesitant about it, she started getting worried.
        “It’s really somehow. I just felt we needed to talk about it. I need to know
your position on it.” Nkiru finally responded.
         “Should I be worried?” Naomi asked.
         “Not really. It is about your daughter-in-law. Nikita.”
       Several alarms went off in Naomi’s head. “What about my Nikki? Is she
causing trouble? Is she in trouble?”
      “No. She’s one gorgeous, adorable darling, and an asset to the Stevens
family, trust me. And that’s why I need to talk to you about her.”
         “I’m listening.”
    “Have you considered letting her go ahead into a new relationship?
Marriage maybe?”
         “Seriously, Nkiru, is this why you called me out?”
         “I know my questions will be kind of weird, but please answer me.” 
        Naomi thought for a while. “I released her a long time ago, I released the
both of them, even before we got here. You know that already. Her coming
here with me was a hundred per cent her choice. Which was against my
choice. I am surprised you are still bothering me with this.”
      “I am sorry. I just need some clarity here. That’s all. You’ll understand
later. My second question is, will you be opposed to the idea of Nikita having
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to remarry to somebody within the family?”
         “What is going on?”
         “Just answer me.”
         Naomi thought again. This is kind of weird!
        “Well,” she responded. “It’s her life. Sam brought her to me, and she’s a
good girl. If she finds someone she loves, whether from the firm or even if it’s
from somewhere else, it’s her life. I can’t make that choice for her. I don’t
have the power to agree or to oppose.” 
         Nkiru sighed. “Thanks, Naomi. You eased my burden. I was worried.”
        “You see, I will be incredibly pleased if she falls in love and moves on, at
least that would be way better than our current disagreement. She’s obsessed
with something that happened in the past.”
         “You still won’t tell me what this is about?”
         “No. I don’t want to upset her. It’s our little secret.” Naomi didn’t want to
open any can of worms about her children.
        “You and this daughter of yours.” Nkiru smiled. “You have a strange way
of showing your love to each other.”
       Naomi wasn’t taking the bait. “I need the full story. What happened? Is
she dating someone secretly, or what?” 
         “I think someone is in love with her. I don’t think she knows yet.”
         “Someone from the family?”
         “Mm, hmmm!” 
      “Don’t get too excited,” Naomi warned. It was obvious that they didn’t
know Nikki well enough. “I don’t think she’s thinking marriage right now.
No, she is not. She is very stubborn; her eyes are on something else. She has
other things on her mind. And frankly, I wished she could think about
marriage. I wished she could think about her own happiness too. If you want
me to help, nudge her in the right direction, just tell me how to get involved,”
she responded, with concerns mixed with excitement. “Count me in!”
         “You are too kind,” Nkiru responded.
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        Naomi tried to wrap her mind around Nkiru’s assertion.
        First of all, it was weird, but she was open to that possibility.
       If Nikki wanted to stay within the family, she had no problem with that.
But how come she didn’t know? And how come Nkiru sounded like she knew?
         Well, it was possible. Edem!
        Edem was Nkiru’s son. Her last born. He could be a few years older than
Nikki, but he was single and eligible, he was close to Nikki, and they seemed
to get along well.
     Edem was the closest man she had seen with Nikki. If they were not
together, they were on the phone, if they were not working, Edem would
always come to take her around town, for fun.
       “Nkiru, you’ve not told me the person,” Naomi finally responded. “But I
think I know him already.”
         “You do?”
       “I’ve always suspected that Edem had another agenda. To think we’ll be
in-laws again…” Naomi gave a knowing wink.
         Nkiru shook her head. “No. It’s not Edem,” she replied. “You’re not going
to believe this, but I think Jesse likes her.”
         “What?”
         “That was my initial reaction too.”
         “He told you?”
      “No. But his younger brother did. Edem told me he started suspecting
when Jesse asked him if he was dating Nikki. You know my Jesse is not that
kind of person. So Edem started watching him closely. And when he told me,
it didn’t take long for me to notice it too.”
      Naomi thought of visit the previous day, and how, not-so-long-ago, he
was upset about how Nikki was treated. 
      Well, maybe Jesse cared about Nikki, but she doubted it had anything
romantically inclined.
        “You’re overstretching things now. I don’t even think they are that close.
Up till yesterday, he was still asking if they could be introduced.”
       “That’s the problem,” Nkiru responded. “They’re not close. They are not
close enough. But he knows her. He gets carried away looking at her. I think 
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he wants to meet her in a neutral setting. Outside the professional space. He
even subtly asked Edem to help.”
     “I don’t believe you, and I don’t think Nikki is ready to meet anybody.
Please, just let them be. Jesse is special to me, and I don’t want his heart to be
broken, again. So, I will say let it go. When Nikki is ready to move on, she
will.”
       “Wow, Naomi, you’re now an expert in these things, aren’t you?” Nkiru
spoke, sounding heartbroken like she was shocked by Naomi’s attitude. “You
don’t believe people can get stuck in a tragedy?” Nkiru continued. “I knew
Nikki. I knew her before Sam’s passing, and I know how the tragedy broke
her. Two years down the line, she’s still stuck in there. And going by Jesse’s
experience after Rochelle passed, I can tell you this, it is possible to be stuck
with tragedy for a long time. We cannot just leave things to chances.”
         “So, what do you suggest?” Naomi asked.
      “I don’t know for now. But I think we can fast track things. You think
about it, and I will also think about it, and we can come up with something.”
         Naomi nodded.
         She didn’t think it was a good idea.
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        The Watt-Town Novelty Festival was finally over, and Nikita couldn’t be
more excited. It wasn’t like she would be able to escape anytime soon,
because the afterparty had already begun, which was mainly a family affair.
         Nikki was tired. 
         It’d been a whole day of trying to please.
        She had promised her mother-in-law to put up her best behaviour. Well,
not like she had any option. 
         And Edem had chosen the day to bring out his claws. And fangs.
     Edem was friendly to everyone there, especially to the representatives
from the charities benefiting from the event. His work within the city
required that he must be able to get along with just about anybody. And
being his protégé, Nikki bore the brunt of all that niceness. 
         She kept the event going, to the very end.
      She didn’t know how Edem did it, but if she tried to push herself any
further, she would probably break down.
         By that late afternoon, she was done. Exhausted.
       Just when she thought it couldn’t get worse, her mother-in-law, Naomi,
had chosen that random moment to drag her far away from the crowd to a
private space for an urgent conversation, which was essentially where they
stopped the previous day.
         And more.
         Naomi wanted her to be on the lookout for a potential spouse!
        “Nikita, the Stevens are nice people,” her mother-in-law told her. “Some
of them might be interested in meeting you or might want to get to know you
better.  And what better place for you to find a suitable person than here and 
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now? This is a perfect opportunity to meet that special person. Everybody is
around. Don’t hide your light.”
      Nikki rolled her eyes. Seriously? She had spent the whole day working,
and on heels, meeting and greeting all sorts of people – including the people
she knew as well as complete strangers, acting like she cared more than she
did, and flashing what she knew was a fake smile.
        If she tried any more of that niceness at the afterparty, she was going to
lose it. No, she wasn’t cut for such hypocrisy.
     And she just couldn’t understand why her mother-in-law was forcing
marriage down her throat when in fact they still had a pending argument? An
argument that revolved around Sammie’s baby.
      However, she did not want to be rude.  So, she did what she had been
doing the whole day – responded nicely, while flashing her broad smile.
       “I’m leaving now,” Naomi told her. “But please, don’t forget what I told
you, and enjoy the party. Take your time. And don’t be in a hurry to come
back home.” Naomi encouraged.
         Nikki smiled again. And watched.
        But as soon as Naomi left, the cloud was back on her head, and the wave
of sadness hit her again.
     The thought of her late husband brought her a bit of pain and lots of
comfort. She wasn’t in mourning any more, but the numbness overwhelmed
her. Sammie had one wish pending, and Naomi wasn’t going to grant it, just
because she had the power not to.
    The last time they talked about it, earlier in the week, Naomi had
threatened to call the lab to destroy the specimen so that they could have
peace. 
         How could she have peace?
         She hoped that Naomi hadn’t gone ahead with that.
        Her phone rang; there were cousins who wanted to know where she was
because she was missing out on the fun. 
        Nikki didn’t want the fun. 
       Naomi had ruined her evening. She just wanted to spend time alone. She
wanted to let out the pain, in the way she knew best.
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       She didn’t know where she was, but Naomi brought her there to talk to
her. It was peaceful and quiet. And the view of the plateaus of mountains
before her was absolutely breathtaking.
         She walked to an oversized couch nearby and sat on it.
         She watched the sun as it set. And she meditated on her life.
         When Edem called her again, she responded by saying she had left. With
that, she switched off her phone, and let her mind wander, to what had been,
and what could have been.
       If Sammie had waited for a bit longer, he would have gone for surgery
and gotten a healthy heart, and they would have had a good life, lived in their
newly acquired duplex in Lagos, had a kid already, and maybe another on the
way. And she wouldn’t have been in a situation where she would be begging
for an opportunity to carry his baby.
         But instead, he had died of heartache.
         The pain came back in waves. So was the comfort.
      Leaning on the couch, Nikki allowed her imagination to run all the way
back, back to the life she lived with her darling husband.
 
 
        Nikki sat up, her head spinning. She wondered where she was. It took a
while before Nikki could reorient herself. There were beams of light on the
horizon, but it was dark indoors.
         It must be late into the night. Her feet still hurt, then it hit her.
      They were just concluding a novelty event, and there was an afterparty
going on when Naomi brought her there for a conversation that left her both
sad and irritated.
        She felt the oversized couch she was lying on, and she remembered. She
was there in the room, leaning on a couch, looking at a magnificent outdoor,
while thinking about her husband. But it was all dark now. 
         What happened? She must have slept off.
        She reached for her clutch bag and brought out her phone; she noticed it
was off. She remembered she was inundated by so many calls that she had to
switch off her phone.
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        She quickly switched it back on.
        She needed to call Edem to come and pick her. 
        The time on the screen of her phone showed 1:24 a.m. 
       It was really embarrassing to her that she could sleep off just like that in a
public space. And dangerous too. She wondered why nobody checked on her
or at least tried to wake her up before walling off the room.
        She got up to check her environment. And just like that, the alarm went
off. In the twinkling of an eye, while she was still trying to cover her ears to
muffle the sound, the armed response squad was already in the house.
         Things escalated quickly.
         She was detained, and immediately the police were alerted, without even
listening to her story!
      She could hear from their conversations over the radio statements like
‘security breach’, and ‘intruder’.
         Nikki frantically tried to explain herself.
         “I’m not a criminal. I came here with my mother-in-law. Naomi Stevens.
Call her, she’ll tell you. When I got to this place, it was open. I was looking at
the garden. There were mountains. I am not an intruder. The security breach
is not my fault,” she continued to explain.
        She was talking loudly and trying to explain herself to the lady in charge
of the armed response team.
         They called her Mayoress.
         But she was not even listening to her. She demanded a pass, which Nikki
did not possess. Immediately, she told Nikki to start writing her statements
ahead of the police’ arrival.
        “I’m not an intruder. I’m not a criminal. I’m not a thief. Check my name
tag. I’m Nikki Stevens. I am part of the Stevens family. We used this venue
for an event yesterday, the Novelty Festival!” Nikki kept saying.
    “Yes, I understand the point that you’re trying to make.” Mayoress
interrogated her. “But did you realise these were VVIP suites, and you could
not get here without a pass? So, in clear terms, what were you doing here?”
         “I was sleeping.”
         “Oh, really?”
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      They took her purse and all she had with her, and with a metal detector,
they checked her for any weapons. 
      “You see now? I told you. I am completely harmless. You are making a
mistake. Let me make a call at least,” she explained. But all her pleas fell on
deaf ears. She wouldn’t be released. 
         Nikki was frustrated. However, in a sweet twist of events, help arrived. 
      She noticed the security guys were suddenly at an alert. Nikki initially
thought the police had arrived so quickly, but when she looked, it was just
one person emerging from the suites.
         “What’s all the commotion?” he asked.
         Nikki squinted, and then she recognised him. It was Jesse.
         Jesse Stevens.
         Nikki gasped.
       He must have been woken up by the alarm or the noise,  because he was
still loosely dressed in his evening robe. 
       Nikki was feeling all dreamy when the reality hit her  –  she must be in
some serious trouble. Mayoress’ question finally made sense.
         What exactly was she doing in the same suite with Jesse?
     Nothing could have prepared her for the realisation that the nice and
spacious space she was sitting in the previous day with her mother-in-law
was a reserved section, and she had slept off in Jesse’s VVIP suite.
         And the presence of an intruder was a major security breach.
      She couldn’t read Jesse’s expression, and she didn’t know whether she
should be happy or scared. It was dark, and he was a bit far from her.
       But listening to the rant by the security guys; they thought it was some
sort of security breach, they thought she had sneaked in at some point, most
likely after they had done the perimeter check. And that the motion sensor
had detected her movements and the alarm had gone off.
         Nikki resisted the urge to explain that she was inside all along.
      She held her breath as Jesse moved closer. But finally exhaled when he
defended her. He clearly wasn’t happy with them.
       “She told you she was with me. She said she was family. Why didn’t you
believe her?” He questioned them.
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         They rambled again.
        “Well, sir, I didn’t realise she was family. So, I couldn’t make exceptions.
I deal with threats as threats,” Mayoress explained.
         Nikki thought Mayoress rolled her eyes in frustration.
         Jesse ignored her.
         Mayoress also returned Nikki’s purse to her.
       “I do not appreciate your incompetence, Mayoress, you and your team,”
Jesse responded and then turned his gaze at Nikki. “I apologise for this whole
misunderstanding.”
         Nikki nodded and swallowed hard, unable to exhale.
       Soon afterwards, he held her hand and led her back into the house. She
knew she was in serious trouble, but at least she wouldn’t be facing the
police.
         Yet.
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       Nikita followed obediently as Jesse  led  her back into his suite. She was
still shaking from the altercation with the security personnel, and she was
visibly embarrassed by Mayoress’ lack of understanding.
      She took her seat on the barstool by the kitchen island and watched as
Jesse poured some coffee for himself.
         She opted for tea.
    He seemed preoccupied with something, but he kept looking at her
intermittently.
         Nikki could understand if he didn’t trust her intentions. 
      He might have stood for her earlier on, but Nikki knew even he would
have his serious doubts about her.
      Her hands burned where he held her earlier, and she tried to decipher
what that feeling was.
         Yes, it was fear!
         She always felt intimidated by him, hence, she had never been so close to
him, not to mention sleeping off in his room, and she couldn’t remember any
one-on-one interactions with him previously. So, yes, it would take a lot of
explanation to convince anybody that it was a random mix-up.
         She thanked him profusely as she took her cup of tea from him. She soon
realised she had indeed woken him from his sleep.
         “I’m sorry, sir, for all the troubles,” she apologised. 
       He took his seat on a barstool next to her and looked at her like he was
expecting her to say something. Nikki hated the scrutiny.
        “I am Nikki Stevens, and I’m the daughter-in-law to Dr Naomi Stevens,”
she introduced herself, just in case he didn’t know who she was.
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         He simply nodded.
       “I’m sorry for causing all the trouble, sir. Please, believe me, it was all a
huge misunderstanding.”
         Jesse’s smile told her he didn’t believe her one bit.
         “I know who you are. I’m just curious. What were you doing here?”
        Nikki was hearing that question again. Oh, not again! She wished she had
a better explanation, but she had none. 
       So, she simply told the truth, babbling. “My mother-in-law brought me
here yesterday so that we could have a private conversation. It was really a
difficult conversation, and I was very sad, and I stayed back just to reflect
and to think about our discussion, and it was very quiet here, and I liked it,
and I was looking at those mountains, and I was very tired from the whole
events of yesterday, and I guess I must have slept off at some point. And
when I woke up, I tried to look around to see where I was, and the alarm
went off, and those security arrested me,” she ranted.
        Nikki found herself under intense scrutiny and wondered if the man was
buying her story. He still appeared sleepy and she was angry with herself for
causing such drama.
         “So, you missed the afterparty?” he asked, totally knocking her off.
         Nikki nodded. What had that got to do with anything? 
        She was distracted because she kept seeing lots of Sammie’s features on
him. It still amazed her how a family could have such a strong resemblance
among its extended members.
         “I noticed that you weren’t there. But I also left early, so that I could get
some work done before going to bed,” he continued.
      Nikki wondered how he noticed her absence, considering that it was a
crowded event. She couldn’t believe her absence was felt. She wondered if
Jesse was actively looking for her.
         That was unlikely.
     A call came through to Jesse and his features softened in response to
whatever the conversation was.
       “I just need to find where I  parked my car, and I will be on my way so you
can get back to sleep,” Nikki continued without letting him talk. “I’m not sure
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how far away, but I will find it just now.” 
         The earlier she ran from him, the better. 
         “I just got a call from the security company. They confirmed your story.”
         Nikki sighed with relief.
        “And secondly, you are not going to sneak out of my suites in the middle
of the night. This is a public space, and I don’t want you caught up in the
middle of anything nasty. You don’t even know where you’re parked, it’s
dangerous out there, okay?”
         Nikki cringed. What was she supposed to do?
      “I believe the best bet now is for you to spend the night here. And first
thing in the morning, you’ll be on your way. I have sent a message to my aunt
to inform her that you’re with me and you’re safe. I don’t want her worrying
about… your whereabouts,” he assured her.
      It seemed the plan had been made, right, by the Boss at the top. Nikki
opened her mouth to protest but stopped herself.
        She had slept there for the most part of the night anyway. On the couch,
in the living area. She would just make sure she didn’t sleep too deeply. As
long as he didn’t bother her, it’s just for a few more hours.
       For the first time that evening, she felt safe that an annoying Mayoress
was out there, right across from the door.
        They couldn’t talk much, mainly because her host was still sleepy, despite
the coffee. She watched as he got up and dragged out some blankets and
pillows, and he adjusted the massive couch she slept on earlier into a bed.
         It was a sleeper couch!
       She smiled sadly as it brought with it an overwhelming sense of déjà vu.
Just a few years ago, she was living on a massive sleeper couch in Sammie’s
apartment, and now in Jesse’s VVIP suites.
       Her emotions threatened to tear her apart and she hoped she could wait
till Jesse was away from her field of vision so she could continue from where
she stopped the previous night, with her small sobs.
         She clearly hadn’t recovered from what triggered her the previous night.
        And just when she thought she had inherited another sleeper couch, Jesse
informed her it was his bed, and he’d vacated the room for her.
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         “I’m just very sleepy right now. I am tired.” Jesse explained. “We’ll talk in
the morning. Okay? Make yourself comfortable. If you need anything, wake
me up. Or call the office.” He showed her the telephone.
        That was officially too much for her. Before she could stop herself, she let
down the tears.
 

         Jesse stood in shock.
         First, a woman was caught in his room. Now he had to deal with a crying
woman. And the said woman was Nikita Stevens, of all people.
    He had wanted to meet Nikki, in places other than the usual work
environment, to get to know her better. And honestly, he thought he could be
friendly with her if possible; he was attracted to her all the times he had seen
her, but he did not want his intentions misconstrued.
         However, it never happened; they were never introduced.
        Nothing could have prepared him for what was happening right in front
of him. He hadn’t expected her to be literally thrust onto his doorsteps. Onto
his bedroom. Where he thought he was safe. Without prior warning. 
       Everybody around him in his immediate family had something to say to
him about Nikki – Nikki could never do wrong by his sister Uduak, his
mother thought she was special, even Udeme admitted he was wrong for a
change, and Edem had to always feed him back about her progress.
         After a while, he could not get her name out of his brain.
      He had visited Nikki and Naomi’s home a couple of times, but he had
never accidentally met her, even despite adequate prior notice.
         He let out a crooked smile.
         Life sure had a weird sense of humour.
       Nikki had spent the entire evening, asleep in his private rooms without
any of their knowledge, and now he was stuck with her till daybreak. Well,
that was his choice, he didn’t want her to leave. Otherwise, he would have
made sure she got home safely.
        Jesse reached out to his distant relative and asked her to stop crying, but
Nikki wouldn’t stop.
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        “Please, stop crying. Talk to me. What’s the problem? Why are you crying?
What do you want?” he asked, but he got nothing from her.
         She was just howling. For what exactly? He had no idea.
       He wondered what could be bothering her. She had hinted that she and
Naomi had an intense discussion the previous night, intense enough for her
to get lost in public. He guessed her tears probably had something to do with
the conversation with Naomi. Or perhaps the harassment by the security. 
         Or she was still mourning her husband Sam.
         Or for nothing.
        From his own experience, he knew midnight tears were real, sometimes
for nothing in particular. He’d had his own unfair share. For many years
after Rochelle – Gigi’s mum died from a plane crash, he never recovered. He
had instead tried to overcompensate for his grief by throwing himself into
his work.
         ‘God, I can’t do this!’ he whispered to himself.
      Jesse didn’t know what to do, so he did what he thought was the only
logical idea that came to his mind. 
         He let her cry.
        He pulled her into an embrace and just gave her a shoulder to cry on. He
tried to comfort her as she leaned on him. 
         And it felt good.
         After what seemed like forever, Nikki pulled away and wiped her tears.
         “I’m so sorry sir,” she stammered.
        “Oh, please call me Jesse.” He knew they would never make any progress
with the ‘sirs’!
         She nodded.
        “I’m so sorry for my behaviour, and for the outburst,” she sniffed. “I was
just a little bit… overwhelmed.”
      “Does this have anything to do with the conversation you had with my
aunt?” Jesse probed further. Nikki nodded.
         “Do you want to talk about it?”
         She nodded again.
         She finally gave him some real hope.
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        “Can you keep a secret?” She asked.
        Of course, he could. He must.
        “Your secrets are safe with me,” he assured her.
        They settled down. 
    Jesse listened with compassions as Nikita poured out her heart – the
painful experience of losing her husband just two hours into their marriage.
         And the very unusual request her mother-in-law refused to grant.
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         It was already broad daylight when Nikki woke up, and then the memory
of the previous day came rushing at her.
         Wasn’t she supposed to leave at daybreak?
         “I am such a mess!” she said to herself.
      How did she manage to make all the mistakes of her life that she could
probably make in one night? 
       She had wandered to a very reserved area during a big festival, she slept
off in a man’s house – in a public space, she had been detained by security
agents, she had leaned on a guy and soiled his clothes with her stupid tears…
        And her big mouth had leaked an extremely sensitive family secret to an
outsider.
        As tight as Naomi and Nkiru were, Naomi swore that they never had the
conversation that involved Sammie and the fertility lab.
         However, she had leaked it.
         To a random guy. To Jesse Stevens of all people.
     Well, that happened! But that didn’t mean she must continue with her
foolishness. She had to leave now and run as fast as her legs could carry her,
far away from that guy, and just hope he could keep secrets.
        She quickly freshened up, but by the time she came out, the room looked
different, and she remembered the place clearly.
      The curtains had been drawn, there were lots of natural lights, and the
lovely mountain view from the previous day was open again. She
remembered she was looking at it the previous day and probably slept off,
and not that she went crazy and made it up. It was truly there.
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      Jesse was still sleeping. He looked so peaceful, a sharp reminder of how
Sam always slept, only that he was not her Sam. And that he was the Jesse.
       Nikki assumed he must have stayed up for much longer after she left for
the room. She wondered if she should wake him, or drop a note and leave,
but decided against both.
     It took all self-discipline she could muster, and a heavy dose of home
training to prevent her from exploring any further.
         She smelled breakfast; she went to the kitchen island and poured herself
some coffee. 
      She found a comfortable oversized single-seater couch not so far away
from Jesse and sat there. She watched him and studied his features, and
everything about him reminded her of Sam.
     She wondered why he chose to make himself vulnerable around her.
Surely, he wasn’t under any obligations to keep her in his suites overnight.
She didn’t have to spend the night with him; the security could have easily
taken her home. He was also clearly tired. 
         But he had made an allowance for her, all the same.
       She sat quietly and watched and let her mind wander to places to which
she had no rights. She swallowed hard. She held her coffee mug but couldn’t
take a sip until it eventually went cold.
         She remembered the last time she sat to watch a sleeping man; it was her
husband. Her extremely sick husband. With Sam, she could never even sleep
soundly because she was always worried that he would suddenly fall sick.
         The last time she slept on a man’s bed? Sammie again.
     And the last time she spent the night with a man? Well, that was her
Sammie again. Not like she and Sammie were doing anything out of place.
They had a deal, they were ‘waiting’, for the appropriate time – after they got
married.
       ‘Waiting for what exactly?’ she asked herself, as pain and anger welled up
within her. ‘For a marriage that ended before it got a chance to start? For a
marriage that was never even consummated?’
        She couldn’t believe she could be gullible enough to still be begging for a
chance to have a baby for that marriage. 
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      ‘What a sham!’ she thought angrily, but she immediately scolded herself.
Sammie would never be a sham to her. She shuddered at the thought. 
     She dropped her cup of coffee that had already gone cold and hugged
herself, as she battled with her conflicting emotions.
      It had been a while, and she had not considered how much she missed
being a man, in a romantic relationship. She had been too preoccupied with
remaining in Sammie’s shadow, with preserving his legacy. She had refused
to think about herself. Even after his mother released her.
        One night with Jesse brought all the feelings back. Her body still burned
in all the places where he held her. She allowed herself to remain in the spot
where he held her in an embrace, and she paused time there.
         She wasn’t afraid of Jesse anymore, if anything, she was a whole lot more
comfortable with him. He listened to her even when she was making a fool of
herself.
     She let herself burn in the passion for a while, pretending that it was
indeed love. It was not like she was going to do anything about it anyway.
       Jesse might not be the man for her, she wouldn’t even imagine it, but at
least he had awoken feelings in her, feelings that had died and had been
buried the day Sammie was taken away from her.
         And it gave her hope.
         Her mother-in-law was right. 
       Perhaps it was time to listen to her. Perhaps it was time to let go of the
past. And perhaps it was time to find love and happiness again. Whenever
she got home, she would tell Naomi to go ahead and call the laboratory to
destroy Sammie’s specimen.
         It was time to let go.
         Nikki finally found her freedom. It was time to move on.
 

         Jesse woke up later than he had intended. It was meant to be a power nap,
but it seemed he slept off, for real.
      He saw Nikki sitting close by, curled into a foetal position on the couch,
looking in his direction.
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         He swallowed hard.
      What was he thinking, keeping her overnight? What if she was a serial
killer or something?
         He dismissed the thought.
       The previous night’s events came rushing back. He jumped up rushed to
freshen up. His entire morning schedules were already completely upside
down. He was late for his meetings.
         It is what it is, he exhaled.
    He would go through whichever meetings he could make, only the
important ones, especially the volunteers’ appreciation event.
         And then head home and get ready for his short vacation.
         He couldn’t wait to go back to his house.
       He had promised his daughter Gigi, and he knew he could not afford to
disappoint her this time around.
         Thereafter, he could recover from all the rush for a while.
         In minutes he was ready to dash out, only to be jolted back to reality – he
must sort out the Nikki situation first and foremost.
       “Sorry for keeping you waiting. Oh my God, I can’t believe I slept for so
long.” He ranted as he got ready. 
     “It’s okay. I’m not in a hurry anyway, I think,” Nikki replied sweetly,
tugging some unknown strings in his heart. “Take your time, you can have
your breakfast, I’ll wait.”
         She seemed distracted. And more relaxed; but definitely not the cry-baby
from the middle of the night.
         He was distracted too. By her.
        He still couldn’t believe he slept off. He was tired no doubt and didn’t get
enough sleep overnight. And for him to have woken up to Nikki sitting and
waiting for him to wake up, well, he knew it was a big risk he took.
         She could be a serial killer; his paranoia spoke again.
         However, considering the conversation they had, it was worth it.
      He could finally understand Nikkia a whole lot more; most importantly,
the fact that she was all the while crying for help.
       He took a glance at her and shook his head. 
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        He couldn’t believe his late cousin’s wife was such a crazy lady.
        To think she was trying to have a baby! That was crazy!
        A baby changes everything.
    He thought he could be in a position to help her, even if it was only to
convince his aunt Naomi to allow Nikki to have her way.
      His breakfast was ready, salmon cutlets and mild chilli prawn in a bed of
salad. He loved his seafood. He invited Nikki to join him, and he hoped she
liked it. They could also use the time to talk some more.
        She obliged.
     It was strange. And it thrilled him somehow. He had always wanted to
meet her, but there they were, having breakfast together. 
        It felt good. And peaceful.
        He tried to dismiss the feeling, he felt it was inappropriate to think about
Sam’s wife as anything other than Sam’s wife.
        He needed to focus.
        He tried but failed.
     “I am sorry to have bothered you overnight,” Nikki started hesitantly.
“Jesse?” She sounded unsure.
     “You can see that I don’t bite,” he replied, glad they could relate better,
with all formalities thrown out.
        She seemed genuinely sorry for the trouble.
        “And if it is possible to forget it happened, please?” She continued.
      “It happened. We can’t erase that. And I’m glad you could trust me with
your personal secrets. I am not taking it for granted,” he responded.
        “About that, I think …” she tried again, then hesitated.
     “I have been thinking about the conversation we had,” he said instead.
“And I have been asking a lot of questions. Why do you want to throw away
your life and take up this responsibility? It’s a noble thing to do, no doubts,
I’m just curious, and I’m only trying to understand your thinking process.
Why do you want to do it?”
        Nikki only shrugged and fidgeted with her nails. But she said nothing.
      “Do you know the process involved? Have you done your research? It’s a
long process, I can imagine it’s a long process. I don’t know.”
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     He paused for a response, but only met glaring eyes, looking at him
pleadingly.
       “But this morning before I slept, I spoke to one of my doctor friends,” he
continued. “He’s an ob-gyn and a fertility expert, you know, he does those
things that help couples to have babies. His name is Segun. Segun Akinyemi.
And he told me it’s quite a process. But it’s doable.”
       Nikki looked at him, eyes widened like she was interested in the bit of
information. But still, she said nothing. She hugged herself instead, and she
shuddered a bit.
        “I would like to help you in some ways. So, Nikki, tell me, how can I get
involved? How can I help? Help me out here, Nikki. I don’t know how to help
you. Talk to me. Where do you want me to come in?”
      He desperately hoped she would say something. He was relieved when
saw colour fill Nikki’s face as her smile widened.
         “I am not throwing my life away. I just want to live it how I feel is best.”
         “I am not following.”
      “My Mum-Naomi thought I was throwing my life away. But if Sammie
didn’t think it was possible, he wouldn’t have made a plan for it. He has done
so much for me, even though we married for such a short period. I’m not
trying to pay him back; I just want to honour him. To keep his legacy alive. I
followed his Mum because I loved her, love her, and I have not regretted
coming here with her. I just want to do this for my husband. And for his
mother.”
       Jesse swallowed hard. He’d heard she loved hard, but he had never seen
her so passionate. He noticed she shuddered as she spoke, surely it was hard
for her to stick to this.
         Nikki continued. 
       “I don’t know the process, but all I see is the possibility. Mum thought the
baby could ruin my life and limit my chances of finding another man, but it
doesn’t matter. I don’t care really,” she sounded defeated. “A man who feels
threatened by my respect for my late husband, well, maybe he doesn’t
deserve me in the first place.”
         Jesse saw that her eyes welled up. He handed her a piece of paper towel. 
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    She continued to tremble and fidgeted with her hand, and the new
addition, the paper towel. 
     Jesse felt so sorry for whatever she might be dealing with; behind the
pretty face was a broken spirit. And even though he was still attracted to her,
Jesse realised she was not in any place to let another man in. 
       Nikki still had some unfinished businesses with her late husband Sam,
and he would have to compete for her attention, a battle he was likely going
to lose. He weighed his options, and he decided that he would rather be there
for her than to let her go.
        He reached out and held her hand to steady her.
      Seeing her determination, Jesse couldn’t help thinking how blessed Sam
was to have had her, and what an asset Nikki truly was.
       And he thought he could just have fallen in love with her.
     He didn’t understand how he felt for her at that moment, but he knew
right there he was going to stick with her through the process.
      “It’s okay, Nikki. I would really love to get involved. Can you trust me,
please?”
        She nodded several times, still visible fidgety. Jesse was almost sure that
if she didn’t stop fidgeting, she would hurt herself.
         ‘I’ve got to do something, or she’s going to hurt herself.’
       He knew he had to abandon his confused feelings, and just be there for
her. He got up from his seat, stood next to her, and pulled her close, and
tried to steady her.
         “Please don’t do this to yourself, you’re gonna get hurt,” he told her.
        She eventually stopped fidgeting. 
        And after a while, he could feel her relax in his embrace.
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         Nikki knew she had to make a choice, between her idiotic plans of having
a baby as a young widow that would keep her glued to the past forever, and
potentially the greatest man she had ever met.
       She smiled when she remembered Tammy’s advice, that she should put
an advert on her forehead. 
         I’m available, yay!
       She ended up spending the day with Jesse. He took her with him to his
meetings with the volunteers of the novelty festival. He thought she could be
more visible in the family business.
         “You should be more visible. You’re a Stevens.” 
        “You’re beginning to sound like Mum-Naomi. ‘Be visible, don’t hide your
light,’” she laughed, mimicking Naomi.
       “Whoa. I take that as a compliment. I’m glad she’s pushing you. By the
way, she’s right.”
         She waited for him at the foyer of the event venue. 
        Soon afterwards, she was approached by some of their staff who told her
they needed to give her a bit of makeover and a change in her wardrobe
before she appeared in the public.
       ‘I didn’t realise I was appearing in the public,’ she said to herself, clearly
surprised. But she allowed herself to enjoy the pampering.
       When she was reunited with Jesse, she thought he looked at her in a way
that truly excited her. She would do anything to get that look, and the
crooked smile again. And when Jesse slipped his hand unto hers, pulling her
into his protective arm, her heart skipped a beat.
         What had she done to win the attention of the most eligible guy in town?
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       Nikki went with Jesse to meet his doctor friend after the morning’s event.
Dr Segun Akinyemi, the fertility expert.
     Dr Segun was thorough in his explanations and his recommendations
regarding fertility treatment.
         And he kept mistaking her for Jesse’s girlfriend.
        “Your girlfriend doesn’t have to go to Lagos for the treatment, we can do
everything here.”
         “I’m Nikita. And I am not his girlfriend.” Nikki explained, again.
         “She’s Nikita. And she is family.” Jesse confirmed.
         “Yeah, Nikita. And we have a good relationship with most reputable labs
in the country, especially in Lagos. Obviously, I need to see the paperwork,
and we’ll do all the workups so that we’ll know where we are, and whenever
you and your girlfriend are ready, we’ll set the ball rolling.”
         Nikki rolled her eyes again.
         They eventually returned home.
        Nikki was grateful her vehicle had been brought back home. 
       She almost forgot she had one, but it was a gentle reminder of what her
reality looked like, away from the euphoria of being Jesse’s imaginary
girlfriend.
        Naomi was kind and cooperative, and she listened to Jesse as he pleaded
to let Nikki have her way.
     Nikki felt bad she had to force Naomi into submission like that. She
wondered if her mother-in-law was still upset about her determination to
continue with the fertility treatment, and for involving Jesse, despite her
initial refusal. But what she saw in her mother-in-law’s eyes was not anger or
distress, just curiosity.
         She listened, but beyond that, she seemed interested.
       They talked about it after Jesse left, Nikki apologised to Naomi, but the
older woman dismissed her concerns, citing, “Let’s see where it leads.”
         The planning started. 
         So did the rumours.
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      Nikki was disappointed to realise that her assumption was right. Jesse
was only interested in the baby. She wished she were wrong. The baby clearly
ruined her small chance of being with Jesse. She always wished she were
brave enough to stop the process, but she didn’t.
         Jesse visited frequently.
    Naomi still smiled as usual; she still welcomed Jesse with the same
enthusiasm every time he visited, and she always stayed around to listen to
their discussions about fertility treatment.
         But it was all about the baby.
         Or about her being more visible in the Stevens empire.
         Even Edem abandoned her, to the big brother.
       The news of Jesse’s unlikely relationship with her soon broke out. Every
day she felt like screaming, ‘Hey, people, Jesse and I are not dating, I am trying to
fall pregnant here!’
 
 
      Nikki started the fertility treatment, and her emotions and mood went
into complete shambles.
         Even she could not understand herself.
         But Jesse was always there.
        She felt sorry for Jesse because he inherited a problem that was not even
his responsibility. And he also had to deal with her incessant mood swing.
         If Jesse heard the rumours spreading like wildfire that he and Nikki were
dating, he couldn’t have been less bordered. 
         He carried on as though nothing happened.
       Jesse remained committed – every journey to the lab, every liaison with
the Lagos lab, every doctor’s appointment, every scan, every follow up, he
was there. He took over every single responsibility, and Nikki had no idea of
how it happened; which further confused Nikki because she couldn’t
understand his vested interest in the whole process.
         She wished he cared more about her and not just the baby.
        She loved all the attention she was getting from him, how he abandoned
his life, to stick with her through the journey. 
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        She just didn’t want to raise her hopes so high.
        Whenever they went for an appointment, she would hold her breath, only
to be told that everything was fine.
        “Were you expecting something to go wrong?” Jesse would always ask.
        “I don’t know,” she would always respond.
       Then one day, during one of her and Jesse’s routine follow-up visits, she
got the most incredible news of her life.
    “Congratulations Mrs Stevens. You’re pregnant. And Jesse my friend,
congratulations to you too.”
        She was truly pregnant. It was the most unreal feeling in the world. And
it seemed Dr Segun had upgraded her status, from Jesse’s girlfriend to wife.
         “I don’t feel anything,” she said, excitedly.
    “It’s because it’s still early. You’ll start feeling the baby around four
months.”
         “Oh, I see.”
        She turned around to see Jesse. What she saw on his face was a relief,
and something else she couldn’t understand. He was speechless for a while as
he fought with his emotions.
        Nikki smiled hesitantly, as Jesse drew closer to her. She wondered what
he was coming to do.
         She didn’t have to wonder for long. She let a soft moan as he held her.
         Jesse leaned over and kissed her. And he lingered a bit.
         “Congrats Nikki,” Jesse finally spoke, his voice thick with emotions. 
        Nikki was confused. She had always thought Jesse’s interest in her was to
keep the memory of his late cousin alive and to support his favourite Aunt
Naomi. But now, she wasn’t sure anymore.
        She leaned snugly as Jesse held her in an embrace, while the driver drove
them back to her place. 
       “I’m glad you finally got what you wanted,” Jesse spoke as he dug his face
onto her hair, kissing her again.
        “Me too,” Nikki responded, unsure of how to reciprocate the gesture. 
        Her eyes welled; if that were a dream, then she would stay there forever. 
         With him.
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     As weeks rolled into each other, she continued her follow up and was
always told everything was fine: 
       “The baby is fine.” 
        “Just one baby, and it’s in the right place.” 
       “There’s the heartbeat.” 
        “Everything looks good.”
       Her relationship with Jesse was back to baseline. It seemed there was a
struggle, and they could not change the central purpose of their relationship,
namely, to make a baby for Sammie Stevens.
       Nikki finally decided to take responsibility and go public with the news. It
seemed unfair for her to subject Naomi and an innocent man like Jesse to
such a rollercoaster of emotions because of the choices she made. 
       So, when she accompanied Naomi to visit Nkiru at home, she felt it was
best to speak out. She didn’t want to wait until hurtful rumours started
spreading about her pregnancy.
       The house was packed full; Nkiru always had visitors. But at least Uduak
was there, and Uduak would always be in her corner.
      However, before she could say anything, a young lady cornered her and
pulled her sideways.
        She had never been so cautious of a teenager.
        “Are you Nikita Stevens?” she asked. Nikki nodded.
        “My name is Gift Stevens, but people call me Gigi.”
        “I know you, Gigi. What can I do for you?”
      “You’re the one with my Dad, right? Don’t even pretend you don’t know
what I’m talking about.”
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       Nikki couldn’t deal. “I am not doing anything stupid with your Dad. It’s
strictly business,” she defended impatiently.
     “No, it’s okay, Nikki. I’m on your side,” Gigi responded with innocent
giggles. “I’m on your side. My Dad’s single. And he’s seriously searching. And
you guys look cool together. He’s so excited about the baby,” she smiled.
         Nikki froze.
      So many things were wrong with her statements! How did Gigi know
about the baby? Who else knew about the baby?
         “What? Who told you?” she whispered.
         Gigi continued giggling. “We are all here for the baby!”
         Uduak joined them.
        “Gigi, did you just ruin the surprise?” she said, and then turned to Nikki.
 “Apologies, Nikki. Please don’t mind my niece and her father. They both
can’t keep still about the big news. Wow! Look at you, you’re pregnant, and
you’re glowing. Congratulations.”
       “Thank you. But it’s not him.” Nikki tried to explain before they started
having ideas. 
       “We know. We from his family know about the whole situation with Sam
and the labs. But nobody else needs to know. It’s none of anybody’s business,
really.” Uduak responded with excitement, dancing to the background
music.  “I can’t believe there is a baby on the way! I’m so excited!”
      Nikki smiled hesitantly. She couldn’t understand why Uduak loved her so
much, and always got so excited for her. Or perhaps they thought she and
Jesse were together in that sense.
         “We all feel blessed,” Uduak continued. “Please don’t be angry with Jesse,
but my younger brother can’t keep that kind of secret. He is way too excited.
‘Can you believe it? Nikki’s pregnant, Nikki’s pregnant’, he keeps saying. He just
cannot help himself. I’m surprised he kept quiet for so long.”
        Nkiru joined them. 
       “Jesse only told us about the baby yesterday,” she said. “And I insisted that
we must give you and the baby a surprise welcome today. We are all so
excited. For you. For Naomi. For Sam. For Jesse.”
        “I’m sorry that we kept it a secret for so long,” she explained.
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   The family finally knew what she, Jesse and Naomi had been doing
privately, all to Nikki’s relief.
        She just hoped they realised she and Jesse were not dating.

 
         By evening, Jesse took Nikki out on an official date night. Just the two of
them. It was a very private getaway at a high-end restaurant with a
breathtaking sea view. She loved every bit of it. 
      For once, she wanted to believe Jesse was in love with her. Jesse was all
over her, and he made no attempt to hide how he felt for her. 
         And she felt she too could have fallen in love with him.
         The night ended with a passionate kiss.
        Nikki couldn’t remember who started it, but it seemed it was something
they both wanted like it was naturally the next level of their relationship.
         And neither of them held back.
         She honestly hoped they could do it again. Soon.
        “We should start thinking about us,” Jesse told her in the heat of passion.
        “What about us? There’s a baby on the way.” Nikki ruined the moment
        “My bad. I almost forgot.”
 
 
       Nikki’s relationship with Jesse was back to baseline, and the news of the
pregnancy slowly began to make headlines, fitting perfectly with the already
spreading rumours that she and Jesse were romantically involved. But
nobody judged her.
       Nikki had thought people would judge her or say nasty things about her
choices. But the support she got, especially from the family surprised even
her. They focused, with unbelievable anticipation, on celebrating the new life
that was growing inside her. And Nikki too was praised, for her selfless act. 
       “You must have a little faith,” Jesse told her during one of their doctors’
appointments. Nikki smiled.
         Even she couldn’t wait for the nine months to be over.
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         Nikki had awfully bad morning sickness; she couldn’t stop vomiting. 
    Eventually, she was admitted to the hospital because of hyperemesis
gravidarum.
       Jesse was a complete mess, but Nikki couldn’t place where his interests
were – she or the baby. 
         “You look terrible,” Nikki told Jesse when he visited her. 
        “I feel terrible,” he admitted, appearing restless. “I’ve not slept since you
got here. Every second, I keep wondering how you’re doing.”
         “You’re worried about the baby?”
         He wove her hands in his. “Both of you,” he whispered. 
        Nikki smiled. If Jesse was the biological father, he couldn’t possibly have
done more than he had done already.
        “I am fine actually. They gave me some drips and medications, and I am
fine. The vomiting has stopped.”
        “That’s great!” Jesse shrugged. He tried to calm down but couldn’t. Then
he paced back and forth, clearly agitated. 
      He eventually came back to squat near Nikki and gently massaged her
outline, from her face down to her midsection. 
         “I can’t do this anymore, Nikita.”
       “You can’t do what?” It was Nikki’s turn to be panicky, as she reached to
hold his hands. Her life would literally topple over if he walked out of it. Jesse
had been the one managing the entire process. She had not lifted a finger,
other than carrying the baby.
        “This. Us. It’s not working,” he responded, as he wove her hands back in
his, massaging it gently. “You and I. I worry too much. When I’m not with
you, I can’t think. I’m always wondering how you’re doing. And it bothers
me. I wish we can come up with an actual solution.”
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        Nikki understood the feeling. When she was with Sammie, she panicked
anytime they were not together, and she was always constantly wondering
how he was doing too.
         In all her life, she had always been the strong one, the one staying strong
for others. It felt good to know that someone was worried about her too. For
a change.
         Especially someone like Jesse.
         She held her breath as Jesse planted a kiss on her knuckles.
      Sometimes she wondered where his affections laid. But it had become
impossible to deny Jesse truly cared about her.
        “Do you have anything in mind?” Nikki finally asked, even though all she
wanted to tell him was how she honestly felt about him.
         In love.
        She wasn’t even shy about it. Not anymore. But it was too late. She hadn’t
stopped the pregnancy process when she had the chance.
       However, when Jesse eventually told her what he had in mind, she gave
him a resounding ‘no’. She didn’t mean the negative response but refused
nonetheless because it scared even her.
         It was what more than she bargained for. 
        She knew that she had made another of her lousy decisions. It broke her
to see how much she disappointed him.
      “It’s okay, Nikita, I respect your decision. It’s just a struggle for me. It’s
just that I don’t know how to handle it. But I assure you, and the baby, that
I’ll stick around, and nothing will change.”
         Nikki remained heartbroken the whole day.
       So, when Naomi came visiting later on, and with some visitors tagging
along, she quickly reported herself, and the decision she made earlier.
         Needless to say, she got the lashing of her life.
         But she didn’t care if these two women gave her a dash of tough love, she
knew they loved her. 
      She was pleasantly surprised to see her sister-in-law visit and couldn’t
help admiring the huge diamond in Tammy’s finger. Nikki couldn’t attend
their wedding, because it clashed with her fertility treatment.
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        She had come visiting with her husband, Biodun, the gentleman she met
at the restaurant when she visited Tammy many months ago.
      The man stepped in to say a brief ‘hello’, and then left to wait for them
outside. She was happy that Tammy found love again. While she was busy
chasing love away.
     “You know, I thought the Steven brothers were the ones with issues,”
Tammy said. “But I was wrong. You were. And I am disappointed because I
thought I taught you well.”
         “What did you teach me now?”
        “I am not even going to dignify that question,” Tammy replied. “Oh, baby
girl, you didn’t know how ecstatic I was when I heard that you and Jesse were
getting along. Jesse is a great guy, trust me. He’s such a rare person to come
by.” 
         “I know.” Nikki had no doubts about that.
         “So, what’s the problem?”
         “I don’t want to rush into marriage again. He wanted me to move in with
him, and I told him ‘no’. So, he thought we could maybe get married if that
would make me comfortable living with him, but I don’t want to rush in
again.”
         “Do you love him?”
        “I’m pregnant,” Nikki replied. 
        How on earth could they not see what was going on?
 
 
      Naomi watched the two ladies as they spoke to each other. She felt so
much peace in her. She might have lost her two sons, but she gained two
daughters, and they were both so worth it.
       As soon as Tammy heard that Nikki was sick, she had flown all the way,
just to be with her. She even came with her daughter Treasure. Naomi was
grateful she could spend all her free time with her granddaughter.
        And Nikki, her sweet daughter, Nikki. She had done the most incredible
thing. She had come with her, to keep her company when she was faced with
an uncertain future.
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        And she had insisted on carrying Sammie’s baby, despite all odds. 
      She even risked the chance of losing an incredible man like Jesse, and the
comfortable future she could have by being with Jesse, just so she could
honour her late husband.
      Naomi was extremely scared of the whole process of fertility treatment,
firstly because she also didn’t want to burden Nikki with the responsibility.
And she was also afraid those fertility treatments would unearth the pain and
trauma she bore by losing her two sons, within such a short period.
      However, Nikki remained unperturbed by any resistance. Instead, she
followed her heart, regardless of the difficulty.
         It was no surprise that Jesse wanted her all the same.
         Jesse was not the only rare gem. Nikki was probably rarer.
         She and Nkiru had made plans to ‘fast-track’ a relationship between Nikki
and Jesse, but it turned out they didn’t have to. The duo found themselves,
and fell in love, without any of their input.
        Naomi watched the two young ladies and smiled. Her heart was full, so
full that she was close to tears. They brought her so much joy. And Sean was
kind enough to leave a little souvenir. 
       And now, another little baby was being formed and growing in Nikki’s
womb. Her Sammies’ baby. It was just two months, and they still had seven
months to wait, but she was so ready.
      Her thought was distracted when Tammy asked for her opinion about
Nikki’s current love situation. 
         Honestly, she had no opinion.
         Jesse asked her the very same question earlier on. He had requested to be
a part of the baby’s life and to be a part of Nikki’s life, but she had told him, it
was all up to him and Nikki to make those decisions.
        He had made himself so vulnerable that he couldn’t do without Nikki. He
told Naomi he wished Nikki could move in with him, or he with her,
whichever one worked for her.
       And Naomi had told him the same thing – that she had no opinion, but
that she would love to see them together. They found each other, they fell in
love, surely their love should guide them on what to do.
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       The marriage part was a surprise to her though. But she had no problem
with that either. It was her duty to make sure Nikki was well cared for, but
she would not allow the baby to stop her from finding love.
        “Mum, please tell me what you think,” Nikki pleaded.
     Naomi sighed. “If he were the biological father, he couldn’t have done
more than what he’s doing for the baby. He’s so involved because he loved the
baby, yes, but I think he’s in this primarily because of you. He loves you, but
with the pregnancy in the picture, it’s a bit more complicated, but it doesn’t
change how he feels about you.”
         “That was exactly what he told me. How did you know?”
         “And you still said ‘no’?” Tammy interrupted.
     “He told me himself,” Naomi continued “I guess this whole process is
beginning to take its toll on him.”
         “Thanks for letting me know,” Nikki answered.
         “It’s all up to you, dear. It’s all up to you.”
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       Nikki and Jesse returned from the anomaly scan of the baby. Jesse had
brought her to his home, grateful she agreed to come over.
         Jesse was glad he could go with her. 
         He still remembered how she refused to look at the scan, and she kept on
asking one question: if the baby’s heart was well-formed.
       She was so hysterical that his friend Segun had to come and personally
scan the baby. And they were told they could not detect any anomaly, in the
heart or any other part of the body for that matter.  A video recording of the
scan was given to them, with a few 3-D pictures of the baby.
         The baby was already four months. And he was a little baby boy. 
        Jesse felt when Nikki was in a better mood, they could probably watch it
together.
         It was understandable, for a woman who lost her husband just two hours
into the marriage because of his cardiac condition, that she was so hysterical.
        “What a day!” Nikki sighed. “It’s so good to be finally home.”
         “You are a drama queen, you know that?” Jesse told her, pulling her close
briefly. “I can hardly catch up.”
         “I’m sorry for being so dramatic out there,” Nikki told him. “I was afraid
they would find something amiss.”
         “You must have a little faith,” Jesse replied.
         “Someone used to tell me that, a lot.”
         “Sam? We grew up saying that a lot.”
         “Yeah,” Nikki shrugged.“It’s just so hard sometimes to have faith. I would
have been devastated if something went wrong.”
          “I can understand.”
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       Jesse saw her features soften. She smiled, walked over to him and gave
him a broad embrace. He was surprised, but then, she had been surprising
him lately. Well, loved it; he wasn’t complaining.
         “Baby and I are saying ‘thank you,’” she choked as she spoke.
         “Tell baby, ‘it’s a pleasure’. I’m actually happy to be a part of this.”
      He really was. For a change, his life was not all about work or making
money, or the things his life had revolved around over the years. In the past
few months, he was doing something that made him insanely happy. 
         He fell in love.
        Since Rochelle’s passing, he had not been in a serious relationship. It was
refreshing to finally find someone who knew exactly where his soft buttons
were. And Nikki pressed them anyhow.
         Nikki had literally wrapped his heart around her little finger.
         Well, he loved it like that.
        Despite their usual circumstances, he was glad Nikki was there, infusing
joy into his life, and she had allowed him in her world as well.
         Nikki reached for his face and massaged it gently.
         “You can tell him yourself,” she replied.
         Jesse paused. Did Nikki just tell him to come closer into her private space?
         “Hey, little man. It’s my pleasure.” He gave Nikki’s tummy a gentle rub.
         “Oh! I think he heard you. He moved. It feels like he high-fived you!” She
exclaimed.
        Jesse laughed. Then he hesitated. Because Nikki hesitated first. That was
his cue to move back; he had used up the time allotted to him.
         But what she did next surprised him.
         She didn’t want him to leave, she wanted him to get closer. 
      It was what he wanted too, but things had been quite complicated, he
didn’t know how to handle it, especially with the pregnancy and Nikki’s ever-
changing mood.
         And she had plainly refused his marriage proposal.
     He felt her soft caress, gently at first, but it picked up in seconds. He
welcomed it and returned the favour. His lips found hers and pleasantly
surprised when she kissed him so passionately, without holding back.
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         He soon realised he wasn’t the only person who had felt the drought. She
too had been living in the drought. And he was not the only one who wanted
more from their relationship. Nikki wanted him too.
        They eventually paused to catch their breaths.
        The passion in Nikki’s eyes pierced through any resistance he might have
had. But a second later she looked away like she was ashamed of her action.
        Jesse was done with the hypocrisy.
         Nikki needed to come straight with him. What exactly did she want?
        “Nikki. Please, don’t,” he pleaded, as he gently turned her face to himself,
and locked it there. “You can’t continue to do this to me. I can’t deal with the
highs and the lows. I’ve got feelings too. I love you, and you know it.”
         Nikki swallowed hard.
 
 
         “Tell me what I must do to make you love me back,” Jesse asked softly.
         “Nothing. I love you so much already, and you know that.”
          Jesse wasn’t so sure. Or why did she keep pushing him away?
       “Then what is the problem? Tell me what you’re thinking about. Let me
understand you.”
        “I will so much love to accept your offers. But I can’t give you more than
this until the baby is born. I need you. I can’t go through this pregnancy
alone, and you’ve been there even before it started, and you understand me
so much, and I think it’s kind of selfish to expect more from you, especially
because I brought it on myself.”
         Jesse listened, and his heart broke. 
       Didn’t Nikki trust him enough? Didn’t she know that he loved her from
the very beginning, and he had had no choice but to agree with her terms? If
he wasn’t interested, he would have walked away from the very beginning.
         Nikki continued.
       “It will be a great honour to be your wife. But what kind of wife will that
make me, if I can’t even be with you properly if I can’t make love to you, and
I’m even pregnant with… with… someone else’s baby.” She stammered and
then paused abruptly.
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        “Is that all?” he asked.
        “My baby doesn’t have a Daddy. His Daddy is dead,” she choked. “I’ve not
thought about all these before jumping into it. I think it will be asking for too
much if I ask you to be…” she stopped again.
         “The father?” Jesse smiled sadly.
         She nodded.
         Nikki had effectively pushed him away for months, and these were her excuses?
        First, he had lived by himself for a long time, and he didn’t die. Waiting
for a few more months surely wouldn’t kill him. It might be hard, no doubts,
but at least he could have his sanity, he would be sure that she was fine, and
he could take care of her the way he had always wanted.
         “Is that all?” 
         Nikki nodded. “So, tell me my fate.”
         “This is not a fate situation. Honestly, when I look at my future, I see you,
I see Gigi, and I see the baby. And unless you wish to have more babies, my
heart is full already,” he told her. “I just can’t wait to meet this young man. As
for your concern about our living arrangement, I will do whatever you want,
I just want you here. Right here. With me.”
         Nikki let out a sigh of relief and slumped back into Jesse’s waiting arms.
“You’ve eased my anxiety.”
        “Can we start the wedding plans now?” he asked and tried all he could to
hide his excitement.
         “If you ask nicely.”
           Jesse was grateful he held onto the ring for longer.  
        And within minutes he was on one knee, asking a certain young lady to
be his wife and the queen of his heart.
          “I love you so much, Nikita Stevens. And I was always so scared that this
day would never come,” Jesse choked.
        “I understand. I was worried too, because I love you too, so much.”
        “So, will it be a yes, or a yes?”
        “You left me no option, and you asked nicely,” Nikki giggled back as Jesse
got up, and he scooped her off her feet.
         Nikki said yes, without any hesitation, with a little icing on the cake.
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         They paused to breathe.
         Jesse loved kissing her, but they are few and far between. Something told
him it would be more frequent going forward.
       “What are the odds that I get to be kissed by Nikki Stevens twice in one
day?” Jesse asked.
       Nikki let out a silly giggle. “And what are the odds that I get to be Mrs
Stevens twice in a lifetime?”
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         Naomi waited impatiently with Nkiru at the visiting foyer.
        For someone who had thought she would be abandoned in a corner to die
of depression, things had taken a wonderful turn, in a completely different
direction.
      She had evolved into a prominent woman, in Watt-Town and within the
Stevens family. She gained two lovely daughters, a beautiful granddaughter,
and now, a grandson.
         In a lovely twist of events,  Nikita fell in favour of all, but she also caught
the attention of one of their most upstanding sons. 
         Jesse Stevens.
     And despite the pregnancy coming in between them, they managed to
work their ways around it, culminating in a glamorous wedding.
       Jesse did not hold back, and Nikki glowed so beautifully on her wedding
day. It was sad that Sammie could not give her that, but it all ended better
than they all expected.
    “When can I see them?” Naomi asked Nkiru. They had both become
grandmothers, as Jesse had stepped up as the father of the baby.
         And they were both so excited to see the little boy.
        They had seen the boy’s pictures, but Naomi wanted to see her little baby,
to hold him, to think about the pains she had had, and how things had ended
up better than her wildest imagination.
      It seemed to her, like her son Sammie Stevens just rose from the dead.
Back to her as a little baby. How could that even be possible?
         “We’ve got to wait until the visiting hours.”
         “Why do we have to wait?” Naomi asked.
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      “Rules are rules, woman!” Nkiru replied, she was roaring in laughter.
“Wait, you will soon see him.”
       Naomi kept on looking at the baby’s pictures and made no attempts to
wipe her tears.
      God had blessed her more than she had bargained for. Her tears were
nothing compared to the overwhelming favour she received.
         Soon, they spotted Jesse, beaming, coming out of the revolving door.
         Naomi was crying as she thanked Jesse profusely.
        “You did it. Jesse. Thank you,” Naomi sobered. “Thank you so much. For
bringing my son back to me.”
         “Put yourself together,” Nkiru scolded gently. “You can’t see the baby like
this.”
      “I know. I’ll be fine. I just can’t believe it. Sammie would be proud. So
proud.” Naomi continued to rant. At some point, she knew she wasn’t
making sense.
       Minutes later, she was in the room. Nikki was sitting up, with the baby
nestling nicely in the cot next to her. She wanted to get up and greet her
visitors who were still busy sanitising, but Naomi asked to please sit down.
        “Thank you, Nikki. Thank you so much, my daughter,” she said. She had
managed to wipe her tears, but she still was so close to tears.
         “Here’s your baby,” Nikki told her as she handed the baby gently to her.
         Naomi eventually held her baby. 
        “Oh, baby. Welcome. Welcome. Grandma is so proud to see you. To hold
you. Thank you for coming. And thank you to your Mommy too, for making
it happen. And to you Daddy too. Your Daddies.”
         “He’s so perfect, Mum,” Nikki told her.
         “He definitely is!” Naomi replied as she handed the baby back. 
         She leaned on her sister-in-law. “Thank you, Nkiru.” she sniffed. “Thank
you for raising your sons well. And thank you for everything.”
         “Naomi,” Nkiru answered. “It’s okay.”
         “It’s more than okay,” Naomi responded. “I owe you so much.”
      In the next minutes, Naomi went into praying mode. That was all she
could do. She kept praying, for the little baby, for the family, for everybody.
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        When she was done, she was asked to give the baby a name.
        Naomi was surprised. “I thought you already had a name for him.”
        “Nikita and I decided to make it a surprise,” Jesse informed her.
    “Jesse and I decided to wait for you to give him his first name,” Nikki
added.
     “I don’t know. I’ve never named a kid. I didn’t even name my children.
Their paternal grandmother gave them their names.”
     Nkiru laughed. “That is true. Me neither. Mama gave all our kids their
names.”
      “I think it’s time to keep the family tradition,” Nikki giggled. “You’re the
paternal grandmother now.”
         “Wow.” Naomi thought. “Will Jonathan be a good name?”
         Nikki gave Jesse a knowing look. And Jesse winked back. 
         “Jonathan is perfect,” they chorused.
         “Welcome to the world, my baby, Jonathan.”
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         Thank you for journeying with me through this book. 
         ‘Being Mrs Stevens’ is a book that chose to be written at this point in time.
         My first conception of this book was as an undergraduate in 2004, when
I was a medical student and the editor-in-chief of Jesus Tracts Club/JEANS
magazine and StethoChrist.
        In a desperate search for content, I thought I could write a story to keep
our readers glued to us and boom! I conceived a story I titled ‘Naomi’, which
was, in reality, a 21st-century parody of the book of Ruth in the Bible.
However, the series never happened then because I was unable to complete
the story.
          Fast forward to sixteen years later. 
      In the year 2020, amid global chaos, the protracted lockdown in most
parts of the world, and with the COVID-19 pandemic in the background, I
decided to write ‘Naomi’.
       ‘Naomi’ was finally written for the first time, but I gave it another title:
‘Redemption - a lockdown story.’
      I originally wrote for a group on social media, to keep their spirits up
through the pandemic.  However, it was also therapeutic for me; it helped me
to cope with having to be on the frontline as the world battled against the
virus.
        After writing ‘Redemption’, I couldn’t stop. The story continued to evolve,
and now we have the finished product.
          I am pleased to present to you the story I titled: Being Mrs Stevens.
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       A big thank you to everyone who made it possible. Especially to you, the
Reader, for taking your time to read the story. I appreciate you.
         Thank you again for journeying through this book with me.
         Let’s do this again sometime.
      I will love to read from you. Kindly write a review. Please let me know
what you think. That will be most appreciated.
         I will love to read from you.
         I always love to read from you.
         Follow me on social media @kemiowonibi on most platforms.
         Email author: kd.owonibi@gmail.com
         Visit the author’s website www.kemiowonibi.com 
         www.realbiblepeople.wordpress.com 
         Blessings to you and all yours.
 

Kemi Owonibi, the author
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chapter 1
     John Kolade sat by the window of his favourite coffee shop, his stylus pen

gliding with precision over the touchscreen of his detachable notebook. He

memoed a few changes to the hoodie designs sent to him earlier by Francesca

– his friend and business associate of many years – before forwarding it to

his office.

     It was a lazy workday, and John decided to run a few morning errands to

keep himself occupied. He also had a few design ideas for his J.Cole clothing

line – a business he started a few years earlier mostly dedicated to office

wears for women. And his forthcoming Fashion Week was just the right dose

of distraction he needed.

       He gazed out of the window absently as he sipped his coffee while it was

still hot; images blurred ahead of him – of people dressed in well-tailored

suits and corporate wears, rushing back and forth in their uncomfortable

shoes, oversized totes and briefcases, fancy cars zooming down the streets,

and echoes of nonspecific chats in the background.

      He thought about his plans for the day; he had a few meetings until  two in

the afternoon. He had also promised Francesca – fondly called Ms B by most

people – that he would be picking her son Tife from school later that

afternoon. And thereafter, he would be spending the rest of the day at his

studio.

         A pretty standard day by all means.

       He still couldn’t understand why he kept helping out Ms B with her son;

perhaps it was because she helped him first while he was lost and hopeless,

and she restored in him faith in humanity. 
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       Thinking about Tife brought a faint smile to his face, because he knew the
boy would insist that John spent some time with him. 
       Especially now that he had new friends from school. 
       Ezra. And Noah.
      “Ezra is my new best friend,” Tife told him at the beginning of the school
year.
       John recently met Ezra and his little brother Noah; they spent lots of time
with Tife at Ms B’s home. It appeared they just relocated to the country from
the United States, from their hometown in Atlanta. 
     Ezra was a smart kid, fun kid, but also responsible. John found himself
developing a keen interest in the three boys; somehow, he felt compelled to
be the man in their lives. 
       “Stop lying to yourself, John,” a quiet voice spoke to him. 
       His face fell. His mind was drifting to the most difficult period of his life.
        Angry emotions rose in him as he thought of his own Fiyin. 
       Of course, it had to do with Fiyin; his love for kids, his Fashion Week, and
his interest in Tife and all his new best friends. He knew he was simply trying
to pay it forward, well, in reverse. 
      If Fiyin were still alive, John wanted Fiyin to be loved and cared for, the
same way he loved and cared for the children around him.
      He shook his head in protest as he quickly shoved the thoughts aside. He
had moved on. He had a better life now.
     A big part of him was still absent; a void that could never be filled by
anything on this planet. But at least, things were coming together again. He
had his freedom back, J.Cole’s was his new baby, his sisters were fine, and so
was his mother.
   He blinked, like he was pushing the troubling thoughts away, as he
narrowed his eyes as he tried to focus on the image ahead of him.
       Right there, a certain view caught his sight.
       A lady in distress across the road from him.
     She seemed to be having issues with her car, a flat tyre maybe. She was
frantically making a call, clutching her purse to her chest, and pacing around
the same spot. 
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      John remembered the pose vaguely; it reminded him of a certain someone
he used to know while he was still in Lagos. But that was also part of his life
he preferred to leave behind in the past where it belonged.
        He hated that his mind was playing tricks on him.
        His first instinct was to cross the road to assist her. Which he obeyed.
    Packing up his devices and his design notebook, he grabbed his extra
coffee and rushed to assist his new distraction.
        As he crossed the road, he caught himself and halted to a complete stop.
His mind was not playing tricks on him. He definitely knew the pose – her
‘fright-or-freeze’ posture.
        He knew her. 
        And that was Nicole. 
        He began to hyperventilate.
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THE LONG WALK TO CALVARY

        It all started in Bethany, some five kilometres from Jerusalem.
       On an uneventful Saturday, just six days before Passover, in the house of
one Simon (or Lazarus), a young lady recognised as Mary took a beautiful
alabaster jar of expensive perfume, broke it, and lavishly poured it to anoint
Jesus.
       Now, the Passover marked the birth of the Jewish people as a nation that
was led by Moshe (Moses) around 1400 BCE, as recorded in the Book of
Exodus, and it served the beginning of the year for the people of God. 
      Everybody always endeavoured to make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land –
to Jerusalem in Judea, to the Temple complex, to participate in the festival in
obedience to the Law. 
      On the surface, Jesus and His entourage also made that pilgrimage, but
we know that things are not always what they seem.
        In his gospel, Luke told us that: “As the day of His ascension approached, Jesus
resolutely set out for Jerusalem” (Luke 9v51), and John completed that statement:
“Six days before the Passover, Jesus came to Bethany, the hometown of Lazarus, whom
He had raised from the dead” (John 12v1).
       Now, Lazarus and his sisters – Mary and Martha were personal friends of
Jesus. John told us that “Jesus loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus” (John 11v5).
In fact, in one of the few times Jesus was recorded to have wept, it was out of
deep emotions for Lazarus. John 11v35 read: “Jesus wept.”
        Jesus had a relationship with these three siblings. We know Mary loved to
sit by Jesus, starstruck, just to listen to what He had to say. And Martha, let
us just say she was big on entertainment. 
     Their brother Lazarus also loved throwing big dinners whenever Jesus
visited, which was a customary form of entertainment at that time, you
know, the kind of relaxed parties where guests used reclining seats!

backstory: the day before
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     So, when Jesus visited their home barely a week from Passover, Lazarus
and his sisters knew He obviously would be spending the entire festive
period with them. 
        They threw a party immediately in honour of their august visitor. 
         Jesus.   And for His entourage of twelve men. 
         Talk of a big boys’ hostel!

A STORY SO SPECIAL
       This story was significant in that it was recorded by the authors of all the
four synoptic gospels in the Bible. And it was indeed special.
   It was special because, during that party, a woman did something
extraordinary, perhaps even reckless: not minding the cost, the consequences,
and everything else, she wasted an entire jar of pricey perfume on Jesus. 
        That fragrance that she wasted costed a workman’s full annual income!

THE CONTROVERSIES
     Truth be told, there are a few disparities when we read the accounts as
written by the four gospels. There have also been lots of arguments and
debates about the entire events surrounding the anointing of Jesus. 
    All the gospels agreed that Jesus was indeed anointed with expensive
perfume. However, some people believed there were two different events –
one at the beginning of Jesus’ ministry and the other one at the end. 
     There are questions about the identity of the woman – like, which Mary
exactly? Or perhaps she was not even Mary. There are also questions about
the location, the timing, and the interpretation of the event, or what the
hidden messages might be.
      This book will provide some clarity to these questions.
   Regardless of these endless questions and debates, the central setting
remained the same: it was in the house where people gathered for a big
dinner, there was a woman, there was an expensive perfume being poured
on Jesus, and there were some people who objected to that show of
extravagance.

GET THE BOOK here! It's an adventure!
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Nikita Edoho’s only goal was to graduate from the university. But
when she was paired with Sammie Stevens for their final year

projects, she found herself introduced to the world of The Stevens.
With it came joy and pain.  And an obsession to keep a legacy alive.

 
Naomi Stevens battled with depression and PTSD. She had lived with
the trauma of raising a sick son who spent all his life in the shadows
of death. But she was about to make a shocking discovery that would
shatter her entire life. She must have faith, as she faced what was left

of her miserable life.
 

Jesse Stevens had it all together until a random stranger crawled into
his private suites. He must abandon his own ambition and fight for

her to achieve hers.
 

“Being Mrs Stevens” is a contemporary romance and medical thriller,
a delicate weave of love, strength, passion, healing, faith, and

redemption. A great storyline, unpredictable, and intriguing to the
end.
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